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Chapter 1

PLANNING A COST-EFFECTIVENESS
STUDY
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS - THE BASIC APPROACH
Cost-effectiveness analysis starts from a problem and a set of proposed
solutions. The cost and effectiveness of each of these alternative
solutions are estimated and the results for each potential solution
compared. The alternative with the lowest cost per unit of health effect
is generally preferred. The crucial steps are outlined in the flowchart
on the next page.

As the flowchart illustrates, many of the important steps are in the
planning phase before any attempt is made to measure cost or
effectiveness. This chapter elaborates on each of those planning steps
and illustrates them using examples of three situations where the
application of cost-effectiveness analysis might be considered.

How best to reduce the disease hazards of proposed
development projects

IS

_

10~
_

Case: schistosomiasis associated with water resources
development. There are plans to construct a dam and
irrigation system and it is anticipated that this may exacerbate
the local schistosomiasis problem unless remedial action is
taken. Design modifications are to be considered to reduce
these effects, for which a convincing case has to he made to
the rural development authorities.

Guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis
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STEPS IN PLANNING A COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

PHASE

PLANNING

ACTION

OUTPUTS

Specify the problem and
define the objective

Identify feasible alternative interventions
to achieve the objective

Define clearly the
boundanes.

Main outputs :
List of
contributors

List of activities

IMPLEMENTATION
Estimate the cost and effectiveness of
each of the altemative interventions.

ANALYSIS AND
PRESENTATION

Compare the cost-effectiveness of
alternative interventions.
Analyse the results.

Report. Distribute to
interested agencies.
Seek publication.

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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How best to improve the efficiency of an existing vector control
intervention

[~.

I
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I
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~

Case: house spraying for malaria control. Houses are being
sprayed annually to.control a problem of malaria. Decisionmakers would like to know whether the intervention might be
modified to achieve better rcsulls with the existing resources
(or the same results for fewer resources).

Whether to replicate an existing vector control intervention
elsewhere

EJ
~

Case: house improvement to control Chagas disease. One
area or the country has a programme of house improvement
to reduce the population of triatomine bugs and the problem
of Chauas disease. Decision-makers would like to know if it
would be worthwhile replicating this mtervcnuon elsewhere
or whether other alternatives would he more efficient.

PLANNING STEP 1 - PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
Specify the problem.

The problem can be defined in different ways: prevalence, incidence,
severity of the disease, abundance of the vector or breeding site or in
terms of some activity in an on-going programme (e.g. inadequate
supervision ofvector control efforts). The problem may already exist:

[.-11 ~

I"the Anopheles population has increased",

I ~ "the incidence of Chagas disease is high".

le.

~~

Or it may be anticipated:

1511 11' I
_

...

"schistosomiasis rates are expected to increase with the
construction of the dam".
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Express the objective in terms of
some specified reduction in this
defined problem, or maximum
reduction for a specified cost.

It is best to define the objective precisely, expressing it in quantitative
terms if possible and clearly defining the geographical scope and, if
necessary, the timetable for achievement:

1511
_

If!
I"totoresult
prevent the introd uction of schistosomiasis that threatens
...
from the construction of the dam",

~ I
l ln 1 ~
t~

I

11

le

"to maintain annual malaria rates at less than 10 per thousand
in the project area",

~

.1
"to improve 50% of the dwellings in the coastal districts by
~ ~nextyear".
Sometimes, instead of starting with an explicit problem, researchers
begin with an intervention and ask whether it should be continued in
the same or a modified form, or replicated elsewhere. These questions
are answered by asking a somewhat different set of retrospective
questions and adapting the answers to another time (the future) or
another place:

I

~

'1lln1

I

[EJ

I

~

~ EJ
~

~

~

"should the mosquito spraying intervention be continued in
its present form, or are there more efficient approaches?" is
usually answered by finding oul whethertbis intervention has
been running efficiently in the recent past,

"is the house improvement worth replicating elsewhere, or
are there more efficient approaches?" is usually answered by
finding out whether this intervention was worth establishing
in the past.

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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Usually it is possible to re-express these concerns in terms ofa disease
problem while identifying the particular intervention as one of the
posssible solutions.

PLANNING STEP 2 • IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVES
The notions of alternatives and comparison are crucial to costeffectiveness analysis. To have, for example, information showing
that larviciding cost US$100 000 and reduced malaria incidence by
half provides, on its own, very little help for decision-makers. The cost
and effectiveness of other feasible alternatives must also be known.
The only circumstance where estimating the cost and effectiveness of
a single intervention can be useful is if it contributes to a body of
knowledge which is drawn on by others who will themselves make
these comparisons. If that is the purpose, then it is crucial that the
results be made available to that audience.
The alternative interventions to be studied might include continuing
an existing intervention, modifying an existing intervention or
establishing a new intervention.

List all feasible alternatives for
achieving the stated objectives
and describe them in as much
detail as possible.

The alternatives may vary with respect to kinds of technologies,
combinations of technologies, approaches to delivering the
technologies. place, time or target groups. Note that timing can have
important implications for both effectiveness (for example, spraying
in relation to the transmission season) and costs (for example, wages
may vary seasonally). The way interventions are phased is also
important since the distribution of costs and effects over time affects
their value (see Chapters 2 and 3 for a discussion of discount rates;
see Glossary for a definition of discount rate).
Texts such as the Manual on environmentalmanagement/ormosquito
control, with special emphasis on malaria vectors (WHO 1982)

Guidelinesfor cost-effectiveness analysis
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provide helpful informationon technical possibilities. Obtain technical
advice from vector-borne disease control specialists. It might be
worthwhile conducting a brainstorming session among all relevant
parties to clarify the objectives and the alternative ways of achieving
them.
Alternatives may be suggested from the problems being experienced
by the intervention.

~~
~

11lIn l

~
~

For example. perhaps household spraying is not being
conducted sufficiently thoroughly and some houses or parts
of houses are being missed. One alternative to consider
would be an improved supervisory system.

Specify alternatives of a similar
scale or impact where possible.

To be able to give a definite ranking to the cost-effectiveness of
different alternatives. it is usually necessary that either the level of
investment is the same for each intervention or the level ofeffectiveness
achieved is the same for each intervention (see Chapter 4 for further
details).
Eliminate from the list of
alternatives those interventions
which fail to satisfy any absolute
constraints

including (i) financial constraints either of the total budget or of key
parts ofit (especially foreign exchange orrecurrentcost components);
(ii) legal constraints. for example regulations governing the
environment. land-use or aesthetics; (iii) time constraints; or (iv)
cultural or ethical constraints.
Eliminate from the list of
alternatives any which are clearly
less efficient than others on the
basis of a rough judgement of
likely cost and effectiveness.

Pltmning a cost-effectiveness study

~0
~

I

~~
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Options for mitigating the effects of a new dam on
schistosomiasis include establishing a programme of
mollusciciding once the dam has been constructed. However,
a rough calculation of cost and effectiveness may indicate
that it will be much more difficult and expensive to rectify a
vector-borne disease problem once it ha" developed than to
incorporate technically feasible preventive measures in the
design of the development project. So the substantive costeffectiveness analysis should focus on the preventive options.

Do not eliminate from the list any
alternatives which have powerful
political support

no matter how implausible the option might be. If it really is a poor
option then that needs to be convincingly demonstrated.

~

~
~
~~

0'"
,

Locally powerful agricultural groups are opposing
modifications to the dam and irrigation works and are
pushing fc.)r the post-construction mollusciciding option. To
demonstrate.quantit~Lively and per~uasivcly just h(~w n~uc~
less economically VIable the chemical control option IS, It
should he included amongst those methods whose costeffectiveness is analysed.

Pay special attention to
alternatives which have good
economic returns.

~0
f!/!lfI/!II!.

I

~~

..

This is particularly important when considering options to
modify the vector-borne disease impact of resource
development projects such as the proposed dam and irrigation
works. Examples may include modifications which lower
project running costs as well as disease risks (for example, by
reducing water wastage) or modifications which enhance
crop production potential.
Reliable operational and
maintenance fealures orcxtensive canal lining to avoid seepage
and water!ogging may increase agricultural productivity
through land reclamation and prevention of salination,

Guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis
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Other options should not, however, be excluded from the analysis,
since they may be highly cost-effective in health terms despite
reducing agricultural production. For a detailed review of these issues
see the technical discussion section of the report of the sixth PEEM
meeting (WHO 1986).

PLANNING STEP 3 . DECIDING IF THE ANALYSIS IS WORTHWHILE
Undertaking a cost-effectiveness analysis takes time and money.
It needs to be reasonably clear that the effort will be worthwhile.
Before embarking on a cost-effectiveness study consider the following
points.

Determine whether the cost or
effectiveness implications of
choosing the wrong alternative
are substantial.

~

~
~

~~

0
I

..

Attempting to rectify a vector-borne disease problem once it
has become established is likely to be a much more expensive
option than incorporating health safeguards in advance of, in
conjunction with, or as an integral part of the infrastructural
works.Cost-effectiveness analysisof vector control alternatives
is, therefore, always worthwhile doing before the
implementation of any developm.ent activity which might
cause significant deterioration in the vector-borne disease
situation. Indeed, it should be done before any major
negotiations with potential donors are undertaken or
investment decisions made, i.e. during the "identification",
"preparation" and "appraisal" stages of the conventional
project cycle (Tiffen, 1989) and should be part of the terms
of reference for feasibility studies of the development project.

Can cost and effectiveness
information be obtained without
excessive effort?

Planninga cost-effectiveness study
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Cost-effectiveness analysis is not "all or nothing". It is possible to do
the exercise more or less thoroughly. For example, the number of
alternatives analysed can belimitedto thosewherecost-effectiveness
is most uncertain.
It is not easy to predictthe nature and extent of vector-borne disease

problemsinadvance oftheimplementation ofdevelopment projects. It
requires the collection of data on environmental factors (climate,
topography, hydrology, housing), on the nature of existing vectorborne diseases and potential vectors (density, flight range, breeding,
feeding and resting habits), on characteristics of the population
(susceptibility, migration, land-use and occupation, vector contact)
and characteristics of the proposed resource development activity.
Twouseful documents, byTiffen (1989) andBirley (1989), giveadvice
about the crucial points in waterresources development when health
issues and preventive measures need to be considered and provide
guidelines to assess how community vulnerability, environmental
receptivity and health services capacity may be affected by a project

Find out whether a previous
evaluation has been done and
whether its results can be used.

Any of the following eventsmightappropriately stimulate a re-think
of thecost-effectiveness of maintaining a vectorcontrolintervention:
• thedevelopment of resistance to theinsecticide usedor changes
in disease pattern or vector behaviour;
• changes in agricultural practices;
• health sectorpolicy changes such as a proposal to integrate the
vertical control programme into the regularhealthservices;
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• withdrawal of, or additional support for the intervention by a
donor or a significanrchange in the cost or availability of foreign
currency;
• public opposition to the intervention;
• availability of new control technologies.
It would be worthwhile measuring again thecost-effectiveness

9~

EJ

of establishing and maintaining the house improvement
programme to control Chagas disease if new control options
have appeared, with potentially considerable consequences
for cost and effectiveness, such as the recently developed
slow-release formulations of insecticides.

Explore whether estimating costeffectiveness is likely to influence
decision-making.

The degree of influence on decision-making can be improved by
consulting with relevant decision-makers during the design and
implementation of the cost-effectiveness study and appropriately
structuring and distributing the report.

PLANNING STEP 4 - BOUNDARY DEFINITION
An important general principle governing the determination of the
boundaries of the intervention is that the intervention should include
only those additional activities necessary to achieve the objective. If
there is uncertainty over a particular activity it is best to include it, and
it is essential (whether or not it is included) that similar assumptions
be adopted for each intervention being studied.
If the cost-effectiveness of a planned intervention is to be estimated
using data from existing programmes then it is important to identify
first the nature of the intervention being planned and to use this to
define appropriately the boundaries of the intervention to be studied.

Planninga cost-effectiveness study

EJ
~
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If the area where the house improvement programme is to be
replicated possesses no basic infrastructure, administrative
structure or appropriately trained staff, these activities would
need to be included in the definition of the intervention.

Defining precisely the interventions to be studied is not always as
straightforward as it may seem. There are several dimensions to any
intervention - dimensions in time, place and management level- and
for each the boundaries will need to be clearly specified.
Define the geographical
boundaries.

The intervention might cover the whole country, one or more states or
districts or a smaller area. Defining the geographical boundaries of the
intervention of interest will generally be relatively simple and will
depend on: the breadth of the responsibility of the decision-maker who
will use the results; the nature of the areas to which the results will
subsequently be applied; and whether disaggregated data can be
obtained for the desired area or a higher administrative level has to be
chosen for reasons of data availability.
Define the
boundaries.

contributor

The intervention studied may be implemented or financed by a variety
of different groups - government bodies (health and others), external
support agencies, business enterprises, communities and individuals.
List all those contributing to the intervention (do not forget voluntary
contributions of finance or labour which can be substantial); record
any whose contributions are not to be measured and note why.
Define the time boundaries.

First, determine when the intervention entered its routine phase and
second, decide whether replication or modification is the purpose of
the cost-efffectiveness analysis. Vector control activities usually
evolve over time. Some activities (such as project planning, pilot
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studies, and construction) are done at the beginning and rarely
repeated. These preliminary activities are termed "developmental" or
"start-up" activities as distinct from "on-going" or "routine" activities.
Vector control interventions vary in the relative importance of their
developmental and on-going activities. Insecticide spraying, for
example, is largely on-going with spraying routinely required each
year, whereas environmental modifications often involve substantial
initial investment and relatively minor maintenance thereafter.
If the intervention is being studied with a view to possible replication
elsewhere, then it will be necessary to include within the boundaries
being studied both the on-going and the early developmental activities.

EJ
~

Since replication of the house improvement intervention is
being considered, the boundaries will include most of the
activities in the initial development phase as well as those in
the on-going implementation phase.

If the intervention is being studied to determine whether it could be
implemented more efficiently, then the early unrepeated development
activities should be ignored and boundaries limited to the routinely
implemented activities.

[

~

I

'
1lI

n'1

I~ Decision-makers are interested in whether the existing malaria
\..-

~

control programme could be carried out more efficiently. The
boundaries of the intervention therefore exclude the early,
unrepeated development and planning activities.

Define the hierarchical
boundaries.
Most interventions will involve activities at several levels, from field
level implementation through district and regional level supervision
up to central level administration. How far beyond the field activities
to extend the definition of the intervention boundary will depend ~n
how substantial is the intervention being considered. If it takes the
form of a new intervention in an area with very little existing
administrative or logistic support, then a comprehensive definition of
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theintervention (toincludecentralleveladministrative activities) will
be appropriate. If it takes the form of relatively minor operational
modifications ofanexistingprogramme thenitislesslikelythathigher
level administration will need to be included.
Define the activitycontent.

Havingdefinedthe boundaries oftime,hierarchical levels,geography
andcontributors itishelpful tospelloutthekeyactivities encompassed
by the intervention being studied or proposed.
Examples of the kinds of vector control activities that might be
involved in the developmental and on-going activities at field and
central levels are listed below.

FIELD
LEVEL

CENTRAL
LEVEL

Developmental phase

On-going phase

area surveys
trials, pilot studies
environmental modifications
(e.g. canal lining)

spraying
mosquito net distribution
education
environmental
manipulation

planning
project design
equipment purchase
land acquisition
initial training
initial personnel selection
legislation

supervision
financial management
personnel management
monitoring

There may be some fuzzy areas whereit is not clear whether,or how
much, additional activitywill be required.
Several of the alternatives for reducing the health hazards of
the dam will probably involve modifying the dam and irrigation
works in some way. The extent to which these modifications
are defined as part of the schistosomiasis control intervention
will depend on what other non-disease effects they have.

Guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis
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Lining irrigation channels to prevent seepage can be a very
effective way to reduce potential vector breeding and disease
transmission. It is also, through the reduction in water loss,
a way of reducing the costs of irrigation. What share of the
lining activity constitutes the boundary of the vector control
intervention? One approach is to determine to what extent
lining would be justified on the basis of water savings alone.
The schistosomiasis control intervention can be defined as any
additional canal lining done for the sake of disease control.

PLANNING STEP S· SAMPLING AND THE PLAN OF ACTION

Select samples if necessary.

If the cost-effectiveness of a proposed intervention is being estimated
from scratch using the ingredients method (see Chapter 2), sampling
will usually be unnecessary.

S

Predicting the cost and effectiveness of design modifications

11

1

_

"
...

Iinvolve
to mitigate the adverse health impact of the d.am will p.robably
examining the results from similar interventions, and
conducting key informant interviews to obtain opinions on
disease hazards and resources required to control them.

However, if an existing or past intervention is being studied, it may be
difficult or impossible to study the cost and effectiveness of the
activities undertaken over the whole time period of implementation
and in all geographical areas included in the boundaries of the
intervention. Estimates may have to be derived using a sample ofyears
andlor areas.

I

~ 11

l nl
'llI

To estimate the cost-effectiveness of maintaining the malaria

\........ I control intervention, it is best to sample years from the recent
~ past. The further back in time, the more the intervention may
\
differ from its current form and the less detailed and possibly
less accurate the data on cost and effectiveness may be.

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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Do not select too short a period: therewill almostcertainly be changes
in activitiesandtheirintensityfromweektoweekandseasonto season.
A time period of at least one year and preferably two to three should
be chosen.
Since the geographicalboundariesof the malaria control intervention
to be studied cover the whole country and much of the cost data are
decentralized (being available only at health centres), it is decided to
study the cost of the national programme using a sample of health
centres in a sample of regions.
Draw up a plan of action.

Once thecontentandtime boundariesof the analysishave beenclearly
defined and the samples selected, it is essential to design a plan of
action. This will require listing the information to be collected; the
likely sources of data and their location; an itinerary of visits; and the
personnel and other resources required.
If the interventionbeingstudied already exists and data from the field
are to be collected, use the following approach:

Start first at the most central level

at which the intervention operates. This would be the national
headquartersif a nationalinsecticideprogrammeis being studied,and
perhaps the district headquarters if the intervention is a distinct local
effort.
• collect whatever data are available concerning the cost and
effectiveness of the intervention as a whole;
• determine the costs incurred at that particular level;
• identify where other required data can be collected;
• collect information on the number and kinds of units of the
intervention's activity, so that an appropriate sampling strategy
can be designed.
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Although some of the required information may be centralized,there
will almost certainly be other data that need to be collected at more
peripheral field sites.
Proceed to the next level down

(say the regional headquarters if a national programme is being
studied)andcollecttheinformation described above. In addition, use
the data at lower levels to double-check the accuracy of central
statistics.

Return to the central level.

Once information has been collected from the "field", fill in any
identified information gaps, and seek reactions to the preliminary
conclusions.

BEYOND THE PLANNING PHASE

Oncethe planning steps have beencompleted, it is time to initiatethe
data collection and analysis phases which are the subject of the rest
of these guidelines.
The aim is to measure the valueof the additional resources required
for the additional activities defined byeach of theinterventions, and
their effectiveness.
Thismayinvolve directfield level measurement (if asimilarintervention
in similar circumstances is available for study - usually the case if
continuation or modification of thecurrentintervention is an option),
oritmayinvolvedetaileddescriptionofthecontentoftheintervention,
calculation from scratchof its cost and "modelling" its effectiveness.
Theseguidelines concentrate on the former approach: Chapters2 and
3 describe how the costs and effectiveness of existing interventions
can be measured and Chapter4 explainshow to analysetheseresults

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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and adapt them to the situationbeingstudied. Appendix 1 providesa
guide to costing from scratch and the secondcase study in Chapter 5
illustrates some of the problems of predicting costs and effects, and
ways of coping with them.
Cost-effectiveness is a toolto aiddecision-making. Unlesstheresults
of the analysis reach thoseresponsible for makingdecisions, and in a
formatwhichis attractive and convincing, the wholeexercisemay be
a waste of time. Chapter4 providesguidance on the presentation and
content of the report.

Chapter 1

PLANNING A COST-EFFECTIVENESS
STUDY
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS - THE BASIC APPROACH
Cost-effectiveness analysis starts from a problem and a set of proposed
solutions. The cost and effectiveness of each of these alternative
solutions are estimated and the results for each potential solution
compared. The alternative with the lowest cost per unit of health effect
is generally preferred. The crucial steps are outlined in the flowchart
on the next page.

As the flowchart illustrates, many of the important steps are in the
planning phase before any attempt is made to measure cost or
effectiveness. This chapter elaborates on each of those planning steps
and illustrates them using examples of three situations where the
application of cost-effectiveness analysis might be considered.

How best to reduce the disease hazards of proposed
development projects

IS

_

10~
_

Case: schistosomiasis associated with water resources
development. There are plans to construct a dam and
irrigation system and it is anticipated that this may exacerbate
the local schistosomiasis problem unless remedial action is
taken. Design modifications are to be considered to reduce
these effects, for which a convincing case has to he made to
the rural development authorities.

Guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis
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STEPS IN PLANNING A COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

PHASE

PLANNING

ACTION

OUTPUTS

Specify the problem and
define the objective

Identify feasible alternative interventions
to achieve the objective

Define clearly the
boundanes.

Main outputs :
List of
contributors

List of activities

IMPLEMENTATION
Estimate the cost and effectiveness of
each of the alternative interventions.

ANALYSIS AND
PRESENTATION

Compare the cost-effectiveness of
alternative interventions.
Analyse the results.

Report. Distribute to
interested agencies.
Seek publication.

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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How best to improve the efficiency of an existing vector control
intervention

[~.

I

n'1

'1lI

I

t8
~

Case: house spraying for malaria control. Houses are being
sprayed annually to.control a problem of malaria. Decisionmakers would like to know whether the intervention might be
modified to achieve better rcsulls with the existing resources
(or the same results for fewer resources).

Whether to replicate an existing vector control intervention
elsewhere

EJ
~

Case: house improvement to control Chagas disease. One
area or the country has a programme of house improvement
to reduce the population of triatomine bugs and the problem
of Chauas disease. Decision-makers would like to know if it
would be worthwhile replicating this mtervcnuon elsewhere
or whether other alternatives would he more efficient.

PLANNING STEP 1 - PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
Specify the problem.

The problem can be defined in different ways: prevalence, incidence,
severity of the disease, abundance of the vector or breeding site or in
terms of some activity in an on-going programme (e.g. inadequate
supervision ofvector control efforts). The problem may already exist:

[.-11 ~

I"the Anopheles population has increased",

I ~ "the incidence of Chagas disease is high".

le.

~~

Or it may be anticipated:

1511 11' I
_

...

"schistosomiasis rates are expected to increase with the
construction of the dam".
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Express the objective in terms of
some specified reduction in this
defined problem, or maximum
reduction for a specified cost.

It is best to define the objective precisely, expressing it in quantitative
terms if possible and clearly defining the geographical scope and, if
necessary, the timetable for achievement:

1511
_

If!
I"totoresult
prevent the introd uction of schistosomiasis that threatens
...
from the construction of the dam",

~ I
l ln 1 ~
t~

I

11

le

"to maintain annual malaria rates at less than 10 per thousand
in the project area",

~

.1
"to improve 50% of the dwellings in the coastal districts by
~ ~nextyear".
Sometimes, instead of starting with an explicit problem, researchers
begin with an intervention and ask whether it should be continued in
the same or a modified form, or replicated elsewhere. These questions
are answered by asking a somewhat different set of retrospective
questions and adapting the answers to another time (the future) or
another place:

I

~

'1lln1

I

[EJ

I

~

~ EJ
~

~

~

"should the mosquito spraying intervention be continued in
its present form, or are there more efficient approaches?" is
usually answered by finding oul whethertbis intervention has
been running efficiently in the recent past,

"is the house improvement worth replicating elsewhere, or
are there more efficient approaches?" is usually answered by
finding out whether this intervention was worth establishing
in the past.

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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Usually it is possible to re-express these concerns in terms ofa disease
problem while identifying the particular intervention as one of the
posssible solutions.

PLANNING STEP 2 • IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVES
The notions of alternatives and comparison are crucial to costeffectiveness analysis. To have, for example, information showing
that larviciding cost US$100 000 and reduced malaria incidence by
half provides, on its own, very little help for decision-makers. The cost
and effectiveness of other feasible alternatives must also be known.
The only circumstance where estimating the cost and effectiveness of
a single intervention can be useful is if it contributes to a body of
knowledge which is drawn on by others who will themselves make
these comparisons. If that is the purpose, then it is crucial that the
results be made available to that audience.
The alternative interventions to be studied might include continuing
an existing intervention, modifying an existing intervention or
establishing a new intervention.

List all feasible alternatives for
achieving the stated objectives
and describe them in as much
detail as possible.

The alternatives may vary with respect to kinds of technologies,
combinations of technologies, approaches to delivering the
technologies. place, time or target groups. Note that timing can have
important implications for both effectiveness (for example, spraying
in relation to the transmission season) and costs (for example, wages
may vary seasonally). The way interventions are phased is also
important since the distribution of costs and effects over time affects
their value (see Chapters 2 and 3 for a discussion of discount rates;
see Glossary for a definition of discount rate).
Texts such as the Manual on environmentalmanagement/ormosquito
control, with special emphasis on malaria vectors (WHO 1982)

Guidelinesfor cost-effectiveness analysis
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provide helpful informationon technical possibilities. Obtain technical
advice from vector-borne disease control specialists. It might be
worthwhile conducting a brainstorming session among all relevant
parties to clarify the objectives and the alternative ways of achieving
them.
Alternatives may be suggested from the problems being experienced
by the intervention.

~~
~

11lIn l

~
~

For example. perhaps household spraying is not being
conducted sufficiently thoroughly and some houses or parts
of houses are being missed. One alternative to consider
would be an improved supervisory system.

Specify alternatives of a similar
scale or impact where possible.

To be able to give a definite ranking to the cost-effectiveness of
different alternatives. it is usually necessary that either the level of
investment is the same for each intervention or the level ofeffectiveness
achieved is the same for each intervention (see Chapter 4 for further
details).
Eliminate from the list of
alternatives those interventions
which fail to satisfy any absolute
constraints

including (i) financial constraints either of the total budget or of key
parts ofit (especially foreign exchange orrecurrentcost components);
(ii) legal constraints. for example regulations governing the
environment. land-use or aesthetics; (iii) time constraints; or (iv)
cultural or ethical constraints.
Eliminate from the list of
alternatives any which are clearly
less efficient than others on the
basis of a rough judgement of
likely cost and effectiveness.

Pltmning a cost-effectiveness study
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Options for mitigating the effects of a new dam on
schistosomiasis include establishing a programme of
mollusciciding once the dam has been constructed. However,
a rough calculation of cost and effectiveness may indicate
that it will be much more difficult and expensive to rectify a
vector-borne disease problem once it ha" developed than to
incorporate technically feasible preventive measures in the
design of the development project. So the substantive costeffectiveness analysis should focus on the preventive options.

Do not eliminate from the list any
alternatives which have powerful
political support

no matter how implausible the option might be. If it really is a poor
option then that needs to be convincingly demonstrated.

~

~
~
~~

0'"
,

Locally powerful agricultural groups are opposing
modifications to the dam and irrigation works and are
pushing fc.)r the post-construction mollusciciding option. To
demonstrate.quantit~Lively and per~uasivcly just h(~w n~uc~
less economically VIable the chemical control option IS, It
should he included amongst those methods whose costeffectiveness is analysed.

Pay special attention to
alternatives which have good
economic returns.

~0
f!/!lfI/!II!.

I

~~

..

This is particularly important when considering options to
modify the vector-borne disease impact of resource
development projects such as the proposed dam and irrigation
works. Examples may include modifications which lower
project running costs as well as disease risks (for example, by
reducing water wastage) or modifications which enhance
crop production potential.
Reliable operational and
maintenance fealures orcxtensive canal lining to avoid seepage
and water!ogging may increase agricultural productivity
through land reclamation and prevention of salination,
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Other options should not, however, be excluded from the analysis,
since they may be highly cost-effective in health terms despite
reducing agricultural production. For a detailed review of these issues
see the technical discussion section of the report of the sixth PEEM
meeting (WHO 1986).

PLANNING STEP 3 . DECIDING IF THE ANALYSIS IS WORTHWHILE
Undertaking a cost-effectiveness analysis takes time and money.
It needs to be reasonably clear that the effort will be worthwhile.
Before embarking on a cost-effectiveness study consider the following
points.

Determine whether the cost or
effectiveness implications of
choosing the wrong alternative
are substantial.

~

~
~

~~

0
I

..

Attempting to rectify a vector-borne disease problem once it
has become established is likely to be a much more expensive
option than incorporating health safeguards in advance of, in
conjunction with, or as an integral part of the infrastructural
works.Cost-effectiveness analysisof vector control alternatives
is, therefore, always worthwhile doing before the
implementation of any developm.ent activity which might
cause significant deterioration in the vector-borne disease
situation. Indeed, it should be done before any major
negotiations with potential donors are undertaken or
investment decisions made, i.e. during the "identification",
"preparation" and "appraisal" stages of the conventional
project cycle (Tiffen, 1989) and should be part of the terms
of reference for feasibility studies of the development project.

Can cost and effectiveness
information be obtained without
excessive effort?

Planninga cost-effectiveness study
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Cost-effectiveness analysis is not "all or nothing". It is possible to do
the exercise more or less thoroughly. For example, the number of
alternatives analysed can belimitedto thosewherecost-effectiveness
is most uncertain.
It is not easy to predictthe nature and extent of vector-borne disease

problemsinadvance oftheimplementation ofdevelopment projects. It
requires the collection of data on environmental factors (climate,
topography, hydrology, housing), on the nature of existing vectorborne diseases and potential vectors (density, flight range, breeding,
feeding and resting habits), on characteristics of the population
(susceptibility, migration, land-use and occupation, vector contact)
and characteristics of the proposed resource development activity.
Twouseful documents, byTiffen (1989) andBirley (1989), giveadvice
about the crucial points in waterresources development when health
issues and preventive measures need to be considered and provide
guidelines to assess how community vulnerability, environmental
receptivity and health services capacity may be affected by a project

Find out whether a previous
evaluation has been done and
whether its results can be used.

Any of the following eventsmightappropriately stimulate a re-think
of thecost-effectiveness of maintaining a vectorcontrolintervention:
• thedevelopment of resistance to theinsecticide usedor changes
in disease pattern or vector behaviour;
• changes in agricultural practices;
• health sectorpolicy changes such as a proposal to integrate the
vertical control programme into the regularhealthservices;
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• withdrawal of, or additional support for the intervention by a
donor or a significanrchange in the cost or availability of foreign
currency;
• public opposition to the intervention;
• availability of new control technologies.
It would be worthwhile measuring again thecost-effectiveness

9~

EJ

of establishing and maintaining the house improvement
programme to control Chagas disease if new control options
have appeared, with potentially considerable consequences
for cost and effectiveness, such as the recently developed
slow-release formulations of insecticides.

Explore whether estimating costeffectiveness is likely to influence
decision-making.

The degree of influence on decision-making can be improved by
consulting with relevant decision-makers during the design and
implementation of the cost-effectiveness study and appropriately
structuring and distributing the report.

PLANNING STEP 4 - BOUNDARY DEFINITION
An important general principle governing the determination of the
boundaries of the intervention is that the intervention should include
only those additional activities necessary to achieve the objective. If
there is uncertainty over a particular activity it is best to include it, and
it is essential (whether or not it is included) that similar assumptions
be adopted for each intervention being studied.
If the cost-effectiveness of a planned intervention is to be estimated
using data from existing programmes then it is important to identify
first the nature of the intervention being planned and to use this to
define appropriately the boundaries of the intervention to be studied.

Planninga cost-effectiveness study
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If the area where the house improvement programme is to be
replicated possesses no basic infrastructure, administrative
structure or appropriately trained staff, these activities would
need to be included in the definition of the intervention.

Defining precisely the interventions to be studied is not always as
straightforward as it may seem. There are several dimensions to any
intervention - dimensions in time, place and management level- and
for each the boundaries will need to be clearly specified.
Define the geographical
boundaries.

The intervention might cover the whole country, one or more states or
districts or a smaller area. Defining the geographical boundaries of the
intervention of interest will generally be relatively simple and will
depend on: the breadth of the responsibility of the decision-maker who
will use the results; the nature of the areas to which the results will
subsequently be applied; and whether disaggregated data can be
obtained for the desired area or a higher administrative level has to be
chosen for reasons of data availability.
Define the
boundaries.

contributor

The intervention studied may be implemented or financed by a variety
of different groups - government bodies (health and others), external
support agencies, business enterprises, communities and individuals.
List all those contributing to the intervention (do not forget voluntary
contributions of finance or labour which can be substantial); record
any whose contributions are not to be measured and note why.
Define the time boundaries.

First, determine when the intervention entered its routine phase and
second, decide whether replication or modification is the purpose of
the cost-efffectiveness analysis. Vector control activities usually
evolve over time. Some activities (such as project planning, pilot
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studies, and construction) are done at the beginning and rarely
repeated. These preliminary activities are termed "developmental" or
"start-up" activities as distinct from "on-going" or "routine" activities.
Vector control interventions vary in the relative importance of their
developmental and on-going activities. Insecticide spraying, for
example, is largely on-going with spraying routinely required each
year, whereas environmental modifications often involve substantial
initial investment and relatively minor maintenance thereafter.
If the intervention is being studied with a view to possible replication
elsewhere, then it will be necessary to include within the boundaries
being studied both the on-going and the early developmental activities.

EJ
~

Since replication of the house improvement intervention is
being considered, the boundaries will include most of the
activities in the initial development phase as well as those in
the on-going implementation phase.

If the intervention is being studied to determine whether it could be
implemented more efficiently, then the early unrepeated development
activities should be ignored and boundaries limited to the routinely
implemented activities.

[

~

I

'
1lI

n'1

I~ Decision-makers are interested in whether the existing malaria
\..-

~

control programme could be carried out more efficiently. The
boundaries of the intervention therefore exclude the early,
unrepeated development and planning activities.

Define the hierarchical
boundaries.
Most interventions will involve activities at several levels, from field
level implementation through district and regional level supervision
up to central level administration. How far beyond the field activities
to extend the definition of the intervention boundary will depend ~n
how substantial is the intervention being considered. If it takes the
form of a new intervention in an area with very little existing
administrative or logistic support, then a comprehensive definition of
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theintervention (toincludecentralleveladministrative activities) will
be appropriate. If it takes the form of relatively minor operational
modifications ofanexistingprogramme thenitislesslikelythathigher
level administration will need to be included.
Define the activitycontent.

Havingdefinedthe boundaries oftime,hierarchical levels,geography
andcontributors itishelpful tospelloutthekeyactivities encompassed
by the intervention being studied or proposed.
Examples of the kinds of vector control activities that might be
involved in the developmental and on-going activities at field and
central levels are listed below.

FIELD
LEVEL

CENTRAL
LEVEL

Developmental phase

On-going phase

area surveys
trials, pilot studies
environmental modifications
(e.g. canal lining)

spraying
mosquito net distribution
education
environmental
manipulation

planning
project design
equipment purchase
land acquisition
initial training
initial personnel selection
legislation

supervision
financial management
personnel management
monitoring

There may be some fuzzy areas whereit is not clear whether,or how
much, additional activitywill be required.
Several of the alternatives for reducing the health hazards of
the dam will probably involve modifying the dam and irrigation
works in some way. The extent to which these modifications
are defined as part of the schistosomiasis control intervention
will depend on what other non-disease effects they have.
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Lining irrigation channels to prevent seepage can be a very
effective way to reduce potential vector breeding and disease
transmission. It is also, through the reduction in water loss,
a way of reducing the costs of irrigation. What share of the
lining activity constitutes the boundary of the vector control
intervention? One approach is to determine to what extent
lining would be justified on the basis of water savings alone.
The schistosomiasis control intervention can be defined as any
additional canal lining done for the sake of disease control.

PLANNING STEP S· SAMPLING AND THE PLAN OF ACTION

Select samples if necessary.

If the cost-effectiveness of a proposed intervention is being estimated
from scratch using the ingredients method (see Chapter 2), sampling
will usually be unnecessary.

S

Predicting the cost and effectiveness of design modifications

11

1

_

"
...

Iinvolve
to mitigate the adverse health impact of the d.am will p.robably
examining the results from similar interventions, and
conducting key informant interviews to obtain opinions on
disease hazards and resources required to control them.

However, if an existing or past intervention is being studied, it may be
difficult or impossible to study the cost and effectiveness of the
activities undertaken over the whole time period of implementation
and in all geographical areas included in the boundaries of the
intervention. Estimates may have to be derived using a sample ofyears
andlor areas.

I

~ 11

l nl
'llI

To estimate the cost-effectiveness of maintaining the malaria

\........ I control intervention, it is best to sample years from the recent
~ past. The further back in time, the more the intervention may
\
differ from its current form and the less detailed and possibly
less accurate the data on cost and effectiveness may be.
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Do not select too short a period: therewill almostcertainly be changes
in activitiesandtheirintensityfromweektoweekandseasonto season.
A time period of at least one year and preferably two to three should
be chosen.
Since the geographicalboundariesof the malaria control intervention
to be studied cover the whole country and much of the cost data are
decentralized (being available only at health centres), it is decided to
study the cost of the national programme using a sample of health
centres in a sample of regions.
Draw up a plan of action.

Once thecontentandtime boundariesof the analysishave beenclearly
defined and the samples selected, it is essential to design a plan of
action. This will require listing the information to be collected; the
likely sources of data and their location; an itinerary of visits; and the
personnel and other resources required.
If the interventionbeingstudied already exists and data from the field
are to be collected, use the following approach:

Start first at the most central level

at which the intervention operates. This would be the national
headquartersif a nationalinsecticideprogrammeis being studied,and
perhaps the district headquarters if the intervention is a distinct local
effort.
• collect whatever data are available concerning the cost and
effectiveness of the intervention as a whole;
• determine the costs incurred at that particular level;
• identify where other required data can be collected;
• collect information on the number and kinds of units of the
intervention's activity, so that an appropriate sampling strategy
can be designed.
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Although some of the required information may be centralized,there
will almost certainly be other data that need to be collected at more
peripheral field sites.
Proceed to the next level down

(say the regional headquarters if a national programme is being
studied)andcollecttheinformation described above. In addition, use
the data at lower levels to double-check the accuracy of central
statistics.

Return to the central level.

Once information has been collected from the "field", fill in any
identified information gaps, and seek reactions to the preliminary
conclusions.

BEYOND THE PLANNING PHASE

Oncethe planning steps have beencompleted, it is time to initiatethe
data collection and analysis phases which are the subject of the rest
of these guidelines.
The aim is to measure the valueof the additional resources required
for the additional activities defined byeach of theinterventions, and
their effectiveness.
Thismayinvolve directfield level measurement (if asimilarintervention
in similar circumstances is available for study - usually the case if
continuation or modification of thecurrentintervention is an option),
oritmayinvolvedetaileddescriptionofthecontentoftheintervention,
calculation from scratchof its cost and "modelling" its effectiveness.
Theseguidelines concentrate on the former approach: Chapters2 and
3 describe how the costs and effectiveness of existing interventions
can be measured and Chapter4 explainshow to analysetheseresults

Planning a cost-effectiveness study
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and adapt them to the situationbeingstudied. Appendix 1 providesa
guide to costing from scratch and the secondcase study in Chapter 5
illustrates some of the problems of predicting costs and effects, and
ways of coping with them.
Cost-effectiveness is a toolto aiddecision-making. Unlesstheresults
of the analysis reach thoseresponsible for makingdecisions, and in a
formatwhichis attractive and convincing, the wholeexercisemay be
a waste of time. Chapter4 providesguidance on the presentation and
content of the report.

Chapter 2

ESTIMATING THE COSTS OF
VECTOR CONTROL
This chapter describes how to estimate the cost of an existing vector
control intervention, as summarized in the flowchart below.
STEPS IN ESTIMATING COSTS

Assess financial costs

Assess economic costs

o collect data on actual
expendiUres and budgets for
each contributor
o converteqleIlditures in all

year.; to the equivalent values
for any given year
o convert eqleIlditlJres to a
common currency

Decide whether to work in terms
of annJal equivalent costsor
present valUll$

Calculate recurrent costs

Calculate capital costs

• obtain expenditure records
• check value of resources

• document all capital items
• allocate a realistic part of
shared capital inputs to the
intervention

consumed
• identify infotmation gaps and
supplementusirc more
detailedinformation

• calculate total cost or an
annual equivalent

Check prices and adjust for distortions
If neceswy, apply
Exclude duties and tal<es
shadow pricirc

Include subsidies

Collect other cost-related data
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The procedures are described in greater detail in Appendix 2. The
chapter does not cover the situation where costs have to be estimated
without the benefit of past experience, by constructing estimates based
on the predicted quantities and prices of inputs required. Appendix
1 provides guidance on how to do this. Nor does this chapter describe
how to measure the costs to consumers. This may require household
surveys and can be expensive. Such estimates should, however, be
attempted wherever possible, particularly if such costs may differ
significantly between the alternative interventions being considered.

COST ESTIMATION - THE BASIC APPROACH

There are two different ways to analyse the cost of activities undertaken by an intervention: using financial costs and using economic
costs. It is very important to distinguish between them. In the box on
the facing page the main differences are identified. Financial costs are
a useful first step to deriving economic costs and also provide an indepth understanding of money flows and who pays. They provide an
overview of the financial resources required for the intervention, the
extent to which budgets have been actually utilized, the relative inputs
of the key contributors and the relative significance of foreign
exchange and local currency demands. Economic cost estimates are
the ones used in combination with effectiveness estimates to make
judgements about the efficiency of the intervention and the scope for
improvement.
Although financial and economic costs are distinct concepts, the
procedures for calculating them, and sometimes their actual value, are
similar. It is useful to employ sub-categories for both. These subcategories may be differently specified. The important principle is
that the sub-categories should include all costs, and the same costs
should not be included in different sub-categories. A common
distinction is the one between goods with a useful life greater than one
year (capital inputs) and those goods purchased and used or replaced
within a period of a year (recurrent inputs). Sub-categories of capital
and recurrent costs are listed on page 38.

Estimating costs of vector control
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Capital costs
vehicles
equipment
buildings

Recurrent costs
personnel (Le. manpower/labour)
supplies
operating costs of:
vehicles
equipment
buildings
other operating expenditures

In this chapter we describe how to estimate both the fmancial and the
economic costs of an intervention. First, we describe how to make
rough aggregate estimates of financial costs from data largely available at central level. Secondly, we describe how to build up an
accurate picture of economic costs from detailed estimates at each
level at which the intervention functions.

PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING AN OVERVIEW OF
FINANCIAL COSTS

Thefollowing procedures willgiveanoverviewoffmancialcostsuseful
for understanding the fmancialaspectsof the intervention.They do not
comprise a full fmancial analysis.
Theexplanationgivenhereassumesthatit is relativelystraightforward
to sort out whichexpenditurerelates to the interventionbeing studied.
If the intervention is not distinct but highly integrated with other
activities and shares many costs, existing expenditure and budget
records may not correspond exactly to the intervention. In this case,
it may be necessary to adapt the approach to economic costings
describedinthefollowing section,whichbuildsupcostsfromfieldlevel
activities, in order to derive financial estimates.
Otherwise, use the following procedure. Refer to Appendix 2 for a
checklistof information to be collectedin the field and for guidanceon
collecting data on different types of inputs and use.
Using the list of contributorsgeneratedwhen defining the boundaries
(see page 27)
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Collect, from all contributors, data
on actual expenditure and
planned expenditure (budgets)
allocated specifically to the
intervention and record these
data in a table such as Table 1.
TABLE 1. RESOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM (CONTRIBUTOR)
FOR (YEAR) EXPRESSED IN PRICES OF THAT YEAR
EXPENDITURE

INPUTS

Foreign
exchange

Local
currency

Recurrent
Personnel
Supplies
Operatingcosts of:
vehicles
equipment
buildings
Other operating
expenditures

Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings

Total

There should be a table foreach contributor foreach year, and onesetfor
actual and another for planned expenditure. Make sure that the tables
include theestimated value in foreign or local currency of donated items.
These should be handled in the analysis in the same way as locally
purchased items.
Since central statistics are being used, it may be relatively straightforward to collect these data for a period of several years or since the
beginning of the intervention. Remember that if replication of the
intervention is the focus of the study, expenditure data are required
from theearlydevelopment phase (thefirst yearortwo)aswellas from
the on-going implementation phase.
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If data have been collected for more than one year:

Convert expenditures in all
years to the equivalent values for
any given year.

Modify Table 1 as follows:
TABLE 2. RESOURCE CONTRIBUTIONS FROM (CONTRIBUTOR)
FOR (YEAR) EXPRESSED IN CONSTANT PRICES
INPUTS

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE
IN CONSTANT
PRICES

Foreign
exchange

Foreign
exchange

Local
currency

Local
currency

Recurrent
Personnel
Supplies
Operating costs of:
vehicles
equipment
buildings
Other operating
expenditures

Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings

Total

If there is any inflation (........ see Glossary) in the economy, the value of

money will change from one year to another. Therefore, if there are
expenditure datafrom more than oneyear, they must be made comparable, i.e. translated intoconstant (orreal) prices, before they canbeadded
together. Select the most recent yearfor which data areavailable as the
base year and convert expenditure in all other years to their equivalent
values in the base year.
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For example, if expenditure has been recorded for 1985, 1986 and 1987,
re-express in 1987 prices expenditure incurred in years 1985 and 1986.

Domestic and foreign inflation rates are likely to be different, so do
separate calculations forexpenditures expressed in localcurrency and
foreign exchange.
The conversion of expenditure in oneyearto theequivalentin another
is done using measures of domestic inflation such as Consumer Price
Indices andGrossDomestic Productdeflators which shouldbe readily
available from the Finance Ministry, the National Bankor the Department of Statistics in any country. The International Financial Statistics' provides information onpriceindicesinallcountries. Apriceindex
shows how the pricesof goods and serviceshave changedover time.
At any time, the indexreflects theprevailing prices of a representative
collection of commodities. It is generally expressed as a percentage of
the collection's cost at some base year.
A price index might, for example, look like this (though the base year
- in this example 1985 - can he any year).
1985
1986
1987

100
110
117

1988

124

1989
etc

130
etc

To convertexpenditure in currentprices to the pricesof the base year
ofthestudy(Le. toconstantprices), multiply theexpenditure incurrent
prices by theindex number for thestudybaseyeardivided by theindex
number for the year of the expenditure.
For example, ifUS$lOOO was spent in 1986 and the study base year was
1989, multiply US$lOOO by 1301110 = US$1182.
If imports as well as localgoods have been used by the intervention:

1The International Financial Statistics is published monthly by the International
Monetary Fund in Washington DC
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Convert foreign currency to local
currency units in order to combine
the expenditure.

Add two further columns to the right-hand side of Table 2:
Foreign inputs
in local
currency

Total in constant
prices and local
currency

In the previous step, all the domestic expenditures were expressed in
terms of base year (domestic) prices, and all the foreign expenditures
in terms of base year (foreign) prices. Now convert (base year) foreign
expenditures to (base year) equivalent domestic expenditures using the
(base year) official exchange rate.
If for some reason the real exchange rate of the base year was unusually
high or low, this procedure will produce an unrepresentative estimate
of the value of foreign inputs in local currency. If this is the case, a
different year may need to be chosen as the base year. Exchange rates
for all currencies and years can be found in the aforementioned
International Financial Statistics. Total financial costs for the year in
prices of the base year and a common currency can now be calculated.
An example may help clarify the procedure. Say there are data for two
years on an insecticide spraying intervention. The inputs to the
programme are locally provided goods and labour (expenditure of
local currency (LC) 100 000 in 1988 and LC 500 000 in 1989) and
insecticide purchased from the USA (expenditure of US$40 000 in
1988 and US$300 000 in 1989). The local retail price index was 130
in 1988 and 156 in 1989, and the USA producer price index for
consumer goods (the most relevant of those available) 102 in 1988 and
108 in 1989. The 1989 exchange rate is LC 5 = $1.00.
(i)

Express 1988 local expenditure in 1989 prices:
LC 100000 (in 1988 prices) = LC 100000 x 156/130
= LC 120000 (in 1989 prices)

(ii)

Express 1988 foreign exchange expenditure in 1989 (foreign)
prices:
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US$40 000 (in 1988 prices)

= US$40 000 x 1081102
= US$42 353 (in 1989 prices)

(iii) Convert (base year) expenditure in foreign currency into
(base year) expenditure in local currency (or vice versa):
= 42 353 x 5
US$ 42 353 (1989 prices)
= LC 211 765 (1989 prices)
US$300 000 (1989 prices)

= 300000 x 5
= LC 1 500000 (1989 prices)

There will be two tables, one for expenditure in 1988 which will look
like this:
Inputs

Expenditure
Foreign Local
inputs
inputs
$
LC
40000 100000

1989 prices
Foreign Local
inputs
inputs
$
LC
42353 120000

Foreign exch
in local curr.
and 1989 prices
LC
211 765

Total in 1989
prices and local
currency
LC
331 765

and one for expenditure in 1989 which will look like this:
Inputs

Expenditure
Foreign Local
inputs
inputs
$
LC

1989 prices
Foreign Local
inputs inputs
$
LC

Foreign exch
in local curr.
and 1989 prices
LC

300000 500000 300 000 500 000 1 500000

Total in 1989
prices and local
currency
LC
2000000

Using the series of Tables 2 (there should be one for each contributor
and each year) which have now beenconverted into a common currency
for a common year,

Compile two new tables such as
Tables 3 and 4.
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Prepare two similar tables for
budgets.
TABLE 3. TOTAL EXPENDITURE OF ALL CONTRIBUTORS
EXPRESSED IN (CURRENCY) IN CONSTANT PRICES

Year oa

Year 1

Year 2

Recurrent
Personnel
Supplies
Operating costs of:
vehicles
equipment
buildings
Other operating
expenditures

Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings

Total

TABLE 4. TOTAL EXPENDITURE BY CONTRIBUTOR IN (CURRENCY)
IN CONSTANT PRICES

Year oa

Year 1

Contributor 1
Foreign
Local
Total
Contributor 2
Foreign
Local
Total

Total, all contributors
a Year 0 is the first year in which costs are incurred.

Year 2
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PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING DETAILED ECONOMIC COSTS

Therearetwowaysto summarize economic costsoccurring overmore
than one year.
The first is to take a "typical" year and calculate the annual costs.
(Because capitalgoodshavea working lifeoflonger thanoneyeartheir
costs need to be converted into annual equivalents). This approach is
usefulwhenthereis littleannual variation in thecostsincurred overthe
periodunderstudy. It istheapproach wesuggestusinginthefollowing
section to estimate the cost of continuing an intervention, on the
assumption that the implementation phase is quite stable. It is, therefore, the approach to use to determine whetheran existingestablished
intervention could be modified to improve its efficiency.
The secondapproach is to document the costs in each of the years in
whichtheywere incurred and thento collapsethis series of costs into
a singlesum byconverting eachyear's costs intoits so-called "present
value". This approach is necessary when there is considerable annual
variation in costs over the period under study. It is the approach we
suggestusing in order to calculatethe cost of an intervention over its
lifespan(seepage 57),sincethecosts that projects usually experience
in their first few years during the development phase will be very
different from those in the subsequent implementation phase. This
approach is therefore the one to use when an intervention is being
considered for replication elsewhere. It is also the approach conventionally used in a pre-project appraisal prior to implementation.

MEASURING THE COST OF CONTINUING THE INTERVENTION

The financial overview, described in the abovesection, drew as much
as possible on central information on expenditure. For the detailed
estimation of theeconomiccosts of the intervention, it is necessary to
document the resources being used at all levels and this probably
requires field visits. The procedure for documenting the costs of an
intervention currently being implemented are described in detail in
the sections below.
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Refer to Appendix 2 for a detailed list of information to collect in
the field and for advice on data collection.
How to calculate recurrent costs
For each unit, at each level at
which costs are being measured,
obtain the expenditure records
that relate to that particular unit
and the chosen year and fill in as
much as possible of Table 5,
using the activities list generated
when defining the boundaries
(chapter 1, page 29).

TABLE 5. RECURRENT COSTS FOR (YEAR), AT

UNIT

(e.g. district office in •.•)

Activitylfunction

INPUTS
Management

Training

Spraying

Clearing

Total

Recurrent
Personnel
Supplies
Operating costs of:
vehicles
equipment
buildings
Other operating
expenditures
TOTAL

If possible, list separately the inputsthat wouldhave requiredforeign

exchange: forexample"insecticide" could be shownasa separateitem
under "supplies".
Broadcategories ofinputs areshown: itisoftendesirable to disaggregate
them (e.g. distinguish different grades of manpower) especially if
shadowpricing is necessary (see below, page 54).
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Check that the expenditure data
closely reflect the value of
resources consumed (either
productively or wasted).

Expenditure data reflect the cost of resources purchased, which may
or maynot be the same as resourcesconsumed. Electricity purchased
in a year is electricity consumed that year. However, some inputs
(notably supplies) can be storedandstocksof theseinputscan be built
uporrundowninsuchawaythatthequantitypurchased inanyone year
bearslittlerelationship to thequantity consumed. Ifsuppliesconsumed
are not the same as supplies purchased. calculate what percentage of
goodspurchased wereconsumed, applythisto theexpenditure figures
and modify Table 5 accordingly.
For example, if only 80(k) of the purchased supplies, worth US$IO 000,
were consumed, then record 8all 00 x 10000 = US$8000"as the val ue
of supplies consumed.

Identify the gaps in Table 5.

There are several reasons why expenditure records are likely to be
inadequate and need to be supplemented with other information, in
particular information on the quantities of resources used.
•

Expenditure records may make no reference at all to some
inputs.

For example, some goods will be paid for at one level within the
intervention management structure but used at a lower level and
omitted from their accounts, Donated goods and volunteer labour may
not appear in any local expenditure records.

•

Expenditure records may not separate expenditure on the
intervention being studied from expenditure on others.

For example, perhaps there is only one expenditure item for building
maintenance costs for a health centre and it does not indicate what
proportion of this was re lcvant to the vector control measures.
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•

Expenditure records may not separate expenditure on
different activities.

Forexample, perhaps thereis onlyone recordfor manpower costs for
the intervention and it does not identify how much of this was for
management, training, spraying etc.
•

Expenditure records may not separate expenditure on distinct
categories of inputs.

Forexample, they may not separate imported insecticide from locally
purchased supplies.
If there are gaps in Table 5:

Ask for more detailed (perhaps
draft) expenditure records which
may provide the relevant
information.

Remember thatexpenditure records held at higherlevelsmay contain
relevantdata. If moredetailed expenditure recordsdo not exist or do
not provide the information required, then the study will need to go
beyond expenditure records and obtaininformation on quantitiesand
possibly prices. There are basically two possible approaches.
Either construct cost estimates
by measuring the exact quantity
of the input
used
and
multiplying it by its price.

Documenting quantities andattachingprices is the only way to value
theinputsprovided free to theintervention (suchas voluntary labour).
Forprices,usewhatwouldhave to bepaidin theopenmarkettosecure
thoseinputs(butseecomments belowonprices,page53). Thisis also
the approach to take when inputs belonging to different categories
and with different prices are lumped together in one expenditure
category.
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For example, if imported insecticide and local supplies are recorded
together, find out from supply invoices or interviews how much of each
was used and multiply the quantity by its price to derive (separate)
estimates of expenditure.
Or, allocate to the intervention a
portion of the costs which are
shared.

H obtaining cost data that relate specifically to the intervention is
impossible or very difficult, take cost data (either derived from
quantities and prices or from expenditure data) which refer to more
than the intervention (or activity or unit) being costed and allocate
a portion of these shared costs to the intervention (activity or unit),
equal to the extra costs that the intervention (activity or unit) has
imposed.
The best way to calculate those extra costs is to allocate shared costs
on apro rata basis by using units of quantity that relate to that particular
input.
For example, there may be expenditure data on the running costs of
vehicles but they may not indicate how much of that expenditure is
related to the particular intervention. Consult the log book of each
vehicle. identify what proportion of trips were done for the intervention and apply that percentage to the total expenditure. A more
detailed analysis could look at the proportion of kilometres travelled
for different purposes.
It may be that personnel costs are not broken down by activity.
Interview the staff to establish what proportion of stafftime is spent on
different activities. Apply this proportion to the total personnel costs
to derive separate estimates for each of the activities.

For example, if personnel costs are US$10000 and 50% of staff time
is devoted to spraying, US$5 000 (US$lO 000 x 501100) worth of
manpower is devoted to spraying. This procedure would be more
accurate if it was done separately for each category (wage level) of
staff, and if staff were asked to keep diaries.
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The second best way to allocate shared costs is to employ some proxy
measure which indirectly indicates the relative importance of the cost
of the intervention or activity in the total costs.
For example, there are data on the total costs of electricity but the
building is shared by several projects. Total electricity costs can be
allocated in proportion to the ratio of vector control staff to total staff,
or their share of the total floor area.

In some cases the intervention may be basically a by-product of
activities carried out for other purposes, so the cost attributable to the
intervention may be very small or zero.
For example, the Tennessee Valley Authority has used the fluctuation
of reservoir water levels to control shoreline breeding malaria vectors.
111is approach involves no additional costs since it is incorporated into
overall reservoir management schemes developed for flood control,
navigation and hydro-electric power generation. It is described in
more detail in the reports of the fourth and sixth PEEM meetings
(WHO, 1984, 1986), and in Oomen et al. (1988).

If it is impossible to obtain
sufficient information to break
down costs for a given input by
activity, or costs for an activity by
input, then record it in the total
input or total activity column.

How to calculate capital costs
Document the type and quantity
of each capital item being used
by each unit for which costs are
being measured.
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Someexpenditure oncapitalgoodsmayappearinexpenditure records
but,because capitalgoodshavea longworking lifeand mayhavebeen
boughta longtimeago,recordsareunlikely toincludeall capitalgoods
being used by the intervention. Furthermore, expenditure represents
the cost of resourcespurchased rather than used. For these reasons it
is best to ignore expenditure records when calculating the economic
valueofcapitalgoodsandderive estimates from dataon quantities and
prices. Determine thequantities ofcapitalgoodsfrom observation and
interviews.
Calculate the annual economic
value of each capital item being
used by the intervention at the
unit.

The annual economic valueis basedon (i) the replacement cost of the
capitalitem (its pricein the yearfor whichcosts are measured), (ii) its
expected useful life and (Hi) the opportunity cost of tying up money
in capitalgoods (as reflected by the interestor discountrate). Appendix 2 describes the calculation in detail. From the discount rate and
length of life, an annualization factor is identified (a table of
annualization factors is provided in Appendix 3). The replacement
priceis divided by the annualization factor to give an annual cost (see
Table 6).
TABLE 6. CALCULATION OF THE ANNUAL VALUE OF
CAPITAL GOODS
Discount
rate
(r)

Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings

Useful
life
(UL)

Annualization
factor (AF
derived from
rand UL)

Replacement Annual
price
cost
(RP)
(AC =
RP/AF)
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Allocate an appropriate portion of
shared capital costs to the
intervention.

•

If the intervention was clearly the main reason for acquiring
the capital item, the whole of the shared cost should be
attributed to the intervention.

For example, if a car was purchased essentially to supervise
insecticide spraying and is occasionally used for immunization
outreach, the total capital cost should be attributed to the spraying
intervention.
•

The opposite applies if the main purpose of the acquisition
was not for the intervention and there is spare capacity or it is
only very occasionally used for the intervention.

•

If the resource was purchased with the intention of sharing,
and it is not possible clearly to divide purpose into main and
subsidiary, then total costs can be subdivided pro rata using
some measure of workload or output.

For example, in the case of shared vehicles, the proportion of total
distance travelled or the proportion of total trips made by the intervention can be used as the basis for allocating capital costs.
Be careful not to double count: e.g. do not include the whole cost of
a vehicle at district level as well as a share for supervision at unit level.

Prepare a table, such as Table 7,
showing the annual cost (by input
and activity) of capital goods used
by the intervention at the unit
under study.
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TABLE 7. THE ANNUAL COST OF CAPITAL BY ACTIVITY AT ••••
(NAME OF UNIT)

Aetivitynunction
Management

Training

Spraying

Clearing

Total

Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings
TOTAL

How to deal with prices
In manydeveloping countries, domestic currency isovervalued andthe

truepriceof foreign exchange (in terms of domestic currency) will be
higherthanthisofficialrate. Labour is another inputwhosevaluemay
be set artificially high. The application of taxes and subsidies also
distorts pricessincethese simplyrepresent a transfer between individuals rather than real costs. Since minor distortions will not make a
difference to theconclusions from thecost-effectiveness analysis, it is
not worth adjusting prices unless market prices seem considerably
distorted (e.g. differfromopportunity cost pricesby morethan 10%).
Go through the recurrent and
capital cost tables prepared
(Tables 5 and 6) and check that
the prices used are appropriate.

Checkall prices, whether theywereexplicitly used(timesquantity) or
were implicitly incorporated in the expenditure data. Check whether
there areanyminimum wage regulations, pricerestrictions or fixing of
theforeign exchange ratewhichresultin valueswhichdonotreflectthe
opportunity cost of inputs.
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If pricesneedadjustment, modify
Tables 5 and 6 accordingly.
Two basic approaches are possible to adjusting for price distortions.
Shadow prices ( - . see Glossary) may be estimated for specific
items such as labour and/or foreign exchange. Alternatively, traded
goods and services can be valued at world (border) prices, that is the
price prevailing on the world market, and the prices of non-traded
goods and services adjusted so that all goods and services are valued
in terms of a common yardstick. Some guidance on these procedures
is provided in Appendix 2. However, in the space of these guidelines
it is impossible to go into sufficient detail, so if prices are considerably
distorted:

•

consult a guide such as Gittinger (1984) on the procedures to
follow;

•

seek advice on shadow pricing practices from the Planning
Ministry or a similar agency, and consult project appraisals or
evaluations (not necessarily in the health sector) by the World
Bank or any other international agency to see what practices
and values they used.

For example, if unskilled labour is considered to be overvalued by

lOc1(J, multiply the value of the unskilled labour component in Table
5 by 0.9.

Subtract any import duties or purchase taxes from prices and add
subsidies.

If donated goods are earmarked for a particular purpose and cannot be
used elsewhere, those inputs could be. valued at zero because their
opportunity cost is zero. These occasions are rare. In any case, the full
costs of these donations should be recorded so the analysis can be
adjusted for other circumstances where such restrictions do not apply.
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How to build up estimates from samples

If only a sample of units has been
studied, calculate the total cost of
the population of units from which
the sample is derived.

If random, systematic or cluster sampling was used, build up the
estimate of the population total by calculating what proportion of the
total units have been costed and then multiplying the reciprocal of that
figure by the costs of the sample.

For example, if 4 out of 10 field stations in a district were costed and the
totalcost of the sample was US$XO (X)(), the costof the field stationsin the
whole district can be estimated at 10/4 x US$80 000 = US$2(Xl 000.
If the sample was stratified, then total costs should be built up for each
subgroup and then summed.

How to combine costs from different levels
If the intervention is administered at several levels (e.g. central,
district, field), the costs of these levels will have been estimated
separately. Now they must be combined.
Prepare a table that identifies the
costs for each activity at each
administrative level of the
intervention for the chosen year.
Sum the costs at each level to
obtain total costs of the activity
for that year.
If the total costs specific to the intervention at each level are known
(either because they have all been measured or because they were
derived from samples as described in the previous paragraph), the
costs at each level can be added together to derive the grand total.
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If, on the other hand, the intervention is only part ofa largerprogramme
(for example, one district in a national programme which receives
technical and managerial assistance from the centre), then the district
level costs cannot simply be added to all the central level costs - the
district has to be allocated an appropriate proportion. The simplest way
to do this is to divide the central level costs by the number of districts
to obtain a central cost per district, and add that to the district level
costs. Alternatively, a variable could be identified that better reflects
the demand these units make on the centre.
For example, if the number of staff at the unit is an important
determinant of the level of central administrative resources that are
devoted to units, then these should be used to allocate central level
administrative costs. "Population whose houses have been sprayed"
might be used as the variable for allocating central costs associated
with spraying.

How TO MEASURE THE

COSTS OF REPLICATING THE INTERVENTION

The above section has described the procedure for measuring the costs
of on-going implementation. If the cost-effectiveness of the replication of the intervention elsewhere is of concern, data must also be
collected on the costs of the early development phase of the intervention. We suggest the following approach:

Look at the expenditure results
obtained in Table 3 to see if the
early development phase involved
substantially higher annual levels
of resources than subsequent
years.

If annual expenditure is similar, it is probably reasonable to assume
that the economic costs of the on-going phase of the intervention apply
to each year of the intervention, including the early stages. The steps
described in the previous section can therefore be followed to
calculate total annual economic costs.
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If expenditure in the early development phase was significantly
different from that in the later phase, determine whether this was
because of: (a) heavy initial investment in capital equipment, buildings and vehicles which (or their substitutes) are still being used in the
intervention, or (b) major developmental activities (such as design
work, surveys, major environmental modifications) which are rarely,
if ever, repeated in the on-going phase.
If (a) then this investment will be captured by the costing of the ongoing implementation phase, so follow the guidance in the previous
section.
If (b) then they will not leave any obvious cost traces in the current
intervention activities and these costs will need to be documented
thoroughly, including donated goods as well as expenditure, according
to the following procedure.

Calculate the costs for each year
of the intervention over its lifetime.

First, note down costs by year, showing development and capital costs
in the year(s) they were incurred, for the full life of the intervention. If
the intervention has a very long history, selecta period that covers both
the development and implementation phases. If an intervention is
being costed from scratch (not on the basis ofan existing project), take
an arbitary 20 years - a commonly used life-span. Follow the guidance
in the previous section (including that on checking whether prices are
appropriate), except that capital costs should be recorded in terms of
their cost in the year of purchase and they should not be annualized.
Secondly, take account of inflation and re-express costs in terms ofthe
price levels ofa chosen year using the procedure described on page 40.
This gives costs in constant prices.

Express costs in terms of their
present value and add them up.
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People's preference for receiving goods and services now rather than
later (or equivalently, for postponing spending) is taken into account
by applying a discount rate ( -+ see Glossary) rate to the costs in
constant prices and expressing all the costs in terms of their present
value.
The general formula for converting costs incurred in year n (Le. C(n»
to their equivalent economic cost if they had been incurred in year 0
(Le. C(O) - their "present value") when the discount rate is r % per
annum is:
C(O) = C(n) I (l +r)n
In words, the present value of costs incurred in year n is equal to costs
in year n, divided by 1 plus the discount rate r (expressed as a decimal)
to the power of n.
This procedure is simplified by using a present value table which gives
discount factors (see Appendix 3). The vertical axis shows years, and
the horizontal axis shows the discount rates. Look up the discount
factor for the year and discount rate, and multiply this discount factor
by the cost in that year to obtain its present value. Then sum present
values to obtain a total.
Guidance on the choice of discount rate is given in Appendix 2. Its
level needs careful consideration since it can influence the relative
attractiveness of different options. The higher the rate is, the lower
the value attached to future costs and the less attractive will be
interventions that involve an initial large capital outlay (e.g. environmental modifications), compared with interventions involving continuing recurrent costs (e.g. spraying of insecticides).
For example, Cohn (1973) compared the present value of the costs of
malaria control and malaria eradication in India, the former requiring
continuing steady expenditure and the latter high initial expenditure.
At low discount rates, eradication is preferable on cost grounds. As
the discount rate increases, however, costs in future years are given
increasingly less weight and above 12% control becomes preferable.
It is possible that options in vector control are similarly sensitive to the
value of the discount rate.
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The table below illustrates, as an example, the effects of both adjusting
for inflation and converting to present values.

Year of expenditure

1987

1988

1989

Expenditure in prices of
year of purchase ($)

15000

1 000

1 000

Real expenditure in 1987
prices given an inflation
rate of 10% p.a. ($)

15000

900

810

Discount factor with
discount rate of 3%
1987 present value in 1987
prices ($)

15000

.971

.943

874

764

Since each year's costs have now been expressed in common
terms, namely their present value, they can simply be summed to
give total costs (US$16 63X).

OTHER COST-RELATED DATA TO COLLECT
To help explain differences in costs between the interventions being
compared, it is important to collect information on the key environmental factors that are likely to be important in influencing the costs of the
intervention.

Examples of possible factors include:
mollusciciding

volume of snail habitat
distance between snail habitats
frequency of application
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mosquito spraying

number of houses sprayed
distance between house clusters
nature of the terrain
size of the houses
frequency of spraying

vegetation clearance

area cleared
frequency of clearing
type of vegetation
type of terrain

WHAT ELSE?
In collecting data on costs, inadequacies in the existing information
system will have become apparent. Note these down. Referto them
in the final report and recommend improvements that will make this
kind of analysis easierand more accurate in the future.

Chapter 3

ESTIMATING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF VECTOR CONTROL
This chapter is a guide to measuring the effects of the interventions
studied, particularly their outputs, outcomes on the vectorand man!
vector contact, and impacton disease transmission. Thisrequires the
application of various epidemiological techniques. A detailed
explanation of these techniques is beyond the scope of the guidelines.
The Bibliography has a section that lists literature references on
epidemiology (page 147), with special emphasis on the vector-borne
diseases. Theadvice ofanepidemiologistshould besoughtindesigning
effectivenessstudies. Somegeneralprinciplesandasuggestedapproach
to measuring effectiveness are outlined below and will facilitate such
consultations. The Glossary (page 153) contains defmitions of
epidemiological terms used in this chapter. The flowchart on the next
pagesummarizes the key activities involved.
ESTIMATING EFFECTIVENESS· THE BASIC APPROACH

There are two fundamental steps in the process of estimating
effectiveness:
• choosing an appropriate indicator of effectiveness;
• measuring the value of the indicator for each of the interventions.
For clarity, the steps of choosing and measuring effectiveness
indicatorsareconsidered separately, though inpractice itis notpossible
tochoose anappropriate indicatorwithoutconsidering theproblems of
measurement
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STEPS IN ESTIMATING EFFECTIVENESS

Selecting indicators of effectiveness

Write out the chain of effects
expected for each intervention
andidentify the first effectiveness
measure which is shared by all

Choose alternative or
additional indicators.

Choose another indicator.

Measuring indicators of effectiveness

Choose measurement
tools and identify

data sources.

Decide on sampling
strategies.

Identify and measure
important non-heaIth

etreets.
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Any intervention to controlvectorswill havea series of consequences
(changes in activity, behaviour or disease). Firstwill be the immediate
outputs of goodsorservicessuchas thesupplyoflarvivorous fish,the
spraying of houses, the provision of mosquitonets or the clearing of
watersources. Theseoutputswillhaveoutcomes, someon the vector
(for example, its abundance and longevity), designed to reduce transmission of infection, and some on the behaviour of humans (for
example,the useof mosquitonets). Ultimately, throughtheseoutputs
and outcomes, an intervention should have impacts on disease, and
mayalsohaveanimpactonproduction andwell-being. Reference texts
differintheirterminologyrelatingto the consequences ofinterventions.
The terminology presented here suits the purposes of the presentation
but others can be used.
Impact on disease can be reflected in prevalence, incidence, severity,
morbidity and mortality ( see Glossary). Disease prevention
strategies, suchas vectorcontrol,donotprimarily influencethecourse
of a single infection. 1bey should, however, influence the incidence
of the disease (the rate at which it appears in the population) and in
some cases the severity of the disease (for example, where superinfection leads to increased disease severity as happens with some
chronic diseases such as filariasis).
Chemotherapy, by contrast, principally alters the severity (and case
fatality rate) and duration of disease and, secondarily, the incidence.
Prevalence, a measure of the proportion of people having a certain
condition at a given point in time, is a function of both incidence and
duration of disease: if either decreases so too does prevalence. The
complexities of the concepts of prevalence and incidence are clarified
in Figure4.
Changesin therateof transmission of infection bythe vectormayhave
an impact on disease. Several characteristics of the vector influence
its capacityto transmit, especially vectorabundance, biting rate, host
choice(including thefeeding rateon humans versusanimalreservoirs)
and probability of survival (see pages 86-87).

Impact on socioeconomic variables can also take several forms:
savings in expenditure (both by governments and households) that
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Figure 4. Epidemiological concepts of incidence and
prevalence
(adapted from Bruce-Chwatt 1985)
Black lines indicate clinical illness. Grey lines indicate people who are
infected without showing clinical symptoms. This mayoccurpreceding or
following illness, but also as a chronic condition ("symptomless camers").
Notethat repeated illness may be due to a newinfection (in whichcasethe
onset of illness is indicated by an open circle), but it may also be due to
relapses or recrudescences of old infections (black line without a circle).
Pointprevalences are measured at one point in time, for example through
a massbloodsurvey. Notethatdifferences maybe expected between the
pointprevalence of infection (e.g. 12forthebeginning of 1993)anddisease
(e.g. 3 atthe sametime). Thesedifferences will be morepronounced under
highlevelsof endemicity. Incidence andperiodprevalences are measured
over a certain time interval, for example through case recording at a
dispensary.
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would have been required to prevent or treat disease in the absence of
the intervention; gains in productive time resulting from the reduction
in illness and death caused by the interventionand gain in productivity
of work-time because of reduced debility and disability; net gains (or
losses)fromincome generatingactivitieswhichresult directlyfrom the
intervention rather than via its effect on health (e.g. gain or loss in
agricultural production, returns from sale of fish or timber). A
characteristic of all these is that they can be valued in monetary terms
and thus can be summed and compared directly to intervention costs.
Socioeconomic impacts can be particularly important to measure
where other agencies have to be persuaded of the desirability of the
intervention. Becauseof theircomplexity,socioeconomicimpactsthat
result from health changes (i.e. savings in expenditure and gains in
production) are considered in Appendix 4. Gains or losses in income
generating activities that result directly from the intervention are
considered at the end of this chapter.

The list on pages 66 and 67 shows examples of the kinds of effects of
different typesof vectorcontrol interventions. On page 68 are outlined
some of the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of
indicatorwhencornparinginterventionsand the generalcircumstances
in which they may be appropriate.

THE CHOICE OF INDICATORS OF EFFECTIVENESS

Thissectionprovidesmoredetailedguidanceon thechoiceofeffectiveness indicators by outlining some of the principles that should determine this choice, and suggests a systematic approach that will help to
identify a suitable indicator.
For the purposes of cost-effectivenessanalysis, one main indicator of
effectiveness is usually all that needs to be measured. For other
purposes, however, it may be worthwhile to measure a series of
effectiveness indicators (as discussed below on pages 90 and 91).
An indicatorof effectivenessusedto compare the cost-effectivenessof
differentvectorcontrolinterventionsmustsatisfythefollowingcriteria:
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EXAMPLES OF THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT INTERVENTIONS
EFFECTS

TYPES OF INTERVENTIONS WHICH HAVE THESE
EFFECTS

OUTPUTS of the intervention
Change in:
- repellent availability
insecticide used
houses sprayed
spray days
area sprayed/treated with larvicide
area of water sources eliminated
area of vegetation removed
length of irrigation canals lined
number of mosquito nets distributed
weight of Gambusia fish released (in kg)
number of water bodies stocked with fish
strategic location of cattle
numbers of sterile males released

Supply of repellents
Adulticiding/larviciding
Adulticiding
Adulticiding
Adulticiding/larviciding
Environmental management
Environmental management
Environmental management
Mosquito net promotion
Biological control
Biological control
Zooprophylaxis
Sterile male release

OUTCOMES of the intervention on:
• human behaviour
Change in:
- knowledge of disease transmission
and control strategies
- water use behaviour
- amount of repellent purchased/used
- number of breeding sites cleared by
villagers
- number of mosquito nets purchased/used
- number of houses screened
- number of households keeping pigs

Education
Education/provision of domestic water supply
Education/supply of repellents
Education in environmental management
Education/supply of mosquito nets
Education in self-protection
Zooprophylaxis

• vector characteristics
Change in:
- inoculation rate
- vector abundance
- vector infection rate
- man-biting rate
- vector sterility

IMPACTofthe intervention on health
Change in:
- infection or disease incidence
- infection intensity or disease severity
- infection or disease prevalence
- disease death rate
- case- fatality rate
- years oflife
- disability adjusted life years (DAL Ys)

Most vector control interventions
Adulticidinglbiological controVenvironmental
management
Adulticiding
Mosquito nets/personal protection/
zooprophylaxis
Sterile male release

Vector control intenentions against the
following types of vector-borne diseases:
Acute/epidemic
Chronic/endemic (interventions incl. chemotherapy)
Chronic/endemic (interventions incl. chemotherapy)
Both, with fatal outcomes (interventions incl.
chemotherapy)
Both, with fatal outcomes (interventions incl.
chemotherapy)
Both, with fatal outcomes (interventions incl.
chemotherapy)
Both (interventions incl. chemotherapy)
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IMPACT of the intervention on socioeconomic variables
Change in:
- government expenditure on prevention and
treatment
- household expenditure on prevention and
treatment
- time available for productive activities
- productivity of work-time
- value of agricultural production
- value of other income-generating activities
e.g. fish farming, forestry

All vector control interventions
All vector control interventions
All vector control interventions benefiting
workers
All vector control interventions benefiting
workers
Environmental management
Environmental management

• it must occur in all the interventions beingcompared;
• it must capture all the important differences betweenthe alternatives being compared;
• it must be measurable.
In order to choose an indicator, follow the sequence of steps shown

below.

For each of the interventions, write
out the chain ofeffects and identify
the kinds of outputs, outcomes
and impacts that are expected.

For example, assume adulticide spraying is being compared with
environmental management involving the levelling of uneven ground
where water collects and mosquitoes breed. Figure 5 gives simplified
examples of causal chains linking outputs to impacts for these two
different types of intervention.

Thechainlinking the intervention inputsto its impacton disease is not
necessarily a simplelinearone.
For example, the primaryeffect of mosquito nets is probably to reduce
the biting rate hy providing a physical barrier. In the process, the
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TYPES OF EFFECTIVENESS INDICATOR AND THEIR
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES WHEN COMPARING
INTERVENTIONS
Types of
effectiveness
indicator
Intervention
OUTPUTS

Advantages

easilymonitored and
oftenroutinely collected

Disadvantages

Appropriate

onlylimited
comparisons possible

when the intervention is at
an early stage of
implementation
whencomparing two interventions with similarrelationshipsbetween outputs and
impact(e.g. two different ways
to provide mosquito nets)

oftenavailable on the
complete population, not
just a sample
clearlyattributable to the
intervention in question
Human
behaviour
OUTCOMES

Vector-based
OUTCOMES

Disease
IMPACTS

Socioeconomic
IMPACTS

fairly clearlyattributable
to the intervention in
question

difficult to monitor
reliably and requires
skilledinterviewers or
observers

for interventions thatrely
on behavioural changes
(e.g.wateruse) but not
for thoseimposed from
outside (e.g.adulticide
spraying)

oftenmirrordisease
changes fairlyclosely

sometimes technically
complex to measure

to explain the natureof
the impact on disease
incidence

healthservice information
system may be able to
provide reliable data from
routinely collected
statistics

routine statistics may
be unreliable,
incomplete or biased
speciai surveys are
expensive

whencomparing interventions with different
kindsof effectson the
vector(forexample,
breeding site destruction
and sterilemale release)

measures the principal
(rather than intermediate)
objective of the
intervention

difficultto attribute
changes to the specific
intervention

whencomparing
interventions directed
at different diseases

indicate to whatextent
resource savings wiH
offset intervention costs

difficultto measure and
valuegainin labour
time

whencomparing
interventions directed at
differentdiseases

indicate those
interventions which
increase national income

information on the
saved costs of
treatment andgains
in production are
usually not routinely
available

whencomparing interventions whichhavenonhealthoutcomes (e.g.
incomefrom fish sales,
increase or fall in
agricultural production)

indicators used do not
reflectthe primary aim
of healthInterventions,
namely health
improvement

whenresource
consequences
(e.g.increased
production) are
givenhighpriority
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capacity of female mosquitoes to reproduce will be diminished unless
they find an alternative source of blood meals and there may he fewer
vectors in the next generation. Both of these changes will have an effect
on transmission of infection.
Similarly, insecticides may reduce
transmission ofinfection through botha reduction of vector abundance
and vector infection rate, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Identifythefirst pointin the chain
at whichthe effectsof each of the
interventions coincide.

Effects occurring before this point in the chain are not suitable
indicators of the relative effectiveness of the interventions, since they
are not shared by both of them.
In the case of the two interventions being compared in Figure 5,

reduction in inoculation rate is the first point at which the chain of
effects of the two coincide. Noneof the effects preceding inoculation
rate (insecticide sprayed, ground levelled or breeding sites reduced)
would be suitable.
The greater the difference between alternative interventions being
compared, thefewereffectstheinterventions willhavein common and
the closer the indicator of effectiveness will need to be to the health
impactend of the spectrum of effects.
For example, in comparing source reduction using bulldozers with a
more manpower-intensive approach to source reduction, "area cleared"
would he an outcome of both alternatives.

However, if sourcereduction is compared
• with a very different vector control activity such as insecticide
spraying, there wouldbe no outputsin common and the indicator
would have to be expressed intermsofvectorabundance ordisease
impact;
• with an intervention that does not involve vector control (for
example, chemotherapy), a disease impactindicator (andpossibly a
socioeconomic impactone as well) will have to be chosen;
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Figure 5. Effects of two types of intervention for the control
of malaria vectors
Intervention
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• with an intervention against a different disease, a composite health
measure or health index such as "disability adjusted life years"
(DALYs, see box) is required which would take into account
the different quality of life implications of the two diseases (see
Jamison et al. 1993). Measuring a socioeconomic impact indicator
might also be necessary.

Check whether a unit of change in
the effectiveness indicator
identified in the previous step has
the same implicationsfor disease
impact for each of the
interventions being compared. If
not, try another effectiveness
indicator (closer to the impact
end).
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The disability adjusted life year
Interest in using cost-effectiveness analysis to make
comparisons across a widerange ofdifferentdiseases hasled
to the development of generic (rather than disease-specific)
effectiveness indicators. The Wor1d Bank, in the 1993Wor1d
Development Report Investing In Health, advocates and uses
the disability adjusted life year (DALy) to compare the costeffectiveness of different health interventions. The DALY
combines healthylife-years gained frompreventing or treating
disability.
Information on costlDALY gained for a
comprehensive range of interventions is used to advocate
packages of public healthand clinical activities which are the
most cost-effective. The detailed evidence on the costeffectiveness of interventions directed at differentdiseases in
tenns of costlDALY gained has beenpublished in Jamison et
a/( 1993). Thisbookincludes chapters on the following vectorborne diseases: malaria, helminth infections and dengue.

The indicator chosen should capture all the important differences in
health impact that the interventions are likely to have. An outcome
which occurs in all the interventions being compared may not be a
suitable indicator of effectiveness if thereare differences between the
interventions in the qualityof the effect
For example, if the study is comparing the efficacy of mosquito nets
impregnated with different insecticides, the interventions will share the
effect "number of mosquito nets used", However, "mosquito nets
used" will not be an appropriate indicator of the relative effectiveness
of the two interventions if the insecticides have different effects on
vectors or disease.

Similarly, eventhough adulticides andenvironmental management are
both expected to reduce vector abundance, adulticides also reduce
vectorlife-expectancy (andtherefore vectorinfection rate), asillustrated
by Figure 5. Both vector abundance and survival rate influence
transmission ( -+ see Glossary and page 87). Ideally, in this case,
inoculationrateordisease impactshouldbeselected astheeffectiveness
indicator.
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Even with disease measures, caution is required. Interventions may
differ in their impact on more or less vulnerable groups.
For example, one malaria control intervention may be aimed at the
whole population and another is targeted at schoolchildren or pregnant
women, in whom malaria is usually more serious. In this case a more
comprehensive disease indicator than incidence (e.g. disability adjusted
life years) or a more selective one (e.g. "incidence of malaria in the
population under 10 years of age" or "incidence of malaria in pregnant
women") would be appropriate.

An outcome which occurs in all interventions may not be a suitable
indicator of effectiveness where differences in the circumstances in
which the interventions are being implemented modify the relationship
between the outcome and disease impact.
For example, the relationship between vector variables and disease is
dependent, amongst other things, on'the original vectot and disease
picture; a given reduction in vector biting rate may have a dramatic
effect on prevalence in one area where transmission was originally low
and have no impact in a hyperendemic area. In afalciparum malaria area
where people receive one infective bite per night on average, a
reduction to one infective bite per week cannot be expected to reduce
prevalence. Prevalence will only fall significantly where vector control
assures that each person receives no more than about one to three
infective bites per year. Ideally the areas to be compared should be
matched as far as possible for prevalence, incidence or vector abundance
(see pages 78-90 and page 104).
For
each
short-listed
effectivenessindicator,checkthat
it captures all the important
differences
between
the
alternatives, apart from control of
the specific disease. If not, see
whether a different effectiveness
indicator would be better, or
whether these other impacts
should be assessed separately.

Estinuuing vector control effectiveness
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Interventions may differin theireffectson:
• Other health characteristks: other diseases borne by the same
vector,diseases borne by othervectors, directill-health effects of the
intervention (e.g. poisonings).
For example, the chemical control of anopheline mosquito populations
has been shown to help control vectors of filariasis in some areas and
sandf1y vectors of leishmaniasis in others - source reduction may not;
insecticides can be poisonous to both sprayers and householders source reduction is not; pit latrines designed to prevent the breeding of
Culex mosquitos can reduce peridomestic housefly populations insecticides will be less effective.

• Non-disease characteristics of the vector.
For example: mosquito nets (untreated with insecticide), unlike
adulticides, will not reduce the nuisance value of mosquitoes except
when they are used, which is usually at night.

• Agricultural or domestic pests or agriculturally beneficial or
valuable insects or animals.
Forexarnple: molluscicidescan harm tile health of cattle and insecticides
may destroy valuable pollinators or harmful pests - environmental
management probably will not; insecticide-treated mosquito nets kill or
repel bed bugs and cockroaches as well as mosquitos - larvicides do
not.

• Agricultural productivity.
For example: periodic drainage of rice fields may have a positive effect
on rice production; reclamation of swamps can opcn up land for
agriculture; improved maintenance of irrigation systems can reduce the
risk of waterlogging and salination. Other mosquito control strategies
will not have these effects.

1be effectsonagriculture andtheenvironmentshouldreceiveparticularly

close attention whenthe intervention takesthe form of a modification
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of a development project with another purpose. If possible, the
monetary value of these effects should be calculated. An overview of
the links between agricultural development and vector-borne diseases
is presented in FAO (1987).
• Other income generating activities and general welfare.

For example: the improvement of houses for the control of Chagas
disease and the provision of drinking water supply systems for the
control of schistosomiasis and Guinea worm infection clearly have
additional welfare spin-offs when compared to the application of
insecticides; unlike other vector control measures, many environmental
management interventions incorporate income generating activities
such as fish breeding or forestry development in marshy areas. If
possible, the monetary value of these effects should be calculated.

Take the short-listed indicator(s)
and definepreciselywhat is to be
measured.

For vector characteristics, clearly define the population of vectors
which will be sampled and the method to be used. There are usually
many possible variations of a single general indicator.
For example, to measure mosquito abundance, collections can be
made: indoors or outdoors; at different times of day and for different
periods of time; from resting or biting mosquitoes; using aspirators,
knock-down chemicals or light traps. It must be clear whether all
mosquitoes, only Anopheles or only certain species are being collected.
A precise measure can then be developed. The list on the facing page
indicates, for each kind of effect on vectors, examples of specific
measures that could be used.
Similarly, indicators of health impact should be specified as precisely as
possible in terms of population sampled, definition of disease or
infection, geographical area and time period.
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OUTCOMES ON VECTORS: INDICATORS AND EXAMPLES OF MEASURES
Indicators of
outcomes on vectors

Examples of measures

Abundance"

mosquitoes: number of adult females found resting indoors (0.5
hours/house/week) in a year;
blackflies: number of Simulium collected/human bait collector/year
(12h/day,1 daylweek, 2 pairs of collectors);
bugs: fraction of dwellings infected with Triatoma;
sandflies: number of Phlebotomuslm2 sticky trap/year (50 sticky
papers, replaced weekly);
ticks: total number of Anocentodhorse (ear examination only);
snails; number of Bu/inuscollected from a pond in a year (25
scoops/daY,1 day/week).

Host preferenceo. b

Human Blood Index (proportion of bloodmeals taken on man);
man:cattle ratio in and around a village.

Survival rate"

survival rate/ovarian cycle (e.g. parous rate by ovarian dissection,
or from recovery rate in a mark-release-recapture experiment).

Biting frequency"' b

number of bloodmealslday (inverse of duration of ovarian cycle
found e.g. by mark-release-recapture experiments).

Proportion infected

proportion of biting adults infected with any stage of the parasite
(e.g. malaria oocysts and sporozoites; obtained from pools of
vectors when infection rates are low, e.g. arboviruses);

Proportion infective C

fraction of biting adults with infective stages of parasites (e.g. L3
stage filariae collections over a full transmission season).

Infective biting rateC

potential number of infective bites delivered to a bait collector/year;
(estimated number of bites/month x proportion infective, summed
over 12 months).

Transmission potential C

potential number of infective parasites delivered to a bait collector/
year (usually sum of monthly transmission potentia Is).

Sterilityb

proportion of eggs obtained from wild gravid females which fail to
hatch (collections made e.g. during and up to 2 weeks after sterile
male release);

" CompoIMlI'lla of the vectoriaIcapacity (see text, glossary and Figure 7)
b

NotsnaHs

C

MailIyvectors of maIarla (81 IOpheIi 18 mosquitoes) and F1IBda (mosquimes, blackllies)
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IMPACT ON HEALTH: INDICATORS AND EXAMPLES OF MEASURES

indicators of Impact on
•

Examples of measures

Infection

Incidence

onchocerciasis: number of children in a cohort of negatives
becoming skin snip positive in a year;
African trypanosomiasis: number of cases arising during a 3 year
epidemic in 10 villages.

Incidence rate

malaria: number of infants showing Plasmodium in a blood film
during the first year of life/number of infants studied;
leishmaniasis: number of persons becoming parasitologically
positive in a year/number of persons in the population at risk at the
start of the year.

Prevalence

schistosomiasis: number of persons whose faeces contain
Schistosoma mansoni eggs;
leishmaniasis: number of dogs Leishmania positive by the enzymelinked immuno-sorbent assay (ELlSA) in a cross-sectional survey.

Prevalence rate

onchocerciasis: proportion of persons in a community who give, at
one time, Onchocerca positive skin snips;
Chagas disease: proportion of persons positive for Chagas disease
by immunofluorescent antibody test (IFAT).

Intensity

malaria: geometric mean number of asexual Plasmodium
falciparum parasites per ml blood;
lymphatic filariasis: proportion of positive blood films scored as
"heavy" infections (e.g. >10 mf Wuchereria bancroftU20 ml
blood).

•

Disease

Incidence

onchocerciasis: number of new cases of blindness due to
Onchocerca arising in one year;
leishmaniasis: number of new cases of kala-azar (first year of an
epidemic)

Incidence rate

malaria: number of hospitalized cases/person/month;
dengue: number of new cases of dengue haemorrhagic fever/
person/year.

Prevalence

leishmaniasis: number of persons living in a kala-azar area who
have enlarged liver and spleen;
lymphatic filariasis: number of persons with elephantiasis due to
infection with W. bancrofti;

Prevalence rate

onchocerciasis: percentage of persons in a community with
impaired vision;
schistososmiasis: number of cases of splenomegaly due to
S. mansonifoundiperson.

•

malaria: number of deaths from falciparum malarial1000 persons at
risk/year;
infant mortality rate: number of infant « 1 year) deaths/number of
life births.

Mortality rate
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For example, a disease case will need to be defined in terms of
symptoms, tests, doctors' diagnosis, patient judgement or some
combination of these. Exam plcs are listed on page 76 of specific kinds
of measures that could he used for each general indicator of health
impact. Whichever measure is selected, define the study population in
which disease status will be measured (the total population of the area,
or a particular age or gender group) and the target population to which
results will in general apply.
Indicators are sometimesexpressed in terms ofnumbers, and sometimes
as proportions or percentages. Any of these forms can be used, but it
is much simplerto interpret cost-effectivenessresults when effectiveness
is expressed in absolute numbers (for example, number of malaria cases
averted rather than the reduction in the percentage of the population
suffering from malaria). However, to derive these numbers that represent
the effectiveness of the intervention it is usually necessary initially to
express them in terms of proportions - for example the percentage of
the population experiencing malaria - as discussed in tlie section on the
measurement of effectiveness below.

Narrowdown thechoice of indicator
further by taking problems of
measurement intoaccount.

Read through the section on the
measurement of effectiveness
(pages 78 to 90) and note the
information and resources
required before finally selecting
the indicator of effectiveness.

Make sure that the data required are already available or that the
expertise and resources are available to collect them. For example,
estimation of mosquito survival rates requires dexterity in dissection
and certain analytical skills which may not be available. If it becomes
apparent that it is impossible to measure the chosen indicator there are
two possible responses.
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Find out from this chapter (and
Chapter 4) what analysis is
possible given the limitations of
the data already available.

Raw data are often richer than they appear at first sight. To
accommodate data deficiencies, either make educated guesses about
the likely range of values of the unknown variables (if there is
convincing evidence from elsewhere), or reformulate the problem,
objectives, defmition ofalternatives orboundaries ofthealternatives in
such a way that available data can be used.
Consider the possibility of
collecting extra data routinely to
facilitate cost-effectiveness
analysis in the future.

THE MEASUREMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS

Thefollowing principles shouldguidethemeasurementofeffectiveness
indicators:
• Cost-effectiveness analysis isconcerned withthechangein activity,
behaviouror disease that the intervention brings about. Baseline
data for the period prior to the implementation of the intervention
and/ora comparison area will usually be needed.
• Effectiveness indicators must be chosen to ensure that the change
observed is wholly attributable to the activities of which the costs
are beingmeasured.
This usually impliesthe needfor a control
area to make comparisons.
• Measures should be accurate and unbiased, and preferably direct
• Sampling should be representative.
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• Effectsoccurring in the future should be valued at less than those
occurring immediately (see page 89).
• Measurements need be sufficientonly to determine which of the
options (including a combination of interventions) is most costeffective.
Methods willdiffersubstantially depending on the typeofeffectiveness
indicator selected (measuring vector abundance is a very different
exercise from measuring disease incidence), the type of vector the
intervention is designed tocontrol(snailsandmosquitoes, forexample,
pose very different challenges to those attempting to measure
abundance), and thenatureof theinformation alreadybeingcollected.
Decide how to measure the
change in the level of the indicator
over the necessary period.

All indicators of effectiveness reflectchange in activity, behaviour or
disease. Absolute valuesare of limited use.
For example, the fact that the mosquito biting rate in the intervention
area is now two bites per person per night or that there are] 00 cases
of malaria per year is not helpful on its own. It is necessary to know
whether this represents a reduction in biting rate or disease incidence
and, if so, by how much.

To measure change,a reference pointis needed forcomparison. These
comparisons can be of two kinds:
• the levelof theindicator before and aftertheintervention (temporal
comparison using baseline data);or
• the level of the indicator in a population with the intervention and
inanotherpopulation withouttheintervention (spatialcomparison).
Temporalcomparisons (before/after) are most common and are best
done alongside spatial comparisons (with/without). Usually it is the
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lack of data on the situation prior to the intervention that poses most
problems for measurement Information on outcomes (both human
behaviour and vector characteristics) is often not collected, and
information gathered prior to implementation is especially rare (unless
the intervention is an experimental one). Output data are more often
recorded routinely by an intervention's management information system
and for this reason are usually easier to obtain. Similarly, disease data
are often more readily available since they are collected by the health
system independently of the intervention, though there may be serious
doubts about their reliability and comprehensiveness.
Less frequently, it may be difficult to measure the level of the indicator
after the implementation ofthe intervention.
For example, estimates of vector survival and infection rates require
large samples of vectors and may be impossible to measure once an
intervention has successfully reduced the vector population.

If making temporal comparisons,
ensure that you are measuring
the effects of the intervention and
not the effects of (temporal)
confounding factors.
The closer the chosen indicator along the chain of effects to vector
outcomes and disease impact, the more difficult it is to attribute
observed changes to the intervention alone. The relationship between
the intervention and outputs is more direct.
For example, "number of households sprayed" is an indicator which is
directly under the control of the project. Records of households sprayed
during the period are likely to be a true reflection of the output of the
programme. Disease incidence and vector characteristics are more
likely than outputs to change over time for reasons other than the
intervention, namely:

• Secular trends. Many diseases and vector populations exhibit
dramatic fluctuations from year to year, often related to local
variations in climatic conditions.
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• Population changes. Changes in the size of the human population
are likely to influence disease-based effectiveness indicators since
they change the number of people at risk. For example, migration
of susceptibles into endemic areas is often associated with large
increases in the number of cases.

• Other activities. There may be activities other than the intervention,
such as the use of insecticides for crop protection or local
deforestation, that systematically affect the vector population.
General improvements in health infrastructure or specific changes in
the treatment of the disease can also affect the disease picture.
Ensure that changes in the
indicator over time reflect the
effect of the intervention by

• Making each year's measurements either throughout the transmission season, or over the whole period over which cases arise.
• Collecting data over several years both before and after the
intervention to obtain a reliable average, particularly if disease
transmission isepidemic and episodic.
• Measuring any independent events and activities (for example,
migration, changes in cropping patterns or land use, changes in
agricultural practices, deforestation) which occur in the intervention
area and which may influence the effectiveness indicator.
• Most importantly , measuring the level ofthe effectiveness indicator
in a comparable area which did not have the intervention but was
exposed to the other (confounding) activities, such as deforestation.

If making comparisons between
areas, ensure that you are
measuring the effects of the
interventionand not theeffects of
(spatial) confounding factors.
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When comparing areas with and without the intervention, be aware that
the two areas may be different for important reasons other than the
intervention. The current differences may reflect differences that
already existed prior to the implementation of the intervention rather
than the effect of the intervention. Similarly, the fact that identical
indicators are obtained from two areas under comparison does not
necessarily mean the intervention is not effective.
For example, some years after initiating a mollusciciding programme,
the incidence of schistosomiasis may be no lower than in an adjacent
area without any schistosomiasis control. In order to conclude that
mollusciciding is ineffective, the possibility that the incidence of
schistosomiasis was originally higher in the area where mollusciding
was done has to be verified and excluded.
Ensure that the differences in the
indicator detected between areas
with and without the intervention
can be attributed to the
intervention by

• Choosing areas where the level of the effectiveness indicator was
the same before the intervention. If data on the indicator itself are
unavailable, examine data on factors likely to determine vector or
disease levels (for example ecology, climate, terrain) and choose
comparison areas which are similar.
• Choosing areas which have been exposed to similar changes other
than the intervention.
• Using measures of rate, such as incidence rate or prevalence rate (see
page 76) to make epidemiological comparisons between areas
which have different population sizes.

Choose intervention areas that
are sufficiently large that "edge
effects" do not become important.
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"Edgeeffects" arise from the fact that a person (or vector) livingjust
inside an intervention area may be exposed to the non-intervention
conditions andviceversa. Thiscanresultinunderestimating theimpact
of an intervention. The effect can be avoided by studying disease
transmission units, such as a villages, that are well separated.
Decide how to collect your data;
choose measurement tools and
identify sources of data.

The datarequired mayalready beavailable inexistingrecords. If these
data have been collectedpassively (that is, the data have come to the
collectorratherthantheotherwayaround) therearepotential problems
bothofincompleteness andof bias. Routinely-kept dataonattendance,
by disease, at health facilities are of this kind.
If special surveys have to be conducted to collect the data, decide:

• whetherto becomprehensive (anddoa census) orwhethera sample
will be adequate (see the following section);
• how to collect the data. To collect data on people, decide, for
example, whether to use interviews, focus group discussions,
observation or testsand what precise form each of thesewilltake.
For data on vectors, decide whether to use bait, search or trap
techniques (see Figure6).
Try to ensure that the indicators actually measure what they aim to
measure.
Serological tests of disease infection, for example, do not always
reliably detect true positives and true negatives. The ability to calibrate
a serological test against reference positives and negatives is an
important criterion of test choice.

Decide on a sampling strategy if
necessary.
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FIGURE 6. PRINCIPAL VECTOR SAMPLING METHODS
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Exhaustive datacollection whendealing withextremely largenumbers
(e.g. vector populations), long time spans or extensive areas (e.g.
dispersed villages in a rural area with little infrastructure) is for many
reasons not feasible. Sampling aims to producereliableestimatesby
balancing accuracy againstexpended effort. Appendix 5 describes the
mainsampling strategies possible. Areview of sampling methodsfor
pest and vector management can be found in Youdeowei and Service
(1983).
H samples are to be taken both beforeand after (or with and without)

theintervention theymustbe takenfromthesame(kind00 population
and using the same techniques.
Forexample, measurements of mosquito abundance are best made by
the same person, at the same time of day and in the same place.
Choosethesamplesto minimize bias(Le. the tendency for theestimate
to be systematically different from the true result) and maximize
accuracy (Le. minimize the variance) to the extent possible, given the
financial constraints of the survey.
Minimize
sampling.

bias

by

random
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H random sampling is difficult. it is sometimes possible to compensate

for the biases.
For example, there are often deficits of young adult mosquitoes
(nulliparous females which have not yet laid eggs) in light trap catches,
which lead to over-estimates of vector survival rate when this is
calculated from the proportion of females which are parous. A way
around this problem is to estimate vector survival from the age structure
of the parous mosquitoes only.

Improve accuracy by increasing
sample size or by choosing amore
sensitive indicator.
H the average value and expected variation of the indicator being

measured can be roughly estimated, it is possible to determine the
sample size required to detect significant differences. The larger the
variation, thelargeror morefrequent sampling willneedto be in order
to achieve thesamelevelof accuracy. Thelevelof accuracy needonly
be that level which enables the study to conclude with a reasonable
degree of confidence that one intervention is more effective than
another. If it is suspected that the effectiveness differences are very
large, the effectiveness estimateswill not need to be so accurate.
An alternative way to improveaccuracy is to choosean indicator that
is more sensitive to the effectsof the intervention.
For example, in endemic malarious areas prevalence is often much
higher in school children than in infants or adults. "Changes in
prevalence rates of malaria in school children" would be a much more
sensitive indicator of the effectiveness of the intervention than a total
population study and would require smaller, more easily collected
samples to detect a given change with a given degree of accuracy.

If possible, measure the change
in the level of the indieator directly.

Direct measurement is generally preferable for a variety of reasons:
indirectmethods require the measurement of severalvariables, whose
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marginsoferrormay be amplifiedwhencombinedandwhoserelationship
totheeffectivenessindicatoris oftenpoorlydefined. Eventhedirection
of the association between intermediate outcome and impact can
sometimes be counter-intuitive.
For example, a fall in transmission of a chronic infection (e.g.
schistosomiasis) in an endemic situationmay leave human prevalence
almost unchanged (although re-infection rates and hence infection
intensity and possibly diseaseseveritymight be reduced). A reduction
in transmission might even lead in time to an increasein morbidityand
mortality(forexampleof malaria)if it resultsin a shiftfrom anendemic
to an epidemic disease situation and a reduction in immunity.
Sometimes, indirect calculation of the effectiveness indicator may
nevertheless be feasible, as the following cases illustrate.
For example, disease impact can be calculatedcrudely as a product of
four factors: patient compliance, provider compliance, diagnostic
accuracy and efficacy (Tugwell et al. 1985). Vector potential for
transmission of infection ("vectorial capacity") can be calculated as a
function of eight characteristics of the vector (see Figure 7).
Socioeconomic indicatorscan be and usually are measuredindirectly,
usinginformation on diseaseimpactcombinedwithdataon theaverage
cost per case averted. Appendix 4 explains how to measure these
socioeconomic indicators.
It is notalways necessary to measure allthecomponents thatdetermine the

value of the indicator being measured indirectly. For the purposes of
measuring effectiveness, it is necessary to know how muchthe indicator
haschanged, not necessarily its absolute value. In mostcases it is known
which components are likely to be affected by a given vector control
intervention and the changes in just those elements can be measured.
For example, some of the componentsof vector transmission potential
are very difficult to measure. But it is often clear which ones are most
likely to change for each type of vectorcontrol strategy (see Figure 7).
Thus residual spraying of an organophosphate adulticide during an
anti-malariacampaignis likely to reduce vectorabundance,and hence
also man-biting rate (ma) as well as vector survival rate (p). If both
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FIGURE 7.

COMPONENTS OF THE VECTORIAL CAPACITY WHICH ARE
LIKELY TO CHANGE UNDER VARIOUS INTERVENTIONS

Constant/variable

Method of control
larval
adulticide
(incl.sterile
male)

personal
protection

zooprophylaxis

(1) probability that a vector
acquires infection whilst
biting an infectious host (c)
(2) mean number of vectors!
host (m)
(3) biting rate of an uninfected
vector on definitive host (a)

+

+

+

(2) and (3) are usually measured
together as man-biting rate (ma)

(4) probability (J1') that an
infected vector survives (P)
through latent period (n)

+

(5) life-expectancy of an
infectious vector (1/[1-p])

+

(6) biting rate of an infectious
vector (a)

+

(7) probability that an infectious
vector transmits whilst biting
a susceptable host (b)

(8) probability that an infectious
vector feeds on definitive
vertebrate host (I)

(+)

+

+

(+) some insecticides (DOT, pyrethroids) are repellentand will change t, others will not

The formula for vectorialcapacity cffllilbf[J:1'/(1-p)] assumesmanto mantransmissionas
for malaria, bancroftianfilariasis, or visceral leishmaniasisin India. If there is an animal
reservoir, as with most kinds of cutaneous leishmaniasis, the formula woulcl need to be
modified.
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man-biting and survival rate were measured and the latent period is
roughly known, change in the index 11UPp" I( l-p) would provide a
simpleandreasonably validmeasure of thechangein transmission rate.
Decide on the time period over
which to measure the change in
the value of the effectiveness
indicator.

The basic principleis to measure the effectiveness of the intervention
whose costs are measured. In some cases, like residual spraying to
control malaria transmission. the effects are fairly immediate and are
achieved during the same period that costs are incurred. If this is the
case,andifcostsarebeingannualized(seeChapter2),thenannualcosts
can be compared to annual effects (both relating to the same year).
In othercases thecosts and the associatedeffects areexperiencedover

different periods.
For example, some adult filarial worms live for many years in their
humanhosts,continuingto producemicrofilaria (andthe disease)even
if transmission has ceased. An intervention might cause rapid falls in
the vector population whichgive a preliminary indication of the longtermimpactof control,if maintained, but theactualdiseaseimpactwill
only become apparent after several years.
In yetothercasestheeffectsmaybe feltbothimmediatelyandformany
years after the bulk of the costshave beenincurred.This is particularly

common with certain kinds of environmental management
Forexample,constructing asecond spillwayfora damsoastoeliminate
breeding sites for blackflies (Similium) by alternate spillwayuse could
havea permanenteffecton thelocalflypopulation andthetransmission
ofonchocerciasis. Inthiscaseeffectiveness wouldhavetobemeasured
over a different and longer period than costs.

Estimating vector control effectiveness
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Routinely available data may need to be re-organized into appropriate
time periods.
Forexample, routinely collec tedexpenditure information is aggregated
over the period of a financial year, while effectiveness statistics arc
aggregated by calendar year or biological year organized around a
transmission season. If these are not the same, it will be necessary to
disaggregate the data by month for either cost or effectiveness so that
effectiveness data can be constructed for a financial year or cost data
for a calendar or biological year.

If necessary make allowance for
the distribution of effects over
time.
Any effects occurring more than one year after the first year in which
costs associated with achieving those effects were incurred must be
discounted. This ensures consistency with the treatment ofcosts which
are also discounted. For a discussion of this point see Over (1991).
The procedure for discounting future effects is exactly the same as for
costs and the same discount rate r is used. The effects experienced in
year n can be expressed in equivalenteffects for the base year 0 (the first
year in which costs are incurred) as follows:
E(O) = E(n)/(1 + r)"

The calculations are simplified by using the present value table in
Appendix 3 which gives discount factors for particular years and
discount rates. Multiply the appropriate discount factor by effects in
each year to convert them into their present value.
Forcxarnple, assume resources were invested in 19~6in anenvironmental
management programme which averted 100 malaria deaths in each of
1987, 1988and 1989. The discount rate is 3%. The value of the effects
in 1986 equivalents would be:
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Year

1986

1987

1988

1989

Deaths averted

0

100

100

100

Discount factor

1

.971

.943

.915

1986 present value

0

97

94

92

----------._-

This adds up to a total of 283 deaths averted in 1986 equivalents.

Identify and measure important
non-health impacts.

Because non-health impacts cannot be expressed in terms of health
indicators, the best way to handle them is to express them in terms of
money, and then subtract this from the cost of the intervention to get
a net cost which is used together with the health-related indicator to
judge which intervention is most cost-effective.
For example, if the vector control measure invo1ves the introduction of
larvivorous fish into ponds (at a total cost of $10 000) which avert an
estimated 100 malaria cases and are, in the process, bred and sold (at
an estimated $2000), the net cost is $10 000 - 2000 = $8000 per 100
malaria cases averted.
Similarly, when a vector control activity is added to an existing income
generating activity (for example, rice fields are drained at intervals to
control mosquito populations) and if the resulting additional gain (or
loss) ofagricultural productivity can be calculated, it can be subtracted
(or added) to the costs of the vector control measure to calculate a net
cost.
In deciding on the appropriate price to attach to the increase (or
reduction) in the quantities of crops or commodities produced, apply
the same principles as those described in Chapter 2. If the commodities
are sold, the price obtained for them will usually be the appropriate one
to use; if they are not sold, the price that could have been obtained in
the market will generally be a reasonable proxy.
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OTHER EFFECTIVENESS-RELATED DATA TO COLLECT
Consider collecting data on other
effectiveness indicators.

It is often helpful to collect evidence on more than one effectiveness
indicator, even when this is not strictly necessary for deciding which
alternative is more cost-effective. We suggest that one effect be
measured from each of the categories of output, outcomes, and
impacts. This information can be useful for three purposes.
• In order to explain the results and design strategies to modify them.
Information on effects that precede the one chosen as an appropriate
measure of effectiveness is helpful in further characterizing the
success and in understanding the failure of interventions.
For example, the study may find that adulticide spraying has had little
impact on prevalence of malaria, the effectiveness indicator chosen. To
design alternatives, it would be helpful to know whether the problem
was because of insecticide resistance or because communities refused
to allow houses to be sprayed or because mosquito abundance was
originally so high that even substantial reductions in abundance had
little impact. Data on houses sprayed and vector abundance as well as
disease incidence would help the interpretation.

• In order to support the conclusions from a single indicator.
For example, there may he some doubt as to whether an observed fall
in vector abundance can be attributed to mosquito spraying or has other
explanations. If this fall were shown to be accompanied by a
concomitant increase in the number of houses sprayed, the vector fall
could be attributed to the intervention with greater confidence.

• In order to build up a data base of the relationship between different
effects.
Data describing coincidental changes in outputs, outcomes and
impacts can be enormously valuable as a predictive tool.
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For example, with several years of data on both vector abundance and
disease incidence, it may be possible to develop a simple model to
enabletheprediction ofdisease incidence fromdataonvectorabundance.

Collect data to verify that areas
being compared are similar.

As pointedout above,if effectivenessis beingestimatedby comparing
areas with and without the intervention, data should be collected to
verifythatthecomparisonareas aresimilarin allrespectsapartfrom the
intervention, such as environmental, meteorological, vector and
population characteristics. If temporal comparisons are being made,
information on changes in such characteristics should be collected.

Take note of the economic
characteristics
of
the
beneficiaries of the interventions.

In drawing final conclusions about the desirability of interventions,
theirequity implicationsneed to be taken into account (see Chapter 4).

WHAT ELSE?

In collecting data on effectiveness, inadequacies in the existing data
system will become apparent. Note these down. Refer to them in the
final report and recommend improvements that will assist future
analysis.

Chapter 4

ANALYSIS AND
PRESENTATION OF DATA
ANALYSING COST-EFFECTIVENESS· THE BASIC APPROACH
Chapters 2 and 3 described principles and procedures for collecting
data on the cost and effectiveness of the interventions being considered.
These data arecompared in order to determine which intervention is the
most cost-effective. The most cost-effective intervention will be the
best one to implement under certain conditions. The most important
conditions are that:
• all the relevant and important costs and effects have been captured
in the cost and effectiveness measures and measured appropriately.
There are always some variables whose values are unknown or
uncertain. For this reason sensitivity analysis is important
• The most efficient alternative has actually been included amongst
the options analysed. The interventions on which the costeffectiveness estimates are based may not have been very efficient
options in the first place. Analysing the cost and effectiveness
results of each studied alternative in some detail may reveal
modifications that are more efficient
• If the intervention is being studied for replication elsewhere, it must
be the same in all essential respects as the one planned. It is,
however, rarely possible to find an existing interventionexactly the
same as one being planned for implementation. It is important,
therefore, to identify and take into account the effects on costs
and effectiveness of differences in disease epidemiology,
environment, the economy and the intervention design.
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• The intervention fulfils any other necessary requirements apart
from being efficient, including, for example, distributing the
effects equitably.
Thischapterfirstdescribes thecriteriafordecidingwhichintervention
isthemostcost-effective andthenproceeds bygivingguidance onhow
bestto ensurethateach of the aboveconditionsis met. The flowchart
below summarizes the content of the chapter.

STEPS IN ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

• Disseminate resutts

1---+1 • Develop ideas for suitable
alternatives
• Check financial soundness

Interpret results

Establish the superior choice
• Do a sensitivity analysis
If the outcome is not clear, i.e, one
intervention is both more costly
and more effective, then
either

or
or

• For each altemative search for
modifications that increased
efficiency

calculate incrementall------~
cost-effectiveness
• Consider implications of
differences between planned
calculate net costs
and studied intervention
use the 'switching
value' technique

• Consider decision-making
criteria other than costeffectiveness
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USING COST-EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS TO MAKE DECISIONS

If there are results from at least
two interventions, compare their
costs and effectiveness.
Say there are two interventions, A and B, with costs C(a) and C(b) and
effectiveness E(a) and E(b), respectively. If one intervention always
(whatever the assumptions) involves both less cost and is more
effective, then there is clearly the superior choice, i.e.
if C(a) > C(b) and E(a) < E(b) then intervention B is superior
if C(a) < C(b) and E(a) > E(b) then intervention A is superior
If either the cost of each intervention is the same (C(a) =C(b», or the
effectiveness of each intervention is the same (E(a) = E(b» the costeffectiveness ratios, C(a)IE(a} and C(b}lE(b} can be calculated and
compared. Under these circumstances, if C(a}lE(a} < C(b}IE(b}, then
intervention A is superior to intervention B.
For example, if the total cost of adulticide spraying in 1986 was
US$SOO ono (in US$ 1986) and the result of that investment was a
reduction of 600 in the number of malaria cases in that year, the costeffectiveness of the intervention is US$500 000/600 = US$833 per
malaria case avoided. If investing the same amount in larviciding
resulted in avoiding 1000 malaria cases (i.e. cost-effectiveness of
US$500 per malaria case avoided), then larviciding is the more
efficient option.

If one intervention is both more costly and more effective, it is not
immediately possible to draw a clear conclusion. Several courses of
action are possible:

EITHER
Calculate the incremental costeffectiveness (the additional cost
divided by the additional
effectiveness) and present the
trade-off for decision-makers to
decide if the extra effectiveness
is worth the extra cost.
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For example, take the case of an area where an environmental
management intervention would cost US$l 0000 and save 100 malaria
cases (cost per case prevented US$l 00) and a mosquito netintervention
would cost US$4000 and would save at most 50 malaria cases (cost per
case prevented US$80). In this case the environmental management
option is more costly per case prevented but prevents more cases.
Environmental management saves an extra 50 cases for an extra
US$6000 (the incremental cost per case prevented is US$6000 /50 =
US$120). It is up to the decision-makers whether this extra health
benefit is worth the extra cost.

OR
Itmay be possibleto convertsome
of the consequences of the
intervention into monetary terms
(and calculate net costs). This
may showone of the interventions
to be unambiguously superior.

Continuing the above example: if fish production is part of the
environmental managementintervention, and generates net earnings
of at least US$6000, then environmental management is more effective
and no more costly.

OR
If it is not possible actually to
measure the monetary value of
some of the consequences, use
the "switching value" technique.

Ask how much extra these other consequences have to be worth for one
intervention to become more cost-effective than the other. Then see
if this value is reasonable.

If only one intervention was
studied, decide how to use the
results.

Analysis and presentation of data
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H the intention in undertaking this study was to provide data for others
who could use this information in their own cost-effectiveness
comparisons, then, at the very least, the results should be widely
disseminated.
H the aim was to improve the management of the existing programme
but appropriate modifications were unclear at the start of the study, the
cost and effectiveness of the existing intervention could be analysed
to generate ideas of possible suitable alternatives (as described on
pages 100-103).
H a money value can be put on at least part of the outcomes of the
intervention, it may be possible to conclude that the intervention is
worth implementing (or continuing) independently of comparisons
with other alternatives (the analysis would then be a partial costbenefit analysis).
For example, say US$IO 000 was invested in an environmental
management intervention which took the form of supplying larvivorous
fish (which were also bred and sold) and reduced the number of
malaria cases by 100. If the value of the sold fish was greater than
US$l 0 000, it is obvious that the intervention is worthwhile since it
clearly recovers its costs in addition to reducing malaria. If the value
of the sold fish was only US$8000, an attempt could be made to
measure at least part of the resource savings created by the intervention.
Preventing malaria produces resource savings in terms of removing
the need to spend money on treatment. If, on average, the savings from
treatment were not less than CS$20 per case then the total savings of
the intervention would be 8000 + (20 x 100) = US$lO 000 and the
intervention is worthwhile.

If the interventions were designed
to
address
the
health
consequences of a development
project, consider how best to
feed the cost-effectiveness results
into the overall project appraisal.

The project appraisal will calculate the net worth of the whole
development project (in terms of measures such as net present value
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or internal rate ofreturn). The costs of dealing with anticipated health
problems may be included in this appraisal as part of project costs, but
the disease prevention effects will generally not be valued: they are
regarded as "intangibles". Tnus the health protection measures will
increase project costs but not project benefits, and may therefore
receive little attention.
A better approach is to deduct from project costs all those costs that
can be directly attributed to tangible benefits (e.g. crop production,
flood damage avoided). These costs are compared to their associated
benefits to determine ifthe project is worth implementing at all. Then
the residual costs are compared with the residual intangible benefits
(e.g. case of disease prevented) to see whether the health gains seem
"worth" the costs that must be incurred (or indeed whether the potential
disease problems and the costs of dealing with them are so great that
the project needs radical redesign).

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In order to calculate the cost and effectiveness of each intervention,
some rough estimates or assumptions concerning key variables such
as discount rates or disease incidence probably had to be made. The
implications of these for the study conclusions can be checked using
sensitivity analysis.

Identify those data which are least
certain. For each variable with an
uncertain value, specify the likely
upper and lower values it could
take and recalculate the cost and
effectiveness results with those
values.

For example, in a particular country it is difficult to determine the
discount rate precisely, but it is considered unlikely to be less than 3%
or greater than 10%. Calculate the cost-effectiveness of the interventions
twice, first using 3% and then 10%.
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If, when comparing the cost and effectiveness of the alternatives, the
desirability ofthealtemativesisdependenton which ofthe assumptions
is used, then either collect more accurate data on variables to reduce
the uncertainty or decide which assumptions seem most reasonable
and base the conclusions on these.
If, for those variables about which there is uncertainty, assumptions
are adopted which favour one intervention (A) over another (B) (Le.
that maximize A's costs and minimize its effectiveness and vice versa
for B), but A is still more efficient than B, then the conclusions are
robust.

ANALYSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EACH STUDIED ALTERNATIVE
Cost and effectiveness data can be used not only to make judgements
about whether one intervention is more efficient than another but also
to explore why that was the case and what kinds of alterations could
improve efficiency. Predicting the cost and effectiveness implications
of these proposed alternatives may be difficult. It may involve
estimates and modelling unless it is possible to set up field
experiments. It may be that for some of the most important possible
changes (Le. those that may have a major impact on costs or
effectiveness), a field experiment is desirable.

Study the relationship between
the chosen effectiveness
indicator and other indicators of
effectiveness that have been
measured.
What clues are there about which aspects of the intervention are not
functioning well? Propose alternatives and estimate their cost and
effectiveness.

For example, the aldulticide spraying programme has had little impact
on malaria incidence, the chosen effccti veness indicator. It is apparent
from examining the results of other indicators that mosquito abundance
has changed little although a high proportion of houses has been
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regularly sprayed and the vector is endophilic. This suggests that
insecticide resistance has probably developed. One option is the use
of different adulticides.
Analyse the effectiveness of each
element of the intervention, such
as case detection methods,
supervision,training,logisticsand
education.

For specific activities that do not appear to be functioning effectively,
propose alternatives and estimate their cost and effectiveness.

Analyse the effectiveness by
population subgroup.

In addition to measuring the effectiveness of the intervention for the
whole population under study, it is possible, if sample sizes are large
enough, to examine the effect on subgroups.
Stratifying the
effectiveness indicator (that is classifying it according to age, gender,
occupation, ethnic group, geographical location, etc. - whichever are
likely to be most relevant) will help identify where and for which
subgroup the intervention works least well. For these, propose
alternative approaches and estimate their cost and effectiveness.

ANALYSING THE COSTS OF EACH STUDIED ALTERNATIVE

Prepare a "cost profile" for each
of the alternatives considered,
showing the relative importance
of different inputs. Calculate what
percentage of total costs are
absorbed by personnel, supplies
and so on.
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For each intervention, identify which inputs contribute most to total
costs. Are there ways to reduce these costs without significantly
reducing effectiveness? If so, formulate these modifications as
additional alternatives, estimate their cost and effectiveness and
compare the results with those of the intervention already studied.
For each intervention, consider whether the balance between different
inputs appears to be appropriate. Explore in particular the relationship
between capital costs and their associated recurrent costs. Are there
sufficient resources to cover recurrent costs and to make good use of
available capital?
For example, is there fuel to run vehicles? Are funds available for per
diem allowances to enable staff to get into the field? If not, consider
whether additional recurrent resources or a reduction in capital is the
more appropriate strategy. Formulate alternative strategies and
estimate their cost and effectiveness.

Compare the cost profiles (by
input) of the two (or more)
interventions to obtain further
clues
about
possible
improvements.

Are there significant differences in the breakdown of costs by input?
Can this be explained by local circumstances or by the different nature
of the two interventions, ormight one ofthe interventions be reorganized
to improve efficiency? Formulate alternative strategies and estimate
their cost and effectiveness.

Prepare another "cost profile" for
each of the alternatives
considered, showing the relative
importance of the cost of different
activities.
Calculate what
percentage of total costs are for
management, training,supervision,
field work and so on.
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For each intervention, identify which activities contribute most to total
cost. Are there ways these costs could be reduced without significantly
reducing effectiveness? If so, formulate these modifications as
additional specific alternatives, estimate the cost and effectiveness of
each alternative and compare the results with those of the intervention
already studied.
For each intervention, consider whether the balance between the
activities appears to be appropriate.
For exam ple, if management is consuming 30% of total costs does this
seem justified or could it be streamlined without much change in
effectiveness? Formulate alternatives and estimate the cost and
effectiveness of each.

Compare the activity cost profiles
of the two (or more) interventions
to obtain further clues about
possible improvements.

Are there significant differences in the breakdown of costs between
activities? Can this be explained by the nature of the circumstances
and the projects, or could one of the interventions be reorganized to
improve efficiency? Formulate alternative strategies and estimate
their cost and effectiveness.

Compare expenditure
planned budgets.

with

How closely did anticipated expenditure (reflected in the budget)
match actual expenditure? If there is a discrepancy, are there any
particular inputs, levels, activities or contributors which largely
account for it? Does it explain why anticipated levels ofeffectiveness
were not reached? Was the discrepancy the result of:
• poorly conceived budgets which set ambitious targets with
inadequate (or unbalanced) budgets;
• poor management of funds;
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• unexpected changes (for example, price increases or natural
disasters)?
Propose solutions where possible and estimate their cost and
effectiveness.
Calculate the percentage of costs
that involved foreign exchange.

Will that foreign exchange continue to be available? Has it been
properly valued? Woulda redesign involving less foreign exchange
bemorecost-effective? Formulate alternatives andestimatetheircost
and effectiveness.
IDENTIFYING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE STUDIED AND
PLANNED INTERVENTIONS

Evenifoneintervention isdemonstrably moreefficient(cost-effective)
than the others,this does not mean that it is moreefficientthan other
options in all circumstances. It simply means that, in the particular
context of the interventions studied,this intervention has provedthe
most efficient.
In contrastwiththeingredients approach described in Appendix I, the

retrospective cost-effectiveness analysis explained in the maintext of
theseguidelines is donein order to apply the resultsin the future and
sometimes in another place, as well. Manyelementsaffecting costs
andeffectiveness maychangeovertimeandmaybe differentbetween
places. It is, therefore, importantboth to minimize these differences
and, if differences doexist, to makethe necessary adjustments to cost
and effectiveness estimates.
Projecting theresults ofacost-effectiveness study from onesiteto another
(as in the case of studying an intervention with a view to replicating it
elsewhere) isclearly fraught with more potential problemsthan projecting
theresults of a study ofa given intervention from oneyearto thenext (as
inthecase of studying anexisting intervention toimprove itsefficiency).
Nevertheless, changes incircumstances andeffectiveness canoccurinthe
same place for the same intervention overtime.
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For example, long term implementation of a chemical control
programme may give rise to insecticide resistance, community
acceptance of house spraying may wane and staff efficiency may
increase with experience. All these factors need to be built into the
estimates of future effectiveness.
When applying the cost-effectiveness results from one year to another
or from one place to another, it is necessary to pay attention to the
following points:

Consider possible differences (or
changes) in disease and
population characteristics.

The effectiveness of an intervention (measured in terms of vector and
disease changes) is likely to differ depending on the prevalence of the
disease prior to intervention.
For example, a vector control measure that reduces the annual number
of malaria cases by 100 when the original level was 1000 cases is
unlikely to reduce the number of cases by 100 where the annual
malaria incidence is only 200 cases in a population of a similar size.
The age structure of the population (and the resulting pattern of
disease), its disease history (and immune status), its level of education
(and receptiveness to health.messages and compliance) and the nature
of the major occupations of the workforce are all factors which are
likely to influence the effectiveness of vector control measures.
Population density can also influence cost-effectiveness since a large
population can be reached more cheaply if it is concentrated rather
than dispersed.

Consider possible differences (or
changes) in geographical and
infrastructural characteristics.

The level of existing infrastructure and the nature of the terrain can
make large differences to the costs: if the basic health facilities and
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roads already exist, costs will be much lower than in a situation where
the terrain is rugged and facilities undeveloped.

Consider possible differences (or
changes) in the intervention
characteristics.

Even if one intervention is demonstrably more cost-effective than.
another this does not mean that it is necessarily worth investing more
resources in the more efficient alternative. The situation at the margin
(with additional resources) may be very different from the average of
the past.
For example, a comparison between a mosquito net programme and
adulticiding might reveal the former to be less efficient, with high
costs per malaria case averted. However, the mosquito net intervention
may have many staff who have spent much time educating the public
and convincing them of the value of mosquito nets, but these have been
difficult to obtain. Encouraging the supply and purchase (e.g. through
subsidies) of mosquito nets might be amuch more efficient option than
spending the equivalent sum on expanding the adulticiding programme.
Cost-effectiveness is likely to change as a programme grows. This is
because some inputs, notably capital such as equipment and vehicles,
do not vary directly with output: one car is sufficient to carry one
person and needs no further investment to carry a few more. However,
to carry many requires investment in another complete car.
Interventions such as environmental management, which use substantial
levels ofcapital goods, often initially exhibit falling average cost with
increasing output (Le. increasing returns to scale).
For example, studies of environmental management for mosquito
abatement on the East Coast of the United States found that costs per
acre fell as the programme expanded (DeBord et al. 1975).
If the intervention studied differs in size from the planned intervention,
consider carefully the likely impact of changing size. Is there spare
capacity in important inputs so expanding the intervention would not
involve much additional investment? Or would expansion require
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majoradditional activities (perhaps awholenewsystemofsupervision
and management) that would add substantially to costs?
Considerpossibledifferences (or
changes)
in
economic
circumstances.

If the data are from a differentcountryor a differentyear appropriate
modifications must be made. Considerwhetherthe price structureis

different and whether the prices of major inputs (for example
insecticides) may be changingat a rate differentfrom that of general
inflation.
The successof any intervention dependsin part on the form and size
ofthefinancial investmentmadeinit. If thefinancialclimatechanges,
it may be difficultto replicate the success. If, for example,recurrent
funding for thenewprojectiserraticandunreliable orif thereareextra
restrictions on foreign exchange, project effects are likely to suffer.
Moreover, alternative interventions maybe moreor less vulnerable to
suchfinancial problems. Comparefinancial requirements with likely
available budgets (in total and for particularactivities, inputs, years
and currencies). If financial costs (eitherin total or for specificitems
such as foreign exchangeor recurrentcosts)are greaterthanexpected
available resources, expectedeffectiveness will need to be modified
accordingly.
The relationship betweenfunding levels and effectiveness is usually
not a direct one, and it may be, for example, that if less than 75% of
the funding requirement is received there will be no impact.
Effectiveness is also often cruciallydependenton the timing as well
astheadequacy offunds -delaysandshortfallscanseriouslyjeopardize
the success of a project. Give careful thought to the probabilities
associated with differentfinancial arrangements.
If, for example, there is a choice between a one-off intervention for
which finance has already been secured (e.g. modifications to the
design of a water resources development project) and a long term ongoing activity requiring regular renegotiations for funds (e.g. spraying),
the risk of reduced effectiveness in the case of the latter option should
be incorporated into the analysis.
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CRITERIA NOT RELATED TO EFFICIENCY

Consider factors other than costeffectiveness that may be
important in choosing between
alternatives.

Even if cost-effectiveness analysis successfully identifies the most
efficientalternative, thisisnotsufficientto concludethatthatalternative
is the mostdesirableone to implement. There are several criteria other
than efficiency and apart from political expediency which might be
important influences on the choice of an intervention.
Differences between interventions in who bears the cost and who
receives the benefits are usually important and may be crucial.
Distributionof costs and benefitsby income group is usually the most
important, but geographical area, gender, age or ethnic group might
also be relevant.
For example, a particular intervention. say environmental modification,
may have a higher cost per case in one area than another because it is
more remote. On efficiency grounds, the cheaper area should he
preferred but equity considerations may dictate otherwise: the more
expensive area may be thought to he particularly disadvantaged and
worthy of assistance and thus the extracost is offset by the extra weight
given to the effects.

Financial feasibilityshouldbereflected incost-effectivenessestimates:
any alternative for which funding is not available should have been
excluded from the analysis, since affordability is a minimum
requirementforefficiency (seepage24). However,it is worthdoublecheckingthatthealternativeidentifiedas themostcost-effectivereally
is financially feasible, not just in total, but with respect to any
important limited subcategoriesof funding (such as recurrent costs or
foreign exchange). The question of long term sustainability (likely to
be influenced by the level of recurrent resources required and the
demandsonnationalgovernmentsasopposedto donors)is particularly
important.
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Often, development projects will be financed through a loan from the
World Bank or a regional development bank. At the appraisal phase,
both the lending agency and the government counterpart (usually the
Ministry of Finance) may want to keep the loan within certain limits,
dictated by the project's internal rate of return and the country's
existing external debt. In this case, creative funding solutions need to
be found to incorporate measures to safeguard health. For example,
by dealing with them separately, as externalities, special support can
be sought from interested bilateral donors, in the form of a grant.
The decision-maker's own perspective may be important. Ideally
all public decisions should be taken from a social perspective. However,
decision-makers who will use the results of the cost-effectiveness
study may notadopt that view. It can therefore be useful to complement
the social perspective with analysis from a more restricted standpoint.
The health ministry, for example, would probably wish to know the
costs it bears and the resource savings (reduced treatment costs) it
receives (see Appendix 4 for details of calculations).
The period of time over which costs and effectiveness occur may
be important in ways not accurately reflected in the discount rate used.
For example, the time-limited financial commitment of many
environmental management interventions could be very attractive to
political decision-makers.
Cost-recovery might be an important objective. Interventions will
differ in the feasibility of and scope for cost-recovery. It is generally
easier to extract fees when services are provided directly to individuals
or households (for example, house spraying) and when the cost per
head is low.

REPORT PREPARATION
The language, length and specific content of the report will depend on
the target readership, their background and how much time they are
likely to give to studying it. Nevertheless, the following outline is a
general format to follow.
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Summary
Brief description of the location, main components and objectives of
the intervention, the purpose of the evaluation, methodology used and
results (costs, effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, other consequences).
Best written once the report is completed.
Introduction

The background to the study, the location of the intervention, its
objectives, the institutions ivolved.
Objective

The purpose of the evaluation (problems encountered, intended
objectives); justification for (i) doing the evaluation on the particular
issue (disease) and (ii) doing it now.
Method

The general methodology used; the selection of alternatives; the
boundaries of the interventions studied; the population and sample
chosen; the way costs were calculated (the base year of prices,
exchange rate); the choice ofeffectiveness indicator and the way it was
measured. Any assumptions, approximations or guesses should be
clearly indicated as such, rather than buried in the calculation. Refer
to these guidelines where appropriate and comment on areas where the
methodology was modified or was difficult to apply.
Results

Costs; effectiveness; cost-effectiveness; factors influencing each of
these; sensitivity anaysis.
Discussion

Implications of the results for decision making; data reliability;
suggested further research; suggested changes in information systems.

WHAT ELSE?
Decision-making is a complex process: politics, psychology, culture
and technology will all play a part, as will legal and administrative
settings, financial systems and institutional frameworks. Nevertheless,
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the economic evaluation can help move the health system towards
greater efficiency. This process can be facilitated by taking the
following steps:
• Present the draft findings in a meeting with eo-workers and
decision-makers.
• Distribute the report to relevant decision-makers.
• Publish the report in order to reach a wider audience.
• Ensure that the recommendations of the report influence terms of
reference being drawn up for further studies.
• Improve the information system based on the experience of the
cost-effectiveness study.

Chapter 5

CASE STUDIES
In this chapter we present two case studies done in 1989 which used the
methodology described in these guidelines. They illustrate two different situations
that may face analysts: the Indian study analyses a project that has already been
implemented, whereas the Ghana study evaluates alternatives that are at the
planning or pilot stage. The case studies also differ in that the Indian study
concentrates on issues concerning data gathering and analysis, and the Ghana study
focuses on cost and effectiveness calculations.
The case studies aim to illustrate the methodology of the guidelines. In order
to present the methodology in some detail, the case studies follow roughly the key
steps outlined in Chapter 1 rather than the recommended structure of the report
described in Chapter 4.

THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF MALARIA CONTROL THROUGH
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: A CASE STUDY FROM INDIA

Background
In the first half of this century
there were an estimated
100 000 000 cases of malaria
each year in India - roughly
25% of the population was affected. The insecticide DOT,
introduced in the 1950s, was
dramatically successful in controlling malaria vectors and incidence plummeted to 100000
cases per year in the mid1960s.
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The momentum oftheNationalMalariaEradication Programme (NMEP) couldnot,
however, besustained. Theefficacyoftheprogramme wasincreasinglycompromised
by vector resistance to insecticides and by decreasing community acceptance of
householdspraying,compounded by variousfinancialconstraints, the high cost of
alternative insecticidesandadministrative problems. Malariaincidenceroserapidlyand
isnowconservatively estimated tobeabout2millioncasesperyear,withPlasnwdium
falciparum anincreasingproportion ofthetotal. Recognizing theclearlimitationsof
insecticidalspraying, theIndianGovernment through theIndianCouncilforMedical
ResearchlMalariaResearchCentre (ICMR/MRC) hassupportedexperimentationwith
bio-environmentalapproaches tovectorcontrol (includingengineering modifications,
environmental manipulation involvinglocalcommunitiesandtheuseoflarvivorousfish
andotherpredatorstoreducemosquitoabundance) ata dozensitesthroughoutIndia
inavarietyofurbanandrurallocationsandisinterested inevaluating theefficiencyof
theseapproaches. Theterm environmentalcontrol, asusedinthissection, referstoboth
environmental managementandbiologicalcontrol.
Why do cost-effectiveness analysis?

The exercise was considered a worthwhile undertaking for several reasons:
•

the Indian Government wishes to know whether environmental
approaches aremorecost-effective thanspraying;

•

considerablesums of moneyarecurrentlybeingspenton spraying, yet
malariaremainsaserious problem;

•

environmental control appearsto have beensuccessful andisarealistic
alternative tospraying insomeareas;

•

environmental control projectshavecollectedconsiderable amountsof
dataoneffectivenessandhavereasonable financial records.

Problem specification and definition of objective

The problem can be defined basically in terms of disease: there is an
unacceptably high incidence of malaria. Subsidiary problems include the rising
priceofsomeinsecticides andthedevelopment ofinsecticide resistance insomeareas.
Theobjective is tooptimizemalariacontrolwithavailable resources.
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Feasible alternative interventions

Although the two approachesof specialinterest to the Indian authoritiesare
insecticide spraying and environmental strategies, there are many other feasible
alternatives including various modifications of the spraying and environmental
control programmes as well as combinations of spraying and environmental
controL However. there are at present no carefully monitored areas which have
experimented with these alternatives. This study examined only the options for
whichreal data on cost and effectiveness wereavailable (theexistingsprayingand
environmental projects)and leftto later researchthequestionof thecost-effectiveness of other alternatives. To be more precise, the alternative interventions being
comparedare (a)shiftingfrominsecticide spraying toenvironmental controlversus
(b) continuing with spraying. There is no studied "non-intervention site" for
comparison.
Here we look in detail only at the environmental option and it is this option
for which detailsof data sources,collectionand analysisare described. This study
took advantage of a thorough earlier investigation (Srivastava 1987) from which
much of the data presentedhere are derived,includingcost and effectivenessdata
of the NMEP sprayed areas in the same district, with which the environmental
project was compared.

Defining the boundary

Kheda District, Gujurat State. one of the twelve experimental sites for
environmentalcontrolinterventions, wasstudied in somedetail. It waschosen forthree
mainreasons. First!y,thiswasthefirstoftheprojectsitestobeestablished andhasdata
coveringalonger period. Secondly,itisaruralsite,typical ofmuchofthehighrisk malaria
areas. Andthirdly, anearlierstudyofthisprojecthadalreadycollectedaconsiderable
amountof data on whichthepresentexercisecoulddraw.
The main aim in studying this project was to determine whether it was
worthwhile replicating elsewhere, so the intervention boundaries were defmed
to include(a) all the field-level controlactivities (excluding researchbut including
field-level management) and(b) activities overthewholeperiodof implementation
including theearlystart-upcosts.
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The project was initiated in mid-1983. After a nine-month preparatory phase
involving mapping, surveys, malaria stratification, site selection, fish production,
recruitment and procurement of equipment, the project began operation in seven
villages (population 25000) expanding yearly to cover a population of700 000 by
1987.
The project undertakes the following field-level activities to achieve its
objective of malaria control with community participation:
•

environmental management to reduce mosquito breeding sites by
minor engineering works, drainage, soak pits and the application of
polystyrene beads to cover water sources;

•

biological control of mosquito larvae through the introduction of
larvivorous fish;

•

education of the community concerning malaria, its transmission and
control;

•

surveillance and chemotherapy to reduce transmission of malaria;

•

other environmental improvements and income generating activities
(e.g. social forestry, fish breeding, the introduction of smokeless
stoves).

In addition to these direct malaria control activities, the project also undertakes a considerable amount of research, management, supervision and training
activities. The MRC headquarters is responsible for data analysis, publications and
some in-service training and monitoring. The activities of the MRC headquarters
were excluded from the boundary of the project analysed since they were unlikely
to be required in the replication of the project as a routine operational programme.

Sampling
The project in Kheda is quite small and the cost and effectiveness statistics
were all available at the project headquarters. It was not necessary to select a sample
of activity units. The costs and impact of the whole project were studied.
It was appropriate to collect data for the period from initiation in 1982/1983
through to 1986/1987 rather than choose a sam ple of years for several reasons. The
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nature ofthe activities has changed substantially over time with the expansion of the
project. No single year was typical of the project Furthermore, secular variations
in vector abundance and malaria incidence resulting, inter alia, from variations in
rainfall were significant. And finally, the project has data covering all these years
of implementation.

Itinerary and checklist
MRC central headquarters were visited to obtain information on costs to
determine which field site to visit and to identify where data were available. To
speed up the data gathering process a checklist of data required was sent in advance
to the project site (see forms on pages 138-143).

Collecting cost data and calculating costs
Expenditure receipts are sent from the project to central headquarters where
they are tallied under certain budget headings and summarized by year. The num ber
of headings is quite small and the majority of recurrent expenses (including all
supplies such as fish, beads and drugs) are lumped together under "miscellaneous
contingencies" (a device that allows the project a high degree of flexibility in using
funds). Allocating costs by function would have required the time-consuming
exercise of going back through all the records to re-group expenditure. A few
simple changes to the system of aggregating expenditure data would make it
possible in the future to have yearly summaries by key activities including
engineering works, education, research, etc.
Separating research from intervention activities was crucial for estimating the
cost of a routine operational programme but was difficult to do retrospectively as
several higher level supervisory staff were involved in a variety of different
activities. Rough estimates were made by the Director but it became clear that a
more systematic procedure, perhaps requiring individuals to keep a diary of broadly
defined activities, would be necessary if confident estimates were to be made.
Salary data were recorded separately from other expenditure information. At
the project site records were kept only of actual payments to staff (excluding
superannuation or repayment of debts, etc.) and complete information had to be
obtained from MRC headquarters.
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Excellentrecords werekeptofcommunitycontributionstotheproject in theforrn
of finance and manpower. Informationon some other donated inputs (e.g. drugs
provided byNMEP)waslesseasilyobtained. Inventories ofcapitalitemsin usewere
notavailable. It wasarelatively simplemattertorecordwhatwascurrentlyin usebut
moredifficult todiscover whatcapital itemswereinuseinprevious years. Keeping an
inventoryofwhencapitalitems arereceived (purchasedordonated) andwhendiscarded
wasrecommended asawaytoimproveeconomic costingexercisesinthefuture.
Start-upcosts(e.g. initialplanninganddesign phase) were includedBecausethey
wererelatively smalltheyweresimplyincluded in thefirstyear'scostsandwerenot
averagedoverthelifeofthe project
Experience with sending a cost-gathering checklist in advance suggested
that the following pointsare important to avoid misunderstandings:
•

checklists needto be very detailed toprompttheinclusion of all necessary
costs; inparticular, theyneed to spell out the kindsofextra allowances
which staff mightreceiveandtomakeexplicitthatdataondonations as
wellasexpenditures shouldbe included.

•

checklistsshould ensurethattheunitsof anyquantities orpricesrecorded
are specified(e.g. 200 boxes;rupeesper box).

Collecting effectiveness dataandcalculating effectiveness
Choice of effectiveness indicator

The environmental projectcollectsan impressive arrayof effectiveness data
includingoutputs (e.g. watersources filled or drained,fish distributed, education
sessions held), effects on vector characteristics (e.g. vector abundance), and
impactson disease (e.g. malariaincidence) and even socioeconomic data such as
the value of fish sold. To identify which of these might be appropriate measures
oftherelative effectivenessofthetwo alternatives, thechainsofhealth-relatedeffectsfor
boththeenvironmental managementapproach andtheinsecticide spraying approach
wererecorded(see Figure8).
Aschemotherapy andsurveillance are undertaken in both approaches, it was
decided tofocus ontheadditionaleffectivenessgained byadding insecticide sprayingor
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spraying or environmental control. This avoided the need to find an outcome
measurein common with chemotherapy but assumes that the surveillance/chemotherapystrategy was thesameeverywhere. Strictlyspeakingthis was not the case.
Surveillance/chemotherapy weremuchmorethoroughintheenvironmental project
than in the NMEP sprayed area. They may therefore have had more of an impact
on transmission and disease incidence thanelsewhere, thoughtheirmajorimpactis
probably on the periodof morbidity.
FIGURE 8. Chain of health-related effects for the interventions (excluding monetary benefits)
Strategy
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t
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Bothinsecticide sprayingandenvironmental controlhavea varietyofeffects
apart from those relatedto malariacontrol (e.g. the deleteriouseffects of spraying
and the economic benefitsof cultivating and sellingfish). It was decided to focus
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objective (malariacontrol) anddealwiththeothereffectsseparately,convertingasmany
ofthemaspossible intofinancial terms.
Tbe firstbealth-related effectincommonforenvironmentalcontrolandinsecticide
sprayingisreduction invectorabundance. However, insecticidepotentiallyalsoreduces
mosquitolongevityandhenceinfectivity, makingreduction intransmission thefirst
outcome that accurately captures the likely malaria impact of both spraying and
environmentalcontrol.

Problems of measurement
Dataavailability wascrucialin determining whichof theacceptable outcome
indicators(Le. fromreductionin vectorialcapacityonwards - see Figure8) would
be chosen to measure the relative effectiveness of the two strategies.
Using"transmission" indicatorsprovedtobeimpossible. MRCstaffmeasure
vectorcharacteristics in theenvironmental controlareas,buttheyhavesomedoubts
aboutthereliabilityoftheseparameters. Forexample,measuring vectorabundance
throughtime-limited hand-catches givespotentially biasedestimatesinareasofhigh
vectorabundance because ofthe15-minutetimelimitandthediffering rateofcapture
ofmosquitocatchers. Measuring abundance through knock-downpyrethrum sprays
haspractical disadvantagesinruralareaswheredwellings arewell-ventilatedandvery
cluttered, makingcompletecapturedifficult. However, themainproblemwithusing
transmission asthemeasure is thattheNMEPdoesnotcollectdataonvectors insprayed
areas,makingitimpossible tousethisindicatortocompareeffectiveness.
Disease incidence data are collected everywhere and could be used as
indicators of effectiveness but thereare seriousproblems. First,measuring the real
changein malariaincidence in the environmental controlarea is difficult, Surveillance and parasite detection have both been more intensively and carefully done
since the environmental project started. Secondly, it is even more difficult to
attribute any observedchanges to the intervention itself. At the time the environmentalcontrolprojectwasbeingimplemented, thereweremajorclimaticchanges,
notablya droughtin the early part of the projectlife, whichreduced breedingsites.
Thereduetioninmalariatransmission observedintheenvironnmentalcontrolareamight
therefore have been dueto favourable meteorological conditions. These problems
wouldnormally beovercome bycomparing theenvironmentalandsprayedareas(which
bothexperienced theseadditional effects)inthesameyears,butagaintheproblemof
incompatibility ofNMEPandMRCdataarises.
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Results and analysis
The cost-effectiveness results
Data on malaria incidence are presented in Table 8. Convincingepidemiological evidenceof therelativeeffectiveness of thetwo malariacontrolapproaches
is lacking. Malaria rates in both environmental control and spray areas have been
fallingover the periodand there are data for only a few years following implementationofenvironmental control. In theabsence ofbetterdataitis assumed thatthetwo
approaches tocontrolareequallyeffective.
The fact that,despitethefailureto sprayin 1986,malariaincidenceremained
similarin 1985 and 1986inthesprayareahighlights theimportance ofcollecting data
overseveralyearsandhavingcontrolareas. Withoutthese,it is difficulttoconclude
whethertheexplanation for thelackofevidenceofdifferences ineffectiveness isthat
sprayingisineffective, orthatspraying hasanimpactbeyondtheyearafteritis carried
out,orthatexogenous environmentalfactors areofoverriding importance.
Table 9 presents the total costs of environmental control in Kheda, the
population covered and the cost per head, for the first five years of project
operation. As the programme has expanded, cost per head has generally fallen,
probablybecause of theincreasingly efficientuseofcertainfixedinputs. In its most
extensive phase (1986/1987, the best point for comparisonwith the larger, district
sprayingprogramme) theenvironmental projectcostan averageofRs 4.5per head.
Therecurrentcosts ofthespraying programme forthedistrictfrom 1982/1983 to
1986/1987 areshowninTable10. Thecostperheadforenvironmentalcontrolin 1986/
1987 (Rs 4.5) falls within the range of costs per head experiencedin the spraying
programme (which fluctuate betweenRs 3.3 and Rs 7.6 but show no trend) and it
appearsthatthecostsof thetwoapproaches arenotsignificantly different.
On the basis of these data it is concluded that there is no evidence that
environmentalcontrol iseconomicallylessattractive thanspraying, despitethefactthat
assumptions wereadopted (necessary because ofthelackofcompletequantitative data)
thatfavourthesprayingoption. Forexample:
•

The per capita costs ofsprayingare underestimated. Capital costs are
excluded; spraying coverage hasbeenassumed tobeconstantalthough in
factit hasfallen with expansion of theenvironmentalcontrol programme.
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TABLE 8. MALARIA INCIDENCE IN SPRAYED AREA AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL PROJECT AREA
Year

Environmental control areas
(MRC)

Sprayed areas
(NMEP)

Village
complex A
Malaria

(API)b

cases"
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

75.71
58.70
26.42
13.52
4.72
5.25 c

Malaria

(API)b

Malaria

(API)b

cases"

cases·
(32)
(25)
(17)
(6)
(2)
(2)C

Village
complex B

(155)
(91)
(16)
(5)
(3)
(2)

4.04
2.36
0.41
0.146

O.m
0.06

(00)

1.97

(58)
(14)
(4)
(3)
(2)

O.m

Malaria

(API)b

cases"

2.03
0.47
0.14
0.096

Village
complex C

11.63
11.24
3.25
1.37
0.91
0.48 6

(51)
(44)

(12)
(5)
(3)
(2)

(adapted from Srivastava 1987)

•
b
c
6

InOOOs.
Annual Parasite Index (cases detected per 1000 population).
No spraying took place in this year.
indicates change of control strategy from insecticides to environmental methods.

TABLE 9. TOTAL COSTS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL PROJECT, KHEDA DISTRICT, INTHOUSANDS
OF 1987 INDIAN RUPEES (RS)
Year

1982/3

198314
198415
198516
1986'7

Pay and
Other
allowances operational
expenses
195
423
676
987
1136

106
430
1~

1414
1684

Capital
Donations
depreciation

33
51
75
161
167

14
67
141
155

TOTAL Population
covered

334
918
2026
2703
3142

26000
60000
350000
700000
700000

Rsf

head

12.8
153
5.8
3.9
4.5

(adapted from Srivastava 1987)
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TABLE 10. RECURRENT COSTS OF SPRAYING, KHEDA
DISTRICT, IN THOUSANDS OF INDIAN RUPEES
(RS)
Year

Insecticides Spraying
squad

Other
operating

Total
recurrent

Total
recurrent

RsI
headb

1987 prices"

198213
1983/4
198415
198516
19867

Mean

3879
3647
7215
8242

978
966
1167
2010

0

0

4408
5127
6839
7562
7952

9265
9740
15221
17814
7952

11917
11466
16778
18240
7952

5.0
4.8
7.0
7.6
3.3

5.5
(adapted from Srivastava 1987)

a

b

Insecticides are valued at 1987 prices. All other costs have been adjusted using the
wholesale price index.
Assuming a population coverage of 2,4 million. (Despite natural growth the population
covered has actually fallen somewhat with the expansion of the environmental control
programme).

•

The relativeeffectiveness of environmental control is probably underestimated. Parasite detection hasbeenmoresensitiveandthorough inthe
environmentalcontrol area since the initiation of the project and the
performance ofenvironmental controlmaywellhavebeenbetterthanthe
datasuggest.

•

There are avariety of benefits from theenvironmental intervention that
havenotbeentakenintoaccount

Theintroduction offishtoreducelarvaeandmosquito densitieshasprovideda
lucrative additional benefitintheform offishforconsumption. Thegrossincome from
thepondsduring 1986-1987 wasRs 78000andwasretainedwithin thevillagesfortheir
development fund. Treeplantations inwasteland andmarshyareastoreducemalaria
breedingsiteshaveencouraged thedevelopmentofvillage nurseries which areexpected
togenerate income eitherduring theirlifetime oronfelling (inonevillage alone thetree
yield is estimatedtobeworthRs200000). The netcost per headforenvironmental
controlis thusclearlylessthanRs4.5.
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Possible explanations for the findings

Anyobserved differences ineffectivenessandcostcanhave severalexplanations:
it may be the technology per se or the way it was managed; differences in the
chemotherapycomponentmayalsohaveplayedarole; andpossiblyscalewasimportant
(the smallerscaleoftheenvironmentalcontrol projectmighthave facilitated maintaining
staffandcommunityenthusiasm). Itisalsohighly likely thattheresearch componentof
theenvironmentalcontrol project, which weattempted toremove fromthecosts,played
aroleinimprovingperforrnance. Thecalibreofthestaff(notalwaysreflected inthesalary
levels)and the noveltyof the projectare probablyalso important It is unlikelythat
differences intheenvironment, malariogenicity, orpeople explaintheresultssincethe
comparison (sprayed) areasaregeographicallycloseandverysimilarintheserespects.
Extrapolation of the results elsewhere

There are several challenges in generalizing the cost-effectiveness conclusionsfromthisdistricttoelsewhere inIndia. Forexample:
•

The main vector in Kheda, Anopheles culicifacies, has developed
resistance to DDT, Dieldrin/HCH and malathion, reducing the
effectiveness of insecticide spraying. In other areas of India where
thisis not thecase, thecost-effectiveness of insecticide spraying may
bemorefavourable thanitisin thisarea.

•

About 50% of the population ofKhedais literate,aconsiderably higher
proportion than in many otherpartsofruralIndia. Literacylevelsare
likely to influence the willingness of communities to cooperate and
contribute toenvironmentalcontrol activities.

•

The institutional structure in Kheda, particularly the cooperatives, has
provided a basis for community participation which may notexist
elsewhere.

•

The scale ofthe environmentalcontrolprojectisrelativelymodest. Itis
not clear how cost-effectiveness wouldchangeif it wereimplemented
onasubstantiallylargerscale.

Inotherwords, inextrapolating theresultsofthisstudytootherlocations, careful
attentionwould needto be paid to the relevantdifferencesin circumstancesand the
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impacttheyarelikelyto haveontherelative cost-effectivenessofthetwooptionsintheir
newenvironment
Extrapolating elsewhere also assumes that the nature of project implementation would be essentially the same. In reality, there are clearly opportunitiesto
improve the spraying intervention and possibly environmental control as well.
These possibilities are detailed below.

Opportunities for improving efficiency
There are a varietyof featuresof thecurrentinsecticidesprayingprogramme
which are sub-optimal:
•

Insecticide supply is irregular. Funding arrangements requirestates to
matchcentralgovemment spending, whichfrequently theyareunableto
do. Theresultinsome yearsisthatfixed costscontinueto be borne while
failure to supply insecticidesrenders thewhole programme almostentirely
ineffective.

•

Insecticidesare sometimes out ofdateandsprayroundsaresometimes
delayed and unduly prolonged so that spraying continuesbeyondthe
transmission season, when itisineffective.

•

Spraying isnotsufficiently focused onhighincidence areas.

•

Considerableamounts of insecticidesare siphoned off for otheruses.

These problems involve institutional and political constraints and may be
difficult to rectify. The spraying programme (which relies heavily on supplies) is
particularly vulnerable to financial cut-backs: in the short run it is easier to stop
expenditure onsupplies thantoceasepaying wagesandsalaries. Otherproblemsofthe
spraying programme which appearto be evenlesstractable include thehighrefusalrates
ofhouseholders andtheirtendency toreplasterthewallsofhousesafterspraying.
Other environmental strategies not currently employed may improve the
cost-effectiveness ofenvironmental control. Thecreationofwaterbodiessuitablefor
mosquito breeding isinlargepartaresultofseepage fromirrigation canals:upto40%
ofthewatercanbe lost. Seepagecan be reduced bylining canalsduring theconstruction
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phase and by regulating the supply of irrigation water. In addition there would be
substantial other benefits: a reduction in water wastage and in soil infertility
resulting from waterlogging and salination. A study of the cost-effectiveness of
such strategies would be worthwhile. The results should be made known to the
authorities responsible for irrigation construction and management.

Conclusions
In the area ofGujurat where the environmental project is being implemented,
the evidence is unclear concerning relative cost and effectiveness but suggests that
environmental control is probably of lower cost and certainly has a number of
important additional advantages in the form ofvarious income generating spin-offs.
To be able to draw more confident conclusions about the relative impact on malaria
of the two approaches and in particular to quantify these would require:
•

observations over a longer period of years (because of the probably
important confounding effects of exogenous environmental factors,
particularly climatic ones), and

•

the use of comparable techniques of data collection in both the spray
and project areas both before and during implementation of the
environmental intervention.

The results derived from this study apply strictly speaking only to the specific
circumstances in which the project was implemented. To apply the results
elsewhere requires careful consideration of the nature and extent of differences
which may change the conclusion as to which approach is preferable. (Differences
may exist in vector species, habits, resistance, abundance; in existing infrastructure;
and in the distribution and educational status of the human population). It may be
possible to calculate the impact of these factors through simple modelling or
sensitivity analysis. However, if there are important differences with complex
effects it is preferable to measure them directly or at least to measure costs and
effects in a variety of different environments and use those to make better
predictions about the relative cost-effectiveness of spraying and environmental
control in any given situation.
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THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF SCHISTOSOMIASIS CONTROL
METHODS: A CASE STUDY FROM GHANA
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Although schistosomiasis has
always been present in Ghana,
the scale of the current problem is essentially due to the
construction of the Akosombo
dam which created the Volta
Lake and the later construction of the Akuse dam and
Kpongheadpond(Odei 1983).

Following the impoundment of the VoltaLake, between 1964and 1968,there
was an explosive increasein the prevalenceand intensity of urinary schistosomiasis
(caused by Schistosoma haematobiumy in many lakeside communities (Papema
1969). Prevalence rates rose from 10% to 90% in the 10-15 age group. A similar
increasein transmissionhasoccurredintheregionof the Kpongheadpond.
In the Lower Volta and estuary, prior to the Akosombo dam, there was no
record of host snails in the Volta river itself though a number of freshwater lagoons
wereinfested. Only theparasiteS. haemntobiumwasrecorded, notS. mansoni. The
riverdischargedfreshwaterat theestuaryin thewetseason,withsalt waterinfusionin
the dry season as far as 30 km upstream. The influx of saline water prevented the
establishmentoffreshwaterweedsandtheintermediatesnailhostsofschistosomiasis
withinthe30km stretchof theriverfromtheestuary. flourishing economicactivities
wereassociatedwiththeriver:fishing, clamdigging,saltmining,andfarmingprofiting
fromtheannualflooding oftheriverwhichprovidednaturalirrigationanddepositedrich
alluvialsoil

With the Akosombo and Akuse dams there is now an almost continuous
freshwaterdischarge.Becausethevolumeis low,itcannotdestroythesand banksthat
buildupatthemouthoftheriver.Henceasubstantialsandbarhasbeendepositedinthe
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estuary, thus further preventingan influxof sea water. The Akusedam and the low
volumeof waterreleasedhasresultedinsiltbeingdepositedintheheadpond,andthe
waterreleasedbeingtransparentandoflow nutrientvalue.
The combinationof all theseinfluenceshas provided an ideal habitatfor the
growth of freshwater weeds and the intermediate snail hosts of schistosomiasis.
The schistosomiasis parasite was present anyway in the lagoons; in addition the
fishingtradeis associatedwithsubstantial migrationandmovementof peoplealong
the whole stretch of river from the estuary to the Volta Lake. Thus infection has
been transferreddownstream. Forexample,in two villagesof the LowerVolta, the
prevalence of S. haematobium amongst school children was 27.1% and 36.4%
respectively in 1971/1972 and 74.6% and 88.0% in 1981.
ArecentVoltaRiverAuthority(VRA)surveyintheLowerVolta(VRA 1989)
foundinfectionratesfor thehostsnail Biomphalariapfeifferi to varybetween 8.3%
and 87.5% with an average of75% (n =667), and for Bulinus truncatus 10% to
72.2%, average 27% (n = 196). A sample survey, made up of 75% school
children and 25% adults,found overallprevalencein the Lower Volta to be 43.0%
for S. haematobium and 18.9% for S. mansoni. In the estuary itself, these were
19.5%and 39.5%. The overallprevalencerate for bothinfectionswasaround50%.
Sincethedistribution between agegroupswasfairly uniform, theprevalence inthewhole
estuarypopulation of35 000canbetakento be 50%,or17000peopleinfected. Spleen
andliverenlargementwerequitecommon.
The inhabitantsof theestuarylackadequatewatersuppliesandsanitationand
only 3% of the population sampled by the VRA stated they had no water contact
with the river in a day. Water contact was associated not only with domestic
activities but also with fishing and clam digging. In general, the river was very
heavily weed-infested.
The objective of the Volta river project was the generation of hydroelectricity (and to a lesser degree irrigation). However, the ecological changes in
the Lower Volta have had adverse economic consequences:
•

the reduction of fishing from a lucrative commercial activity to a
subsistence activitybecause of the poornutrientqualityofthewaterand
transport difficulties duetoweeds;

•

a reductionin theclamindustrybecauseof lackofsalinityin thewater;
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•

theendofsaltmining;

•

decreased useof tourist chalets in the estuary because of the risk of
schistosomiasis.

Alternative control methods for schistosomiasis

Feasible means of schistosomiasis control include:
•

massorselective drugtreatment ofthehumanpopulation;

•

reducing snail populations through mollusciciding andweedcontrol;

•

reducing water contact through provision of water supplies and
sanitation, controlling the points of water contact (e.g. constructing
jetties),andhealtheducation.

Following theriseintheprevalence ofschistosomiasisaroundtheVoltaLake,a
research programme wasestablished, twoofitsobjectives beingto setupresearch into
controlmethods andtoprepare recommendationsonfeasible methods ofcontrolinmanmadelakeconditions,forGhanaandothercountries withsimilarproblems. Amixof
strategies wasemployed,consisting of:
•

selective population chemotherapy (three dosesof metrifonate annually
forinfectedindividuals);

•

useof'Bayluscide"at watercontactpointssupplemented by weedclearing;

•

shallow boreholes;

•

health education.

These measures were considered to have been very effective, reducing the
prevalence rate from 73.4% pre-intervention (1974) to 34.5% (1978) and the
intensity oftheinfection (geometric meanofeggoutputper10mlofurine) from47.3to
I1.8.Anincreasesubsequently occurred,butfurthereffortsbroughtitundercontrol.
Whentheresearchprojectendedin 1981,theprevalence was36.8%inthestudyarea,
andegg output 13.7(Osei-Tutu1981).
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Subsequently.Iackofresources prevented thesecontrolmethods beingwidely
adopted. As partoftheworksassociated withthe Akuse darn.jetties wereprovidedfor
fishermen in the Kpongheadpond. However, asexperiencehadprovedin the Volta
Lake, thesewerenotpopularwithfishermen (foranumberofreasons: forexample,it
ismoreconvenienttokeepboatsnearweeds where fishgather,notbyaclearjetty;and
fishermen mightnot wantto showtheircatch by unloading it publiclyat ajetty). A
mechanical weed cutter has been employed, but cannot cope with the size of the
problem.
The1989VRAsurveyin theLowerVoltarecommended thefollowing measures
fordisease andenvironmentalcontrol:
•

openthesandbarat theestuaryto permittheinfluxofseawater;

•

clearallaccesslhuman contactpointsofweeds;

•

control weeds incriminatedinschistosomiasis transmission;

•

educate thecommunityinpersonalhygiene andenvironmentalcleanliness;

•

encourage theconstructionoflatrines;

•

mass treatment of school children with Praziquantel" and regular
surveillance.

In fact, the VRA in 1988/9 hadcommissioned a feasibility study of dredging
the sandbar (AVECO Infrastructure Consultants 1989). While a number of concerns led to this, the major concern was probably the danger of flooding. For a
number of years the level of water in the Volta Lake has been low, so relatively
little water has been released. Recently the Lake level has returned almost to its
original height, implying that spilling at the Akosombo dam might be required.
Becauseof thesandbar,thiswouldbelikelyto flood thecommunities in thevicinity
of the estuary. Other authorities have also become concerned about the Lower
Volta. For example, the tourist board wishes to capitalize on the scenic beauty of
the estuary but this requires the eradication of schistosomiasis. The highways
authorityneeds to operatea ferry in order to permitrepair of a bridgeand hopes to
rehabilitateriver transport, but cannot do either without weed clearance.

TheMinistryofHealth hasalsobeenconcernedabouttheincreasing prevalence
ofschistosomiasis. During1990amasstreatmentandhealtheducationprojectbegan
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in theestuaryof theLowerVolta,withtheprimaryaimof reducingmorbiditydue to
schistosomiasis in childrenand thesecondaryaim ofreducingthe prevalence of the
diseasein thearea

The alternatives to be compared
'Thiscasestudyfocuses ontheexisting andproposedcontroleffortsintheestuary.
In principle,all the recommendations of the VRAsurveyshouldbecosted and their

effectsestimatedtoidentifythemostefficientintervention. However,thehistorical
experienceofschistosomiasiscontrolinGhanaindicatesthatwhilemolluscicideand
related measures were effective, they were too expensive to continue. This study
thereforeevaluatesthe dredgingoperationand mass treatment, since theywere the
optionsbeingconsideredseriously bylocaldecision makers andsufficientpreliminary
investigation hadtakenplaceforcostingtobefeasible.
Thereis amajorproblem in determining thepreciseobjectives ofthese alternatives. Traditionally,cost-effectivenessstudiesofschistosomiasiscontrol have takencase
prevention to be theaim(which givesanadvantage todredging sincemasstreatmentin
thecontextoftheLowerVoltaisunlikely toelirninate transmission). However,itisnow
recognizedthatthereis aclearrelationship betweendurationofinfectionandsevere
pathology, andgreateremphasis is placedonpreventing severe infections (WHO 1980).
A further problem, again common to studies involving environmental management,is whetheror not to take thehealthobjectiveas paramount. The objective
of dredging could be taken as flood prevention, with schistosomiasis control as a
beneficial side effect. Alternatively, schistosomiasis control could be viewed as
the prime purpose of dredging. In this analysis, the decision was made to specify
the objective as being to prevent the development of severe infections in
individualsthrougheither dredgingor masstreatment. The issueof whetherhealth
ought to be considered the prime objective is addressed in the discussion.
Because the schedule of the study did not permit extensive data gathering,
the estimates in the following section must be regarded as illustrative of the
methodology ratherthanas accurateprojections ofcost-effectiveness ratios. Since
the phasing over time of costs and effects differs between the interventions and
between the costs and effects of each intervention, costs and effects are estimated
for a specified time period and discounted to present values.
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The costs of the interventions

Dredging
If the dredging were to be done by a contractor, the cost would be

US$800000 to$950000(l989 prices),amean ofUS$875 000. Assumingthe 1990
dollar price is the same and a rate of exchangeof cedi 310 : US$1 (the approximate
auction rate in early 1990), the cedi value would be 271 250000.
At the time of the study,Ghana'sforeignexchange system was two-tiered: a
government-run auction where bids were made weekly and private bureaux which
competedwitheachother.Theratesinthetwosystemswereapproachingeach other
and it was generallybelieved that the cedi was close to its true value. Therefore no
adjustmentto theforeign exchange ratewasmade intheeconomicanalysis. Realinterest
ratesinGhanawerenegative (theinflationrateexceeded bankinterestrates). Adiscount
rate of 10%was used. The choice of this rate was somewhatarbitrary:in the time
available it wasnotpossible toobtainpreciseguidance. Thechosenratewasvariedin
thesensitivity analysis toseetheeffectofadifferentrate.
It is notclearfromtheconsultants' reportwhatfurtherworkmightberequired

otherthantheinitialdredging. Areference ismadetoaneedfor"routine maintenance"
butnocostsor timescalearegiven. It islike1ythattheneedisanywayuncertain.The
seawillitselfincrease thechannel made bydredging. Indeed, inearly1989 thesandbank
wasbreached bynaturalmeansandameasureofsalinityrestoredtotheouterestuary.
Forsimplicity, itis assumed thatthelifeofthedredging operation willbe twentyyears,
withnofurther costsaftertheinitial investment.
In the time available it was not possible to estimate the costs to VRA
associated with managing the dredging contract. Given the size of the VRA, it is
likely that this task could be taken on at minimal additionalcost.

Mass treatment
As stated above, the main aim of the mass treatment programme which
startedin 1990was to reducethe morbiditydue toschistosomiasisin children, with
asecondaryaimtoreducetheprevalence ofthediseaseingeneral. It wasthusofmore
limited scope than would be a comprehensive project to preventsevere infections.
However, theproject'scosts provide thebasisforestimating thecostofamoreintensive
programme.
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Theprogrammecomponentscomprised:
•

analysing stoolandurinesamplesfrom asmall nurnberoft'monitor" schools;

•

providing Praziquantel" to all schoolswhere theprevalence wasgreater
than30%(inreality, alltheschoolsintheestuary);

•

providing Praziquantel" to allinfectedadultswhorequestedtreatrnentat
health centres;

•

healtheducation.

In thefirstyear,around8700schoolchildren and 1300adultsweretreated.The
resources usedconsisted ofafield teamoffour, withavehicle, whomovedfromschool
toschool,travelling 2to3weeksamonthfor4 to5monthsoftheyear.Somesamples
wereanalysedin Accra.The capitalandrecurrentcostsof the programmebasedon
information provided bytheprogramme manager areshowninTables11 and12. They
aresetoutinsomedetailtoshowhowthecalculationsweremade. NoMinistryofHealth
overhead costhasbeenattributed totheprogramme sinceit waslikelytobesmalland
tobeconsistentwiththecostingof thedredging project It is likely thatgovernment
salaries werebelowfree marketlevels. However,averygenerous timeallowance forthe
field workwasmadetoimprove motivation,sonoalteration is madetothesalarylevels.
In order to use these data, assumptionshave to be made on how costs would
change with a more extensive programme and whether the population (or part of
it) would be screened prior to treatment or mass treatment provided to everyone.
Sophisticated modelscan be developed to explorethese choices and to analysethe
cost and effectiveness of each option (Warren et al. 1990). Given the weakness
of the data (and the simplicityof the comparisonrequired betweenchemotherapy
and dredging), there was little point in developing elaborate models. It was
assumedthatthecurrentapproach, ofsmall-scaleparasitological surveystoidentify
prevalence in particular geographical areas and mass treatment in areas found to
have high prevalence, would continue, and would be extended to the whole
population of the estuary. It was further assumed that the cost per capita would
remainthesameandthattheapproach (pluscornpliancelevels)wouldresultin 50%
of the lower estuary population, or 17 000 people, being treated.

The conservative assumption is made that the treatmentprogramme brings
about no major change in prevalence. Treatment is assumed to be required
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annually. Thusthecostofmasstreatmenteachyearis thepresentcost(shown inTables
11 and12)scaledupproportionately (multiplied by 1.7) toreflecttheincreaseinpeople
treated from 10 000 to 17000.
The effectiveness of the interventions

The objectivechosenfor this study was to prevent severeinfection. A major
difficultyarises, however, in determining how many peoplewould developsevere
infection in the absence of control measures. Data available in Ghana were
inadequatetoaddressthisissue. In theabsenceofsuch data,it is assumed,basedon
expertadvice, that 10%ofthe 17000 caseswillsuffersevereinfectioneachyear (in
asituation whereitwaspossible togatherdata,thisassumption wouldbe aprimeone
to investigate)and that the "donothing" alternativethereforeinvolves 1700severe
infections annually (Le. 1700caseyearsofsevereinfection).
The consultants reportanticipatesthat dredgingachannelin thesand bar would
partially restore saltwaterpenetration inthedelta. If, however, thedischarge atAkuse
weresuspended attimes(thisisnotpossible forlongbecause ofthelimitedcapacityof
theKpong headpond), theconsultantsanticipate thattherewouldbe saltwaterinfusion
inthewholeofthedelta. Iftheriverbecomes sufficiently salinetokillthewaterweeds
andsnails, thenit willceasetobeasource oftransmission. Existinginfectionsinpeople
wouldbeunaffected. It isunderstood thattherearenoalternative infectedfreshwater
bodies adjacentto the river, thoughmembersof the ripariancommunitiesmight be
infectedfurther upstream.
I

TABLE 11.

CAPITAL COST OF MASS TREATMENT FOR
SCHISTOSOMIASIS OF 8700 SCHOOLCHILDREN
AND 1300 ADULTS (in cedis)

Item

Number

Landrover
Microscopes

1
3
1

Film projector

I

Total capital

Current
purchase
price

6200000
2480000
1550000
421600

% of year
used on
project
25
42
42
25

Total cost
to project

1550000
3100000
645833
105400
5401233

Length
of life
(years)

10

W
W
10
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Table 12. ANNUAL RECURRENT COSTS OF MASS TREATMENT
FOR SCHISTOSOMIASIS OF 8700 SCHOOLCHILDREN
AND 1300 ADULTS (in cedis)
1. Personnel

Number of
Annual
working days cost to
involved
project

Number

Daily
cost

1

2500
1410
1388
835

30
30
30
30

74986
42291
83269
25043

1410
1388
835
1283
0

65
65
65
65
65

91630
90209
54 261
83386

Staff salaries (Acera)
[J Scientist
[J PrO
[J STO
[JFf

1
2
1

Staff salaries (field)
[J PrO
[JSTO
[JFf
[J driver

1
1
1

1

[J vorunree~

2

o

S45075

Total salaries

85

55250

Field allowances

4

2. Operation

Km

Cost
per km

Annual cost

944
944
944

30
16
314

28 320
14750
296 770

650

of vehicle
Petrol
Oil
Maintenance

339840

Total vehicle operating

3. Supplies

Quantity
used

Praziquantel"

30 000 tablets

Containers

Slides

Coverslips
Detergent
Soap
Alcohol
Tissue paper

400

4 boxes
4 boxes
1 gallon
10 cases
1 gallon
20 rolls

Unit price
CIF Ghana
159
50
620
775
1200
100
15000
140

Annual cost

4761600
20000
2480
3100
1200
1000
15000
2800

Total suppUes

4807180

Total recurrent

5747345

PrO =Principal Technical Officer; STO =Senior Technical Officer; Ff =Field Technician
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With dredging,therewouldtherefore be no newor localre-infections, but some
of the 17 000 alreadyinfected would proceedto severe pathology, particularly in
the first few years. Subsequently, some severe infections would result from
reinfection upstream. It is assumedthat 10%of cases experiencesevereinfection
in the first two years,and that this numberfalls rapidly to a constant 100a year by
year5. Theresultingtimeprofileof prevented severecases (caseyearswithoutthe
intervention minus case years with the intervention) is shown in Table 13.
The socioeconomic impact of dredging could include:
• a renewal of the fishing and clam digging industry (though it is possible
that a sudden influx of sea water might kill the clams);
• improvedriver transport because of weed reduction;
• establishment of a touristcomplex;
• minimal risk of damage from flooding.
It was not possible to make any estimatesof the valueof this impact, though it
is importantto note that theseeffectsare confinedto the dredging intervention and
do not apply to mass treatment.

With mass treatment, the aim would be to treat all cases. However, 100%
compliance is unlikely: a figure of 85%is used. Thisfigure is similarto those used
for compliance when modelling the cost-effectiveness of mass treatment(Warren
et al. 1990). Thus 85% of severeinfectionsin the "donothing" alternative would
be prevented, or 1445case yearsannually. Sincetreatment is annual,it is assumed
that re-infection upstream would not aggravate existing infections.

Cost-effectiveness estimates

The present value of case years of severe infection prevented by dredging over
a time period of 20 yearswould be 11 226, at a cost of 271.25 millioncedis (Table
13). The cost per case year of severeinfectionprevented is thereforecedi 24162
(US$77.94). Mass treatmentwould prevent 13747 case yearsof severe infection,
atacostof 103.22millioncedi(Table14). Thecostpercaseyearofsevereinfection
preventedis therefore 7508 cedi (US$24.22).
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TABLE 13. COST AND EFFECTIVENESS OF DREDGING
Year

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Total cost
(cedis.
ooos)

271250

Total
Cost per case year
of severe Infection prevented

Discount
factor

Present
value
(cedis.
ooos)

Case years
of severe
Infection
prevented

1.00
0.91
0.83
0.75
0.68
0.62
0.56
0.51
0.47
0.42
0.39
0.35
0.32
0.29
0.26
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.15

271 250

0
0
850
1275
1488
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600

271250

Present value of
case years of
severe infection
prevented
0
0
702
958
1016
993
903
821
746
679
617
561
510
463
421
383
348
317
288
262
238
11226

24162

Discussion
Assuming that the health objective is the overriding one, and that the main
concern is to prevent severe infections, mass treatment is much more cost-effective
than dredging. The difference in the costs of the alternatives is so great that their
relative attractiveness is unlikely to be changed by variations in the main variables.
Compliance with mass treatment would, for example, have to drop to 25% for its
cost-effectiveness ratio to rise to equal that of dredging. Alternatively, the cost of
treatment would have to be more than trebled for dredging to become more costeffective. Indeed, plausible variations in some of the main assumptions would
increase the relative attractiveness of mass treatment These variations would
include:
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TABLE 14. COST AND EFFECTIVENESS OF MASS TREATMENT PROGRAMME
Year

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Cost
(cedis,
ooos)-

Discount
factor

18953
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
12585
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770
9770

1.00
0.91
0.83
0.75
0.68
0.62
0.56
0.51
0.47
0.42
0.39
0.35
0.32
0.29
0.26
0.24
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.15

Total
Cost per case
year of severe infection prevented

Present
value of
costs
(Ooos)

18953
8882
8075
7341
6673
6067
5515
5014
4558
4144
4852
3424
3113
2830
2573
2339
2126
1933
1757
1598
1452
103219

Case years
of severe
infection
prevented

1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445
1445

Present value
of case years
of severe
infection
prevented

1445
1314
1194
1086
987
897
816
742
674
613
557
506
460
419
381
346
314
286
260
236
215
13747

7508

• Capital items are entered in the years they are required (i.e. year 0 for all capital items and again in year
10 for capital with a 10 year life span) .

• a reduction in the cost of Praziquantel- (which is already happening);
• less frequent treatment rounds (Warren etal. suggest intervals of four
years if coverage is high).
Using a lower discount rate would decrease the cost of dredging, but mass
treatment would still have a clear advantage. Private costs have been excluded, but
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are likely to be low in thecase of mass treatment because of the use of mobile teams,
and zero in the case of dredging.
The most uncertain variable is the proportionofcases likely to experience severe
infection in the absence of the intervention. However, changing this assumption
affects the cost-effectiveness ratios in a similar way. For example, if20% of cases
experience severe infection without the interventions (Le.3400), the costs per case
year of severe infection prevented are cedi 3754 for mass treatment and cedi 12081
for dredging.
Dredging has two main attractions which cannot easily be quantified. First, it is
a once and for all intervention not requiring a continuing organizational effort year
after year. Secondly, dredging may bring an economic return in the form of the
revival of the fishing, clam digging and tourist industries, and prevent economic
losses from flooding.
If the assumption that the prime objective of dredging would be health

improvement is relaxed, then the figures look rather different. From the Ministry
of Health's perspective, dredging will remove the need for the current mass
treatment project in the estuary, saving around six million cedi a year which would
otherwise have been spent on treatment. Posing the issue this way regards
schistosomiasiscontrol as beneficialside-effectofdredging,whichreduces the need
for direct health expenditure.
This comparison underlines the importance of the careful specification of the
choices in a cost-effectiveness analysis. The issue faced in this analysis, of what
proportion of the environmental management interventions should be attributed to
the disease reduction objective (assessed here to be 100% or zero), is one that will
often be encountered whenevaluations are concerned with the disease implications
of development projects and the cost-effectiveness of the various ways of coping
with them.

In a study such as thisone, where objectivesmay bespecified in alternative ways,
a single outcome common to all interventions is difficult to specify or measure and
many assumptions have to be made because the analysis is prospective not
retrospective; the aim of the study must be to present decision makers with as much
relevant information as possible, making clear the implications of alternative
choices.
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GLOSSARY
Annualization
Conversion ofthe cost ofa capital item
to an equivalent annual cost

Anthropophilic
Preference of aninsect vector for biting
humans (rather than animals).

See:Endophilic,exophilic,zoophilic.

Average costs
The costs per unit of output (total
costs divided by total number of units
of output). Also known as unit cost.

Capital
The stock of goods which are manmade and used in production (as
opposed toconsumption). Fixedcapital
(durable goods such as buildings and
machinery) is usually distinguished
from circulating capital (stocks of raw
materials and semi-finished goods
which are rapidly used up).

In accounting conventions, capital
goods are usually taken as those with
a life of more than one year, such as
land, buildings and equipment

Capital costs
The cost of employing capital goods.
In an economic sense, it is the rate of
return forgone by not using the funds
spent on particular capital goods in
other ways. In accounting terms, it is
the money expenditure required to
purchase capital goods.
See: Recurrent costs, costs.

Constant prices
Prices which have been adjusted to
remove the effect of changes in the
purchasing power of money (e.g.
inflation).

Conversion factor
A number, usually less than one, that
can be multiplied by the domestic value
of a non-traded good or service to
convert it to an equivalent world price
(border price).
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Costs

What has to be given up to achieve
something. Either:
• the value of the benefits which are
forgone in orderto achieve something
(the economic definition): or
• thetotalmoneyexpenditure required
to achieve something (theaccounting
definition).

see: Opportunity costs.
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have effects that are identical in all
respects, the analysis is sometimes
called a cost minimization analysis. If
effectsaremeasured inquality-adjusted
life-years or "utilities", the analysis is
sometimes calledcost-utility analysis.
Cost-utility analysis

A form of economic evaluation where
thecostsareexpressed inmoneyterms
but where some of the effects are
expressed inutilityunits(e.g. qualityadjusted lifeyears" or "healthy daysof
11

Cost-benefit analysis

life").

A form of economic evaluation where
all the costs and consequences are
expressedinmoney terms. In principle,
this form of analysis enables one to
assesswhether a particular objective is
worth achieving. However, estimation
difficulties often reduce cost-benefit
analysis to a consideration of those
costs and consequences that are easy
to express in money terms.

Depreciation

Decrease in thevalueof acapitalgood
because of passage of time, wear and
tear, etc. An allowance fordepreciation
maybeincluded asanoperating costin
accounts.
Demand

Cost-effectiveness analysis

A form of economic evaluation where
thecostsareexpressed inmoneyterms
but where some of the effects are
expressed in physical units (e.g. lifeyears gained, cases detected). It is
usually usedtocompare different ways
of achieving the same objective (e.g.
life saving) and assumes theobjective
isworthachieving. If twoprogrammes

Thequantityof goodsor servicesthat
consumers wishand are able to buy at
a given price in a given period.

Discounting

The treatment of time in the valuation
ofcostsandbenefits, requiring achoice
of discount rate and time frame. This

Glossary

process estimates what something is
worth today, given that it cannot be
obtained or used untilsome time in the
future (Le. its "present value").

Discount rate
The annual rate at which the value of a
future cost or effect is reduced to find
its present value. The discount rate
expresses society's time preference
rate. Forexample, at a discount rate of
r, an event occurring in n years' time
has a present value of (1 + r)-n.

Economic evaluation
A process whereby the costs of
programmes, alternatives or options
are compared withtheirconsequences,
in terms of improved healthor savings
in resources. Also known as the costbenefit approach or economic
appraisal. It embodies a family of
teehniquesincluding cost-effectiveness
analysis,cost-benefitanalysisandcostutility analysis.
See: Cost-benefit analysis, costeffectiveness analysis, cost-utility
analysis.

Economic prices
A type of shadow price where market
prices are adjusted to reflect their true
opportunity cost.
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Efficiency
Relates to output per unit cost of the
resources employed. Resources are
being used efficiently if a given output
is produced at minimum cost, or
maximumoutputisproducedat agiven
cost ("operational" efficiency).
Economists also use the term in the
wider sense of cost-benefit analysis
("allocative" efficiency).

Endemicity
A term referring to the continuous
presenceofaninfectioninacommunity.
Transmissionintensity increases from
hypo-, through meso- and hyper-, to
holoendemic.

Endophagic
Preferenceofan insectvectorforbiting
indoors.
See: Anthropophilic, exophagic,
zoophilic.

Endophilic
Preference of an insect vector for
restingindoorsaftertakinga bloodmeal
and, sometimes, for breeding indoors
as well.
See: Exophilic.
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Environmental management for
vector control

The planning, organization, carrying
outandmonitoring of activities forthe
modification and/or manipulation of
environmental factors or their
interaction with man with a view to
preventing or minimizing vector
propagation andreducing man-vectorpathogencontact.
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Epidemic

A sharp increase in incidence rate, in
excess of expectancy, whichneed not
be theresultof a novelintroduction of
infection. Howsharptherisehasto be
to define an epidemic is a matter of
preference.
Equity

Fairness or social justice.
Environmental manipulation

Aform ofenvironmental management
consisting of. any planned recurrent
activity aimed atproducing temporary
conditions unfavourable tothebreeding
of vectors in theirhabitats. Examples
include water salinity changes,flushing,
regulation ofwaterlevelsinreservoirs,
vegetation removal, shading and
exposure to sunlight.
Environmental modification

Aform ofenvironmental management
consisting of any physical
transformation that is permanent or
long-lasting of land, water and
vegetation, aimed at preventing,
reducing or eliminating thehabitats of
vectors withoutcausing unduly adverse
effects on the quality of the human
environment. Examples include
drainage, ftlling andlandlevelling and
transformation of impoundment
margins.

Equivalent annual cost

The recurrent annual sum or annuity
which overthe lifeof theprojecthas a
present value equal to a lump sum
payment made now.
Exchange rate

The rate at which domestic currency
maybe exchangedforforeign currency.
Exophagic.
Preference ofaninsectvectorforbiting
outdoors.
See: Anthropophilic, endophagic,
zoophilic.
Exophilic

Preference of an insect vector for
resting outdoors after taking a
bloodmeal and for breeding outdoors.
See: Endophilic.

Glossary

Fixed costs
Costs which do not vary with the level
ofoutput in the time period considered
(usually one year).

Foreign exchange
The currency of other countries.
It is required by individuals and
institutions to buy goods and services
from, or make gifts or loans to, people
in other countries.
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given period. This usually implies that
at least two surveys are required.

Generally,prevalenceequalsincidence
times average duration of infection,
which makes it clear that incidence
rates are usually much lower than
prevalence rates and accurate
measurement requires larger sample
sizes. Incidence measures have an
advantage over prevalence measures
when working with acute (short-lived)
infectionsand fatalities. Incidence rates
have time units, e.g. cases per person
at risk per year.
See: Prevalence rate.

Health sector

Incremental cost

The part of the economy which is
involved in activities intended to
improve health. The term may be used
to mean health services, but it is often
usedsynonymously withthetermhealth
system, to mean health services and
health-related activities.

The additional cost of one programme,
alternative or option over and above
another.

Human capital
The skills and capabilities generated by
investments in education and health.

Incidence rate
The number of new cases ofa condition
arising in a defined group within a

Incubation period
The time interval between acquiring
infection and developing a clinical
condition.

Indirect costs
The productivity losses associated with
illness, including the worktime taken
up in medical treatment Typically,
these are valued by using earnings as a
proxy.
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Infective biting rate
The number ofinfective bites delivered
by the vector population/person/unit
time. This is a measure of the actual
rate of transmission, usually obtained
by multiplying the man-biting rate
(Figure 7) by vector infection rate
(particularly, the proportion ofvectors
which have infective parasites). In
malariology, it is called the
Entomological Inoculation Rate.
Where infection rates are relatively
high, say 1-5%, infective biting rate is
a direct measure of transmission rate
which is easily obtained. Infective
biting rate has no counterpart in
schistosomiasis research though snail
infection rate is a key variable.
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or decrease adverse side-effects by
using any additional methods.

Intensity of infection
Measures of the severity of infection.
These help to make the important
distinction between infection and
disease, and to identify those members
of a population (vector or human)
who, being most infectious, are of
greatest epidemiological importance.

Internal rate of return
The discount rate that just makes the
net present value of the stream of net
benefits equal zero. The "higher the
internal rate of return, the more
worthwhile the project.

Inflation

Investment

A fall in the value of money over time.
More money has to be paid to purchase
the same quantity of goods or services

Expenditure on capital goods which
are then used in production. In a more
general sense, it means undertaking
any activity which involves a sacrifice
(e.g. payment ofmoney) followed by a
benefit (e.g. enjoyment of a good).

Inputs
Goods and services used in production,
such as capital goods (buildings,
equipment), labour and raw materials.

Integrated control
A vector or pest controlstrategy based
on a combination of techniques such
thatit is not possible to increase efficacy

Latent period
The time interval between acquiring
infection and becoming infectious. The
"extrinsic incubation period" in insect
vectors is really a latent period. Its
importance in the epidemiology of
insect-borne disease arises because the

Glossary

latent period in the vector is usually
quite long compared with the life
expectancy of the vector. This makes
vectorial capacity especially sensitive
tochangesindailyvectorsurvival rate.

Marginal cost

Thechangein totalcostatagiven scale
of output when a little more or less
output is produced. This concept of
"marginality" canalsoapply tobenefit,
value,income, production, etc.
Marginal product

The change in total production at a
givenscaleof outputresulting froman
additional unit of input (e.g. labour).
Market prices

Pricesestablished by a marketwhere
buyers wishing toexchange money for
a good or service are in contact with
sellers wishing to exchange goods or
services for money.
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mosquito- proofing ofhouses, personal
protection and hygiene measures
against vectors, and provision of such
installationsasmechanical barriersand
facilities forwatersupplies,waste water
andexcretadisposal, laundry, bathing
and recreation.
Morbidity rate
An incidence rate for the number of

new cases of disease, as distinct from
infection.
Mortality rate

Death rates are similar to incidence
rates when they are measured as the
number ofdeathsperpersonatriskper
unittime. Mortality ratesareoftenlow
so they are commonly expressed per
1000persons. Mortality ratemustnot
beconfused withcasefatality rate,the
proportion ofcaseswho dieas a result
of theircondition.

Net present value

The present value of the benefits of a
project minus the present valueof
the costs.

Modification of human habitat or
behaviour

Nominal prices

Aform ofenvironmental management
that reduces man-vector-pathogen
contact. Examples include siting of
settlements awayfrom vectorsources,

Prices reflecting price levels at
different periods, unadjusted for
changes in the purchasing power of
money.
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Non-traded goods
Goods which are not imported or
exported.
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Present value
The value now of future costs or
benefits discounted at a given rate.

Prevalence rate
Operating costs
Alsocalled recurrent costs. The cost
of operating an enterprise or service;
Le. those costs of providing a service
that recur regularly, in contrastto the
cost of capital goods which are
purchased occasionally.

Opportunity costs
The benefits to be derived from using
resources in their best alternative use.
It istherefore ameasure ofthesacrifice
made by using resources in a given
programme. Wheneconomists usethe
term "cost", they mean opportunity
cost. This may not be the same as
expenditure.

Outputs
The end-result of production, that is,
what is produced.

The proportion of a defined group
having acondition (infection ordisease)
at one point in time. One survey may
be sufficient to measure prevalence
rates,butwhenworking withachronic
infection, such as lymphatic filariasis,
betterestimates of prevalence will be
obtained by repeatedly examining
individuals over a short period. It is
likely thatsomeindividualsfirst thought
to be negative, will turn out to be
positive at a second or third
examination. Prevalence rates have
no units.
See: Incidence rate.

Price index
A priceindexshowshow thepricesof
goodsandserviceshavechangedover
time. It is based on a given physical
quantity of items which are priced at
prevailing prices. The resulting total
valueof the itemsis thenexpressed as
a percentage of their value at some
base year.

Overheads
Productivity
Thecostspertaining togeneral services
(e.g. administration) which do not
necessarily arise from theoperation of
a given programme.

Output perunitof input in a stated time
period, e.g. labour productivity can be
measured asoutput perperson perhour.
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Project appraisal

Resources

Analysis undertaken prior to project
implementation to estimate benefitsin
relation to costs.

The inputs that are used to produce
and distribute goods and services.
These are conveniently classified into
land (including natural resources),
labour (people) and capital (goods
made to produce other goods). In
healthprogrammestheyincludeinputs
which are not under the control of the
health sector, such as patients' time.

Quality-adjusted life-year
A measure which reflects both the
qualityand quantity of lifegained from
health programmes. It is usually
derived by making assessments of the
relative value or "utility" of defined
states of health. These assessments
can be made by professionals, patients
or the general public and are obtained
by interviews with individuals or
through consensus-forming exercises.

Real terms
A variable(suchas nationalincome, or
healthexpenditure)is expressedin "real
terms" if its value has been adjusted to
remove the effect of change in price.
The resulting value is said to be at a
constant price.

Recurrent costs
Coststhatrecur,i.e.thecostsofrunning
an enterprise, such as salary and raw
material costs. Also known as
operating costs.
See: Capital costs, costs.

Risk

So that meaningful comparisons can
be made between different times and
places, epidemiology uses rates. The
denominator of a rate is the particular
group of people at risk of infection.
The "population at risk" should not be
confusedwithrisktoindividuals, which
is the probability a person develops a
condition within a give time period.
Risks in this latter sense take values
between 0 and I, and have no units.

Scarcity
The lack of a commodity in relation to
thedemandforit Resourcesarescarce,
and thus choices must be made on how
to allocate them.

Sector
The economy of a country can be
divided into "sectors". The broadest
classifications are between the private
and public sectors, and the economic
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and social sectors. The latter can be
divided into sectors with common
activities such as manufacturing and
agricultureintheeconomicsector,and
education andhealthinthesocialsector.
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country'spreference forsavingsversus
consumptionand/orforfavouring some
income groups more than others.

Standard conversion factor
Sensitivity analysis

A technique designed to allow for
uncertaintybytesting whetherplausible
changes in the values of the main
variableswouldaffecttheconclusions
of an analysis.

The shorthand means by which nontradedgoods can be valuedin termsof
world prices.

Supply

The quantity of goods or services
coming on the market at a given price
in a given time period.

Shadow prices

Adjustment of prices of goods and
services in order to take into account
market price distortions and
government objectives. Also known
as accounting prices. The most
commonshadowpricesarefor foreign
exchange(shadowexchangerate) and
labour (shadow wage rate).

Time cost
The cost individuals incur in being
inactivethrough illnessor in travelling
toandwaitingforhealthservices. Time
can be valuedintermsofitsopportunity
cost (Le. value of lost production or
lost leisure).

Social cost

The cost of an activity to society and
not merely to the agency carrying out
the activity.

Goodswhichareimportedorexported.

Social prices

Transfer payment

A type of shadow price where net
benefits are weighted to reflect a

A payment made without receiving
any good or service in return.

Traded goods
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Transmission potential
The importance ofmacroparasitic (e.g.
filarial) infections depends upon, not
just the presence or absence of
parasites, but the number of parasites
present. It is possible and desirable to
count the number of parasites in the
vector, as well as the human host
Knowing the man-biting rate of the
vector population, and the (geometric)
mean number ofparasites per vector, it
is possible to estimate the total number
of infective parasites a person can
expect to receive in a month or a year.

Unit cost
The total cost of an activity divided by
the number ofunits of output produced.
Also known as average cost.

Variable costs
Costs which vary with the level of
output in the time period considered
(usually one year).

Vector
Used broadly in these guidelines to
refer to any primary or intermediate
vertebrate or invertebrate host or
reservoir ofhuman disease- forexample
true biting insects such as Anopheles

mosquitoes for malaria, intermediate
hosts such assnails for schistosomiasis,
and animal reservoirs such as rodents
for leishmaniasis.

Vectorial capacity
Here defined as the rate (usually daily)
at which a bloodsucking insect
population generates new inoculations
from a currently infectious case.
Vectorial capacity is the product of the
eight components listed in Figure 7. It
is a measure of potential rather than
actual rate of transmission, because it
includes no parasitologicalinformation.
The vectorial capacityand other related
measures of the potential rate of
transmission are particularly
advantageous
under
two
circumstances:
• when the fraction of vectors which
are infected is too small to measure
reliably - this is typical in epidemic
(rather than endemic) areas, where
infection rates are often of the order of
0.1% and impossibly large sample sizes
(e.g. more mosquitoes than can be
dissected) are required to detect
significantchanges in such small rates;
• when an explanation for the variation
in infection rate is needed - in this
context, the theory ofvectorial capacity
clearly explains why transmission rate
is particularly sensitive to changes in
the daily survival rate of vectors. The
concept of vectorial capacity does not
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apply to snails as intermediate hosts,
though snailabundance andlongevity
are important epidemiological
variables.

World price
The value of a good when purchased
internationally.

Zoophilic

Preference ofaninsectvectorforbiting
animals rather thanhumans.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATING FUTURE COSTS FROM SCRATCH
There are two approaches to predicting future costs. One is to use the cost calculations from other
similar interventions: Chapter 2 describes how to measure the cost of an existing intervention and
Chapter 4 indicates how this can be used to predict the costs of other similar interventions (the
"adaptation" approach). The alternative approach, when there are no comparable costing data on
which to base the estimates, is to derive estimates from scratch, using predictions about the likely
quantities and prices of required inputs (the "ingredients" approach). This latter approach is
described in this appendix.
The ingredients approach involves translating a general description of the intervention into
specific resource requirements, itemizing in detail the amount and type of staff, the number and
type of vehicles etc. For each item an appropriate price is identified and the cost calculated by
multiplying the quantity by the price and summing over all items.
There are three advantages to the ingredients approach:
•

it is tailormade to the intervention and so may be more accurate: the nature of the intervention
is defined as precisely as possible and from that the resources required and the likely prices;

•

it is more feasible to derive estimates for alongertimeframe since estimates are not constrained
by the limited availability of real data;

•

it does not require cost data on comparable interventions.

The major disadvantage of the ingredients approach is that it requires a good understanding of
the technical content of the intervention and a realistic assessment ofinevitable "losses" that occur
even in well-managed programmes. As with the "adaptation" approach, it is important to define
the boundaries clearly and in terms of the additional resources and effects above those already
existing, and to distinguish between fmancial and economic costs.

QUANTITIES
If the quantities of inputs required to implement the intervention have not been documented, the
following procedure may be helpful.

Take the objective of the Intervention
and translate It Into planned outputs In
terms of specific tasks. Quantify this
Information. Do this for each year In the
life of the project or for at least 10 years.
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Theexamplethatwillbe usedthroughoutappendix1considersan intervention designedtoreduce
malariaincidencethroughinsecticidespraying.It isestimatedthatabout3000housesin5 villages
will need to be sprayed twice a year. The example is indicatedby r::r .
Convert this Information on planned
outputs Into Input requirements.

Useand elaborateon the inputcategoriesdescribedinChapter 2. Dothisseparatelyforeach year
in theexpectedlifeof theproject.Includeinputswhichmaynot haveto be paidfor. Keepseparate
those resources requiring foreign exchange from those purchased in domestic currency, and
capital costs separate from recurrent costs.
Use the following procedureas a guide to this process.
Calculate the supplies required to
achieve the outputs Identified.
r:r
It is estimated that each house requires about 500g insecticide for each spray cycle.
Wastageduringtransportation isestimatedat 5%. The totalamountof insecticiderequiredeach
year is therefore (3000 x 0.5) x 2 x 1.05 = 3150 kgs.

Wherean intervention uses a lot of capitalequipmentit may be easier to start with the amount of
equipmentrequiredtoachievetheobjectiYe. For instance,withan intervention designedto level
extensiveareas wherepools of water form, start by estimating how many tractors, or how much
time of a tractor is required.
Calculate the numbers of field-level
workers required to achieve the outputs
Identified.
r:r
It is estimated that on averagea team of three sprayerscan spray about 10 houses a day.
So (3000/10)x 3 x 2 = 1800man days oflabour are requiredevery year. This will take the form
of 10 teams of 3 men each working two cyclesof 30 days each.

For a land-levelling intervention, calculate the amount of manpower required to operate the
tractors.
Calculate the supervisory and
management requirements based on the
number of field-level staff.
r:r
Itisconsidered necessarytohavea supervisorforevery 3teamsof 3sprayers;3supervisors
working for 2 cycles of 30 days are thereforerequired.
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Calculate the capital requirements
(vehicles, equipment, buildings) to
enable the staff to function adequately.
r:r
Each supervisor requires a motorbike (3 motorbikes) and two jeeps would be adequate for
transporting the sprayers. A small truck is necessary to transport the insecticide. Each sprayman
will require a spraytank and protective clothing (30 sets) and each team will require a bucket to
mix the insecticide (10 buckets). A storeroom of 4 by 5 meters would be adequate for insecticide
storage.

calculate the costs of operating these
capital Items In order to achieve the
outputs of the Intervention.
r:r
Each motorbike needs 5 litres of fuel a week, the jeeps 30 liters and the truck 10 litres. One
litre of oil is required for every 200 litres of fuel. Each spraytank needs a new spray nozzle each
sprayround.

It is very important not to neglect the recurrent cost implications of capital investments. These
recurrent items are complements to capital inputs which will not function adequately without
them. Inadequate funding for these recurrent costs is likely to jeopardize the effectiveness of the
whole intervention.

For each category of Input Indicate how
reliable the estimate Is likely to be. If
there Is considerable uncertainty about
the quantities, provide Information In
ranges of values.

In estimating the quantities required, it is often helpful to draw on information from other, similar
projects. Be careful not to design an "ideal" intervention. Make sure that the various losses that
occur even in the best run projects are taken into account - some inevitable time loss, the
unavoidable wastage of supplies (for instance, insecticide spillage and storage losses), drop-outs
from training programmes and so on. Previous experience with other similar interventions can
provide a useful guide.

PRICES

Collect Information on the current prices
of those resources quantified above
(specify the year. which should be as
recent as possIble and the same for all
Inputs).
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Make sure that freight charges are included.
Check that these prices reflect the opportunity cost of resources and, if not, use shadow prices.
These are required if the market price does not reflect opportunity cost (e.g. unskilled labour) or
if there is no market price (e.g. volunteer labour).
Try to predict whether (independently of inflation) the price ofany ofthe inputs is likely 10 change
over time.

r:r
Ifgovernment salaries are particularly low they may increase faster than other inputprices.
If the intervention will require a substantial proportion of a particular resource, the intervention
itself might cause the value of the input 10 increase. If this is the case, the price 10 be used may
be different from the current price and may need 10 be different in different years of the project.

COSTS

Calculate the costs by multiplying the
quantities of Inputs by their price for
eachyear separately. If posslble,ldentlfy
who Is likely to fund what.

The following table shows how to calculate costs for a single year.

INPUTS

QUANTITIES
Q

Recurrent
Personnel
Supplies
Operating costs:
vehicles
equipment
buildings
Other operating
expenditures
Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings
Total

PRICES
P

TOTAL COST
QxP
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Note that the same price is used to calculatecosts in all years (unlessa price is likely to change
independently of inflation). The calculations are thereforein terms of constantprices.
There may be some short-cutsto detailing separatelyall the inputsrequired. If there are good
data on the relationshipbetweensome inputsand others or between the quantitiesof some and
the cost of others. use this information. It may. for instance. be known that the averageannual
cost of running a jeep amountsto about US$2000.
Prepare a table that summarizes the
costs over the life of the Intervention.

COSTS

INPUTS
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Recurrent
Personnel
Supplies
Operating costs:
vehicles
equipment
building
Other operating
expenditures
Capital
Vehicles
Equipment
Buildings
Total

Becauseof "timepreference". i.e. thecostsof resources consumedin the presentare givengreater
weight than thoseconsumed in thefuture.thetotalfigures foreachyearcannotsimplybe summed
to obtaina single figure. The "presentvalue"of all the costs incurredafter the first year mustbe
calculatedbefore they can be summed.
The simplestwayof obtaining presentvalues is tomultiply eachyear'scostby thediscountfactor
for the chosendiscountrate and each year from the presentvalue table in Appendix3. Onceall
the costs have been converted into their present value. they are added together. Guidance on
choice of discountrate is providedin Appendix 2.
To convert the economiccosts calculated above into financial costs. simply use market prices
insteadof economicprices. Thecostscanthenbeexpressed intermsof pricesfortheyearinwhich
they will be incurredby applying the estimatedrate of inflation.

APPENDIX 2

DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC COSTS OF EXISTING ACTIVITIES
In this appendix procedures for estimating recurrent and capital costs are presented. At the end
a checklist of data to be collected is given with their possible sources.

FINANCIAL COSTS: RECURRENT COSTS

Personnel and other labour
Examples
ofinputs

Staffdirectly involved in the vector control intervention: sprayers, diggers, trainers,
supervisors;
supporting staff such as managers, cleaners, guards, drivers;
short-term experts, contract labour and volunteers, advisors and others involved in
the activity who are not employees.

The costs
to be
included

Sources

0/ cost data

The full cost of employing personnel is represented by the individual's gross
earnings - in other words the individual's take-home pay together with any tax
or fringe benefits which may have been deducted (for example, contributions to
health insurance, social security and pension plans). These gross earnings should
also include any special incentive, overtime, or hardship bonuses, holiday and sick
pay, uniform. housing and travel allowances. If the workerreceives any additional
commodities, housing or other non-monetary benefit, the value of these should also
be estimated and included.
Expenditure records and payrolls in the Ministry of Health wiu have data on
salaries and allowances. It may be necessary to look elsewhere for some allowances.
For example, pensions may be paid by the Civil Service Board.
If the earnings of particular individuals have to be identified it is usually best to ask
them their salary grade rather than how much they are actually earning. Individuals
are usually more reticent to reveal earnings than to state their position on a standard
salary scale. Furthermore, it may be difficult to clarify what salary figure they give
(gross or net, for example). Salary schedules can usually be obtained from the
agency administering the civi I service, and are often published in the annual
Government Estimates.

It is often difficult to get detailed information on allowances and bonuses. A rough
estimate can be made by assuming that the average relationship between salaries and
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allowances for the whole institution (or a relevant subgroup) can be applied to a
particular individual. For example, district-level expendituredata may show that
allowancesare onaverageabout 12%ofsalaries. Anextra 12%wouldthenbeadded
to the individual's salary.

Supplies
Examples
a/inputs

Any materials used up in the course of a year as direct inputs into the principle
activities of the project (in other words,not those required for the operationand
maintenance of capital equipment). Examples include insecticides, larvicides,
fishlings and drugs.

The costs
to be
included

The full cost of supplies should include the cost of transportation to the point of
use including freight charges as a result of importing materials, any internal
distribution costs, packaging costs and insurance. Costs should include those of
supplieswhicharelostor wastedas wellas thoseused forthepurposeforwhich they
were intended.Loss can result from misplaced shipments,damage from water or
rodents, pilfering and time-expired materials.
To get a better ideaof averagefinancialcostsuse the costsof thesuppliesconsumed
(including those lost and wastedas wellas used appropriately)rather than the cost
of supplies purchased.The differenceslie in whether existing stores are run down
or built up.

Sources 0/
financial
cost data

Expenditure records: expenditure records may not have sufficient detail and
it may be necessary to calculate costs on the basis of quantities and prices.

Quantities: Consult inventory records in the field-level store. The quantity
distributed from those stores during the year will be equal to:
the inventory at
the beginning of
the year

+

the quantity
received during
the year

the inventory
at the end
of the year

This willbe the sameas theamountconsumedexceptforlosses sustainedbefore the
suppliesreach the field level. This loss can be calculated by comparing (original
stock + quantityreceived) with (fmal stock + quantity distributed) for each level
where stocks are held. The difference reflects the amount lost at that level. This
process can be refmed by substituting "quantityreceived by lower-levelunits" in
placeof "quantitydistributed"; thedifferencewillmeasurelossesin transitbetween
distributionpoints.Anywastagedue to time-expired stockwillneed to be added in.
This is a potentiallycomplicatedexercise,particularlyif there are severaldifferent
storesat different levels,and it may be necessaryto developrough approximations
ofthelossin thesystemandapplythese. Alternatively,if theflowof suppliesisfairlY
steady then the amount of suppliesdistributed from the higher level unit may be a
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reasonably good approximation of the amount consumed at the peripheral units.
This is a valid approximation only if there is no reason to suppose that there is a
majorchange in the amountsbeing stored between thehigher level unit and the most
peripheral distribution point.
If stores data are poor, it may be possible to work backwards, using information on
outputs together with some average input use. For example, information on the
number of houses sprayed, the amount of insecticide required per house and the
quantity that is likely to be wasted can be used to estimate the probable quantity of
insecticide consumed.

Prices: Supply invoices, order forms, price lists or catalogues are sources of
information on purchase prices. Costs ofintemationaIand internal transport should
be included. International freight costs can usually be readily determined (supply
invoices and order forms should include them) and should not be overlooked since
they often add a further 10 to 20% onto the original price. It may be more difficult
to estimate internal transportation costs unless this operation is contracted out.
Indeed, if supplies were transported by vehicles belonging to the intervention being
costed, then transport costs will be included under vehicle running costs and should
not be included here.

Vehicle operating costs
Many vector control interventions rely heavily on vehicles to distribute supplies, carry out
supervision and implement the programme. All too often, vehicles are provided but fail to operate
efficiently either for lack of fuel or spare parts. It is important to know what it costs to run vehicles.

Examples
of
inputs

The inputs involved in operating, maintaining and repairing of vehicles including materials such as fuel, lubricants, insurance and registration fees,
tyres, batteries and spare parts, and personnel such as drivers and mechanics.

The costs
to be

Do not double-count personnel involved in vehicle operating, maintenance or
repairs by including them under both the "personnel" and "vehicle recurrent
costs" sections.

included

There is often a separate item for vehicle running costs in expenditure records
Sources
ofcostdata (particularly if work is contracted out). However, sometimes fuel (both vehicle and
heating) will be lumped together and sometimes it is necessary to know the costs
ofrunning particular vehicles. In these cases, interview drivers and mechanics and
consult log books to get a sufficiently detailed picture.
Records of fuel consumption are probably reasonably good. Ifnot, fuel consumption
can be estimated based on the mileage of the vehicle and average distance travelled
per litre ofpetrol consumed for that particular type of car under the conditions. The
price paid per litre for fuel multiplied by the number of litres of fuel used gives the
total cost of the fuel.
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Oil and filter changes and other maintenance may be done haphazardly or on a
routine basis either after a set distance covered by the vehicle or at regular time
intervals (say once a year). If detailed calculations are difficult, simply increase
petrol costs by a set percentage (say 15%) to incorporate these costs.
Sometimes government departments use vehicle allowance rates ($ per mile) to
calculate reimbursements for the use of private vehicles on government business.
These are usually intended to cover the full operating costs and may be a useful guide
(though they may not be relevant to the type of vehicle or circumstances of the
intervention; if they include capital depreciation in the running cost. either this
proportion or the vehicle capital cost should be excluded).
It is best to use actual data on quantities consumed and price. Use the shortcuts
described above as a last resort.

Building operating costs
Examples
a/inputs

Lighting, water, heating, building insurance, materials for cleaning and painting,
and maintenance and repairs of electric wiring, plumbing, roofing, heating and
office furniture.

The costs
to be
included

Costs charged for materials and labour costs (unless these are included under
personnel).

Sources

Expenditure data are often quite adequate. Building recurrent cost will normally
be listed under such headings as "maintenance", "utilities", "services".

0/ costdata

Equipment operating costs
For small pieces ofequipment it may be difficult to estimate running costs and, particularly ifthere
are relatively few of them in the intervention, there may be little gained from separating out these
costs from building recurrent costs.

Example
a/inputs

Fuel or electricity operating costs, spares and personnel for maintenance and
repairs.

The costs
to be
included

Costs charged for materials and labour (unless these are included under personnel).

Sources
Expenditure records may have some data but they are unlikely to be detailed.
a/cost data For electrical equipment it might be possible to obtain data on its power requirements (kilowatts per hour), the length of time it is operated over the year, and the
cost of electricity per kilowatt.
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There are a variety of "rules of thumb" providing guidance on the likely operating
and maintenance costs of equipment used in health programmes. Most of these
rules relate recurrent costs to the original capital expenditure. These cost
relationships are of course dependent on the price structure in countries and the
precise nature of the equipment used. amongst other things. It is wiser to explore
first the actual costs in the intervention being studied.

Other operating costs
Examples
ofinputs

Telephone and other utilities, postage, printing, photocopying and general
stationery, hired services such as media fees.

The costs
to be
included

Costs charged.

Sources
of cost
data

Expenditure records will often identify expenditure on these items.

FINANCIAL COSTS: CAPITAL COSTS

Buildings
Examples
ofinputs

Health centres, hospitals, offices, staff houses and warehouses.

The costs
to be
included

Use the current cost of building a similar structure, including the cost of site
development, architects' fees and construction. If the total cost is not available,
it may be possible to obtain estimates ofthe costper unit area (for example per square
metre) for the category of building of interest. Take into account factors that may
influence these estimates such as the distance from the capital or the nature of the
terrain, as well as the nature of the structure such as the type of building materials
and number of storeys. The cost ofbasic furnishings and general equipment should
also be included. If it is impossible to itemize these separately, 10% could be
added to the total cost.
Alternatively, buildings can be treated as a recurrent cost if an annual rental value
is available. Movable equipment will still need to be treated as a capital cost.

Recent government contracts for similar buildings are a useful source of building
Sources
ofcost data cost information. The planning or tendering section of the Health Department or
architects in the Ministry of Works or local construction ftrms should have this
information.
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Useful
life

Even though some buildings may last longer, use 20 years as the expected useful
life of buildings unless they are very temporary structures with much shorter
expected lives.

Vehicles
Examples
ofinputs

Motorbikes, cars, four wheel drive vehicles, trucks, tractors, bulldozers.

The costs
to be
included

Use the replacement cost for a similar vehicle, not the original purchase price.
The cost. if the vehicle is imported. should include insurance and freight (Le. CIF
price).

Sources of
cost data

Recent government contracts, supply records of donors (who frequently supply
vehicles) or local dealer estimates are useful sources of information.

Useful
life

The useful life of a vehicle will vary considerably, depending on type, terrain,
use and maintenance. Consequently, the expected useful life for each type ofvehicle
should be determined by local consensus. Ask several people who use, drive or
service vehicles for an estimate of how long these types of vehicle have lasted in the
past and how long it was before they reached a stage where repairs were not
worthwhile.

Equipment
Examples
ofinputs

Digging and grading equipment. insecticide sprayers, pumps.

The costs
to be
included

Use the replacement cost for a similar piece of equipment. not the original
purchase price. The cost, if imported, should include insurance and freight.

Sources
Recent government contracts, supply records of donors (who frequently supply
ofcost data equipment) or local dealer estimates are useful sources of information.
Useful
life

The useful life of a piece of equipment can be ascertained by asking individuals
who operate it how long this type of equipment generally lasts before it is beyond
repair.

Land
Thecosts
to be
included

Its current purchase price. Alternatively, land can be treated as a recurrent cost if
an annual rental value is taken.

Sources
Local informants.
ofcost data
Useful life

Not relevant since land does not depreciate over time.
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ECONOMIC COSTS: CAPITAL COSTS
The differences between fmancial and economic costs are summarized on page 37. Here we
explain in a bit more detail two aspects of economic costing: how to handle capital costs in the
economic analysis (this section) and how shadow prices are calculated (next section).
Capital costs can be handled in two different ways in the economic analysis. They can either be
annualized (converted to their annual equivalent) or discounted to their present values. These
approaches are described below. They produce equivalent results.

Annualization
Annualization permits capital costs to be converted to their annual equivalent, and thus added to
annual recurrent costs. It involves spreading the cost of the capital item (other than land) over
its life, but also allows for the opportunity cost of tying up funds in the capital item (as reflected
by the interest or discount rate).
•

Take the replacement value of the capital item (excluding land) - the amount which would
have to be paid to purchase a similar item at the present time (or the year for which the
costing is being done if this is different) and estimate the expected useful life.

•

Find out the discount rate used by the economic planning office or finance ministry. If this
is not available, check WorId Bank or other development bank project appraisals to see
what discount rates they use. If this approach fails, the discount rate will have to be
estimated. It essentially should reflect the opportunity cost ofcapital to the economy in real
terms. If the country's capital market is well organized, the interest rate on Treasury bills
(i.e. the cost ofborrowing to the government) will be one indicator, and another the interest
rates offered by commercial banks to depositors. The rate of inflation must be subtracted
from eitherrate to obtain a real rate. If there is no properly functioning capital market, take
the highest rate at which the country could safely lend abroad, subtracting the foreign
inflation that applies to that rate (i.e. take the real rate of return on gilt-edged securities).

•

Consult the table of annualization factors in Appendix 3 and locate the number where the
"discount rate" column and the "expected useful life" row intersect This is the relevant
annualization factor. Many calculators and electronic spreadsheets also have the facility
to calculate it For example, in Lotus 1-2-3 the function is @PV(1,discount%,expected
useful life).

•

Calculate the annualized value by dividing the item's current value by the annualization
factor.

Land is handled differently because it is not used up over time. The annual cost is thus only the
opportunity cost of tying up funds in land purchase. Apply the discount rate to the capital value
of the land to give an annual cost.
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Present value
The present value method is applied to all costs, whether capital or recurrent.
•

List the costs in the year in which they were incurred.

•

If these costs are in nominal prices, remove the effects of inflation by expressing the costs
in terms of the price level of a chosen year.

•

Select a discount rate (see above, under Annualization).

•

In the present value table in Appendix 3, look up the discount factor for the chosen discount
rate and each year. Multiply these by the cost in each year to obtain the present value of

that year's costs.
•

Sum the present value of each year's costs to obtain total present value.

ECONOMIC COSTS: SHADOW PRICES
Shadow prices should be substituted for market prices ifthe latter seem considerably distorted (i.e.
do not reflect social opportunity cost, see Chapter 2). In case shadow pricing is necessary, a brief
outline is given here on how itis done. Experts need to be consulted to help with these calculations.
A very useful reference text is Gittinger (1984).
Two different approaches can be used for shadow pricing.
(1)

Identify resources with prices that are distorted, that is do not reflect opportunity cost, and
calculate a shadow price. This is most likely to be the case for unskilled labour and for
The wage for unskilled
imported goods (because of distorted foreign exchange rates).
labour can be adjusted by the extent to which itis considered to be above the value oflabour
in its next best alternative use (e.g. subsistence fanning). A shadow foreign exchange rate
can be estimated, based on ajudgementon what exchange rate might prevail if the currency
regulations were removed.
Setting shadow prices involves both skill and judgement. Consult local experts or relevant
documentation.

(2)

Value traded goods and services at world prices, that is the price prevailing on the world
market. The cost of transportation (including insurance) is added to these.
The prices of non-traded goods and services have to be adjusted so they are priced in terms
comparable to those of traded goods. Ideally the inputs used to make the goods should be
disaggregated into labour, traded goods and non-traded goods.
The inputs to non-traded goods are further broken down until virtually everything has been
accounted for in terms of labour and traded goods. Traded goods are valued in terms of
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world prices. Ifall wage rates are considered to reflect opportunity cost, then market wage
rates are multiplied by a conversion factor which reflects the difference between internal
price levels and world prices. If the market wage for unskilled labour is thought to exceed
its opportunity cost, a shadow wage rate is estimated.
This process of breaking down the inputs of non-traded goods is often not feasible
and the local prices of non-traded goods can simply be multiplied by a conversion factor.
which may be sector specific (reflecting the ratio of world prices to domestic prices for the
Iradeable inputs of the sector) or generally applicable (a StandardConversion Factor. based
on a representative selection of traded goods for the whole economy).
Donated inputs and voluntary labour would be treated according to the same principles. Traded
goods would be valued according to the approach chosen above; volunteer labour in terms of its
opportunity cost (e.g. a shadow wage rate for unskilled labour).
Remember that, whether shadow pricing is used or not, taxes must be excluded from the prices
used and subsidies added in.

CHECKLIST - DATA TO BE COLLECTED AND SOURCES OF DATA
Code:
o Information which it is desirable to get
before going into the field

Information to coiled from the central management unit servicing the vector control
intervention
o General information on the intervention: where and for how long it has been operating. major
contributors to the intervention
c Cost data on the intervention as a whole:
- expenditure and budget records for the intervention
- inventory records for major supplies
- payroll records
Cost data specifically on the activities at the central management unit (for example. planning.
management, supervision and training). Expenditure records will provide some data but
information will probably also be needed on the component costs of running the central
management unit (see field-level checklist for details on possible sources):
- personnel (number. salaries. percentage of time spent on key activities)
- building space occupied and associated running costs
• vehicles used (type. capital cost, running costs. length of life)
- other operating costs
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c Data to assist in deciding whether and how to sample lower levelregional, district or field-level
units:
- If not all the data on the costs of the lower-level field stations can be obtained from the
central management unit, find out the administrative structure of the intervention - e.g.
the number of regions/districts; ease of access; size; terrain; etc
- The nature of cost data (expenditure, inventories, quantities consumed) available at the
lowerregionalldistrict units (useful to know so that this information can be specifically
asked for at regional/district offices)

Information to collect from the Ministry of Health· Divisions of Finance (F), Supplies (S),
Personnel (P), Management Services (MS) and Planning (PI).
c Building prices - either total structure or per unit area (MSIPl)
Vehicle prices (F/SIPl)
Prices of major pieces of equipment (F/SIPl)
c Staff salaries by grade (P)
Prices of major supplies (S)
Government mileage rates (F)

Information to collect from the Planning or the Finance Ministry
Discount rate used in project evaluations (check also local World Bank reports)
Exchange rates for the currencies used for purchasing inputs and for the years being analysed
Shadow pricing practices in project evaluations (check also World Bank evaluations)
National minimum wage
Domestic and international price indices (or consult IMF Financial Statistics Yearbook)

Information to coDed from the sampled RegionallDistrid Ofrlces
Dataon costs that have been incurred on activities carried out at the selected regional/district units
(for example, supervision, management and training). If the management of the intervention at
this level is not a discrete unit but is integrated with other health activities, separate out those
resources that relate particularly to the intervention. Expenditure records will provide some data
but information must also be collected on the component costs ofrunning the regional or district
office (see field-level checklist for details on possible sources of the data):
- personnel (number, salaries, percentage of time spent on the intervention and key
activities within the intervention)
- building space occupied and associated running costs
- vehicles used (type, capital cost, running costs, length of life, percentage of time or
mileage on the intervention and key activities within the intervention)
- other operating costs
Data on the costs that have been incurred at field station levels:
- c regional/district level expenditure and budget records, particularly for vehicle and
building operating costs
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- inventory records for major supplies
- payroll records
o Data to assist in deciding whether and how to sample lower level district or field-level units:
-Ifnot all the data on the costs of the lower-level field stations can be obtained from the
district/regional office, find out what is the administrative structure of the intervention
(e.g. the number of districts in the region or field-stations in the district; ease of access;
size; terrain etc )
- The nature of cost data (expenditure, inventories, quantities consumed) available at the
lower field level (useful to know so that this information can be specifically asked for at
the field stations)

Information to collect from the sampled field-level units
Expenditure records
- Gross annual salaries of all field-unit workers
- Annual cost of running any buildings: electricity, water, telephone, postage, printing,
office equipment repair, office supplies, building maintenance and repair, housekeeping
supplies
- Total payments made on each vehicle in the year: fuel, oil, tyres, batteries, spare parts,
repairs, insurance, registration
- Bus, rail and air fares and per diem and other allowances
Inventory records
- Annual consumption of key supplies used by the intervention, for example, insecticides,
larvicides, protective clothing, fish, educational materials
Log books
• If expenditure on vehicle running costs is not available, collect data on the distance
travelled per year by each vehicle
- If the vehicles are shared between the intervention and other activities, also collect data
on the distance travelled per year by each vehicle for the purposes of the intervention. A
less satisfactory alternative is to collect data on the total number of trips made per vehicle
per year and the number which were done specifically for the purposes ofthe intervention
Observation and measurement
- Type of building (main material used, number of storeys) and estimated size (if the total
building cost is not known at central level)
- Types of vehicles used
Interviews with field unit staff
- Percentage oftime each staffmember spends on key, broad categories ofacti vities related
to the intervention including field activities (spraying, clearing, educating etc) and
management, supervision, training
- Expected useful life of each vehicle
- If expenditure on the running costs of vehicles is not available, ask for information on
petrol consumption or, if there are data on distance travelled, the running costs per
kilometre
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- The amountof sparecapacity that exists with each of the major inputs - staff. transport.
buildings. equipment(in other words.if that input were held constant.how much more
vectorcontrol activitycould be conducted)
- Characteristics of the field station: accessibility. population served.populationdensity
- Description of the nature and level of community contributions to the vector control
activities

APPENDIX 3: Tablesof annualization and discountfactors

Annualization factors for determining annual cost of capital items
Year

1%

3%

5%

6%

8%

0.990

0.971

0.952

0.943

2

1.970

1.913

1.859

3

2.941

2.829

4

3.902

5

10%

12%

14%

15%

16%

18%

20%

0.926

0.909 0.893

0.877

0.870

0.862

0.847

0.833

1.833

1.783

1.736 1.690

1.647

1.626

1.605

1.566

1.528

2.723

2.673

2.577

2.487 2.402

2.322

2.283

2.246

2.174

2.106

3.717

3.546

3.465

3.312

3.170 3.037

2.914

2.855

2.798

2.690

2.589

4.853

4.580

4.329

4.212

3.993

3.791 3.605

3.433

3.352

3.274

3.127

2.991

6

5.795

5.417

5.076

4.917

4.623

4.355 4.111

3.889

3.784

3.685

3.498

3.326

7

6.728

6.230

5.786

5.582

5.206

4.868 4.564

4.288

4.160

4.039

3.812

3.605

8

7.652

7.020

6.463

6.210

5.747

5.335 4.968

4.639

4.487

4.344

4.078

3.837

9

8.566

7.786

7.108

6.802

6.247

5.759 5.328

4.946

4.772

4.607

4.303

4.031

10

9.471

8.530

7.722

7.360

6.710

6.145 5.640

5.216

5.019

4.833

4.494

4.192

11

10.368

9.253

8.306

7.887

7.139

6.495 5.938

5.453

5.234

5.029

4.656

4.327

12

11.255

9.954

8.863

8.384

7.536

6.814 6.194

5.660

5.421

5.197

4.793

4.439

13

12.134 10.635

9.394

8.853

7.904

7.103 6.424

5.842

5.583

5.342

4.910

4.533

14

13.004 11.296

9.899

9.295

8.244

7.367 6.628

6.002

5.724

5.468

5.008

4.611

15

13.865 11.938

10.380

9.712

8.559

7.6aj 6.811

6.142

5.847

5.575

5.092

4.675

16

14.718 12.561

10.838 10.106

8.851

7.824 6.974

6.265

5.954

5.668

5.162

4.730

17

15.562 13.166

11.274 10.477

9.122

8.022 7.120

6.373

6.047

5.749

5.222

4.775

18

16.398 13.754

11.690 10.828

9.372

8.201 7.250

6.467

6.128

5.818

5.273

4.812

19

17.226 14.324

12.085 11.158

9.604

8.365 7.366

6.550

6.198

5.877

5.316

4.843

20

18.046 14.877

12.462 11.470

9.818

8.514 7.469

6.623

6.259

5.929

5.353

4.870

21

18.857 15.415

12.821 11.764 10.017

8.649 7.562

6.687

6.312

5.973

5.384

4.891

22

19.660 15.937

13.163 12.042 10.201

8.772 7.645

6.743

6.359

6.011

5.410

4.909

23

20.456 16.444

13.489 12.303 10.371

8.883 7.718

6.792

6.399

6.044

5.432

4.925

24

21.243 16.936

13.799 12.550 10.529

8.985 7.784

6.835

6.434

6.073

5.451

4.937

25

22.023 17.413

14.094 12.783 10.675

9.077 7.843

6.873

6.464

6.097

5.467

4.948

26

22.795 17.877 14.375 13.003 10.810

9.161 7.896

6.906

6.491

6.118

5.480

4.956

27

23.560 18.327

14.643 13.211 10.935

9.237 7.943

6.935

6.514

6.136

5.492

4.964

28

24.316 18.764

14.898 13.406 11.051

9.307 7.984

6.961

6.534

6.152

5.502

4.970

29

25.066 19.188 15.141 13.591 11.158

9.370 8.022

6.983

6.551

6.166

5.510

4.975

30

25.808 19.600 15.372 13.765 11.258

9.427 8.055

7.003

6.566

6.177

5.517

4.979
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Discount factors for calculating the present value
Year

1%

3%

5%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

15%

16%

18%

20%

0.990

0.971

0.952

0.943

0.926

0.909

0.893

0.877

0.870

0.862

0.847

0.833

2

0.980

0.943

0.907

0.890

0.857

0.826

0.797

0.769

0.756

0.743

0.718

0.694

3

0.971

0.915

0.864

0.840

0.794

0.751

0.712

0.675

0.658

0.641

0.609

0.579

4

0.961

0.888

0.823

0.792

0.735

0.683

0.636

0.592

0.572

0.552

0.516

0.482

5

0.951

0.863

0.784

0.747

0.681

0.621

0.567

0.519

0.497

0.476

0.437

0.402

6

0.942

0.837

0.746

0.705

0.630

0.564

0.507

0.456

0.432

0.410

0.370

0.335

7

0.933

0.813

0.711

0.665

0.583

0.513

0.452

0.400

0.376

0.354

0.314

0.279

8

0.923

0.789

0.677

0.627

0.540

0.467

0.404

0.351

0.327

0.305

0.266

0.233

9

0.914

0.766

0.645

0.592

0.500

0.424

0.361

0.308

0.284

0.263

0.225

0.194

10

0.905

0.744

0.614

0.558

0.463

0.386

0.322

0.270

0.247

0.227

0.191

0.162

II

0.896

0.722

0.585

0.527

0.429

0.350

0.287

0.237

0.215

0.195

0.162

0.135

12

0.887

0.701

0.557

0.497

0.397

0.319

0.257

0.208

0.187

0.168

0.1;37

0.1l2

13

0.879

0.681

0.530

0.469

0.368

0.290

0.229

0.182

0.163

0.145

0.116

0.093

14

0.870

0.661

0.505

0.442

0.340

0.263

0.205

0.160

0.141

0.125

0.099

0.078

15

0.861

0.642

0.481

0.417

0.315

0.239

0.183

0.140

0.123

0.108

0.084

0.065

16

0.853

0.623

0.458

0.394

0.292

0.218

0.163

0.123

0.107

0.093

0.071

0.054

17

0.844

0.605

0.436

0.371

0.270

0.198

0.146

0.108

0.093

0.080

0.060

0.045

18

0.836

0.587

0.416

0.350

0.250

0.180

0.130

0.095

0.081

0.069

0.051

0.038

19

0.828

0.570

0.396

0.331

0.232

0.164

0.1l6

0.083

0.070

0.060

0.043

0.031

20

0.820

0.554

0.377

0.312

0.215

0.149

0.104

0.073

0.061

0.051

0.037

0.026

21

0.811

0.538

0.359

0.294

0.199

0.135

0.093

0.064

0.053

0.044

0.031

0.022

22

0.803

0.522

0.342

0.278

0.184

0.123

0.083

0.056

0.046

0.038

0.026

0.018

23

0.795

0.507

0.326

0.262

0.170

0.1l2

0.074

0.049

0.040

0.033

0.022

0.015

24

0.788

0.492

0.310

0.247

0.158

0.102

0.066

0.043

0.035

0.028

0.019

0.013

25

0.780

0.478

0.295

0.233

0.146

0.092

0.059

0.038

0.030

0.024

0.016

0.010

26

0.772

0.464

0.281

0.220

0.135

0.084

0.053

0.033

0.026

0.021

0.014

0.009

27

0.764

0.450

0.268

0.207

0.125

0.076

0.047

0.029

0.023

0.018

0.01l

0.007

28

0.757

0.437

0.255

0.196

0.1l6

0.069

0.042

0.026

0.020

0.016

0.010

0.006

29

0.749

0.424

0.243

0.185

0.107

0.063

0.037

0.022

0.017

0.014

0.008

0.005

30

0.742

0.412

0.231

0.174

0.099

0.057

0.033

0.020

0.015

0.012

0.007

0.004

Source: Gittinger (1984)

APPENDIX 4

NOTES ON ESTIMATING SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT
Socioeconomic impacts can be health-related or otherwise. In Chapter 4 we briefly considered
income-generating impacts that result directly from interventions. This appendix focuses on
health-related economic impacts.

In situations where cost-effectiveness analysis is being used to select an option intended to reduce
the health hazard of a proposed resource development project, it may be particularly important
to attempt to value some of the estimated effects on disease. The decision-makers (who in this
case may well be agricultural economists or engineers) are likely to be more persuaded of the
importance of theintervention if some ofits effects are expressed in terms ofaverting labour losses
or increasing income. It is also appropriate to measure socioeconomic impact when (i) it is likely
to differ between interventions or (ii) decision-makers wish to know whether the intervention is
worthwhile purely in terms of saving resources.
Health-related socioeconomic impacts of interventions can be categorized into three types:
•

Reduction in the public and private costs of disease prevention and treatment
such as drugs, diagnostic tests and time ofhealth workers (i.e. reduction in direct costs).
These are particularly useful data to collect if the bulk of the funding for the vector control
intervention is to come from the health sectorand the health ministry needs to be persuaded
of its merits.

•

Gain in production from averted illness and death (i.e. reduction in indirect costs). This
is particularly useful data to collect if most of the funding for the vector control
intervention will be borne by the sectors directly concerned with production (for example,
agriculture and energy).

•

Avoidance of grief, anxiety, pain and suffering to the individual, his/her family and
friends.

Because the third type is difficult to measure, greatest attention is usually given to the first two.
It should be stressed that they are useful in indicating whether particular interventions have
resource-saving effects: however they do not reflect the value ofhealth itself. For example they
take into consideration only those who have access to treatment, and those in productive agegroups.
Moreover, the likely impact ofdisease on production (or gain in production if disease is prevented)
is extremely difficult to assess. While it may appear obvious that someone who is ill is not
productive, the relationship between disease and production is in practice complex (for example
see Prescott 1979 on schistosomiasis). The notes below on estimating gains in production
represent a crude approach and should be applied with care. In particular, since empirical studies
have often not found the expected major impacts of disease on production, analysts should be
cautious in their predictions and where possible should base estimates on empirical investigation.
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Estimatesof gainsin productionare likelyto beworth makingonly wherethediseaseunderstudy
affects adults (either directly or indirectlybecause of the time required to care for a sick child).
Although the gain in future productionbecause of prevented child deaths can be estimated, the
sumwill be relativelysmallfor tworeasons. First, futuregains are discounted.so the further into
the future they occur, the less they are worth. Secondly, there is a cost (apart from the health
intervention)of maintainingthechild up to theage whenhe/shebecomesproductive,the present
value of which should be subtracted from the present value of the production gains.
These points re-emphasizethat measuringand valuing productiongains should not be taken as
attempting to value health itself, but merely as investigating one aspect of a health intervention
that may be of importance to decision-makers.
Estimatesof savingsin treatmentcosts are also worthmakingonly if the savingsare made more
or less immediately(this is likely to be the case with vectorcontrol interventionsbut may not be
with certain other preventive interventions).
Analystsshouldbe awarethattheincorporation ofsavingsin treatmentcostsandproductiongains
mayfavourthechoiceofricherareasoverpoorerareasforanintervention(becausetheproduction
gains in the former are greater) and of areas with more health services over those with fewer
(because treatment cost savings only occur if health services already exist). If this bias is
distasteful to decision-makers, it can be counteracted by giving explicit weight to equity
objectives:for examplegivinggreaterweight toproductiongains in poorerareas by multiplying
these by some factor greater than one.

SAVINGS IN COST OF CURATIVE AND PREVENTIVE CARE

Calculate the reduction In the number of
disease cases.

(step 1)

UseChapter3 asa guide.(Notethat,insomecases,reductionsina particularvector-bornedisease
can also reduce illness and deaths from other diseases.)
Calculate the proportion of those cases
who would have been treated.

(step 2)

Someof those who fall ill will choosenot to seek treatmentor will not have access to treatment.
Existinghouseholdsurveysof healthserviceutilizationmayprovide this information, otherwise
a survey will be required.
If thecostofthetreatmentdependson wherethepatientsweretreated (healthpost,hospital,public

facility or private facility may all make a difference), find out how frequentlyeach major type
of facility is used for the treatment of the disease.
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C8lculate the coat of the treatment.

(step 3)

Treatment includes outpatient, inpatient, home care and drug costs. Start by looking at the costs
of providingpublic treatmentand then look at the costs shouldered by the household. In general.
it can be assumed that the cost of treating the average case does not change during the period of
implementation. If this may not be true (e.g. becauseof changes in case severity), try to get data
on cost of treatment from the period before as well as after the intervention.
PubUc faciUties: Information on the average cost of treatment for the condition may already be
available from government sources. If not, estimates will have to be made. Rough ones can be
made by simplylooking at total facilitycosts and dividing by the number of patient visits,or more
sophisticated ones by documenting precisely the inputs required to treat the disease. If the cost
of the treatment dependson wherethe patientswere treated,estimate what the costs per treatment
are ineachmajor typeof facility(togetherwiththe informationalreadynotedabove.on frequency
of attendance at each type of facility).

Householders may incur costs associated with treatment at public facilities. If these are fees
(which represent transfers between the patient and the health care provider) do not add them to
the health servicecosts alreadycalculated(that wouldbe double-counting).1ftheseare extra costs
(for example for self-medication or transport), add these to health service costs.
Private fadUties: Fees paid can be used to represent the cost of care at private facilities. This
informationcanbe obtainedfrompatientsor fromthefee schedulesof theprovider. Add transport
costs of patients.
This approach makes the importantassumption that average costs of treatment equal costs saved
if cases are prevented. The validity of this assumption should be carefully considered. For
example, if malaria cases are prevented but some malaria treatment facilities still required, the
existence of certain fixed costs that cannot be reduced may mean that only a part of average
treatment costs are saved (i.e., only marginal costs are saved).
Multiply the outcomes of the first three
steps. Add any savings In preventive
costs.

(1)

x (2) x (3) = (4)

This gives the cost that would have been incurred if the cases had not been prevented.
To saved treatment costs should be added any savings in the costs of preventive activities. For
example, because of the introduction of a malaria control intervention households may reduce
their purchases of insecticide spraysand repellent coils. Informationon preventive costs may be
obtained from households and shops.
An alternative to dealing with steps 2 and 3 above separately is to measure both directly through
a household survey. An alternative to steps I and 2 above is to measure directly the reduction
in treated cases. Health service records might provideestimates of the reduction in treated cases.
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In addition to calculating total costs, analyse them according to who pays: the government (for
public facilities) or the patient (for private facilities, fees for public services and the purchase of
household items). This information on distribution is an important supplement to data on costeffectiveness (see Chapter 4).

GAINS IN PRODUCTION
Estimatethe number of casea prevented
In productive age groups by gender and
age group.

(5)

See Chapter 3 for guidance on estimating effectiveness. The decision on the age range of
productive age groups should be based on local work practices: for example, children often form
part of the labour force.
Estimate the average number of days of
Incapacity per case (by age group and
gender as there may be Important
differences).

(6)

A household survey would be most accurate, but informed estimates (from clinicians or other
individuals) might be sufficient.
For some diseases it may be necessary to make a distinction between days of total incapacity (i.e.
inability to work) and days of partial incapacity (when work is possible but productivity is
lowered).

Estimate the value of an average day of
Incapacity (by age group and gender).

(7)

If disease transmission occurs throughout the year, use shadow wages if these have been

estimated. Otherwise, the local unskilled wage may give some idea of an appropriate value,
though it should be adjusted to allow for seasonal unemployment. For productive non-market
activities (e.g. household activities), domestic servants' wages may be a reasonable proxy.
If disease transmission is seasonal, an annual average value may be inappropriate. Forexample,

the peak of malaria transmission often coincides with the peak demand for agricultural labour.
In this situation, market wage rates may be a good indicator of the opportunity cost of labour.
If disease prevention substantially increases the amount of labour available, the value of labour

could fall.
If children work, the value of their work could be a proportion of an adult wage, adjusted for the

work type, work intensity and proportion of the day worked.
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Multiply the outcomes of the three
previous steps to estimate the value of
averted morbidity.

(5)

Estimate the number of deaths
prevented, by age and sex, and estimate
the mean age at death for each sex
separately•

(9)

x (6) x (7) = (8)

See Chapter 3 for guidance on estimatingeffectiveness.

Estimate the number of years of
productive lI1e remaining atthat average
age.

(10)

Use life tables and an estimateof the period of productivelife.
Discount future productive years.

(11)

Applythediscountrate (r) used forboth costsandeffectivenessdiscounting, and use it to obtain
the discounted number of productiveyears.
Estimate the value of ayear of productive
life.

(12)

This could be based on the daily value estimatedfor an average day of incapacity(7), or taken
directly from information on annual earnings or returns to labour (by age group and sex).
Munlplythe number of deaths prevented
by the discounted number of years of
productive life remaining at theestlrnated
averageage at death and by the estlrnated
value of a year of productive life, to
estimate the value of averted mortality.
Add the outcome of this multiplication
tothevalue of averted morbidity to derive
total gains In production from averted
Illness.

(9)

x (11) x (12) = (13)

(13) + (8)

=(14)

Asimilarapproachcan beappliedtoestimatingthegainsofpreventingschoolabsence. However
thecosts (in termsof loweredlifetimeproductivity) of schoolabsenteeism becauseof illnessare
highly speculative.
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ANALYSIS OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS

Oncesavingsinthecostofcurativeand preventive case and thevalueof gainsinproductionhave
been estimated. they can be included in the cost-effectiveness calculations in two ways.
Sum them and subtract them from the
Implementation costs of the Intervention.

(4) + (14)

= (15)

It may be that the resourcesavingscompletelyoffsetthe intervention costs (oreven lead to a net
saving); it is more likely that costs remain, but are reduced in size.
Divide the net costs obtained by the
effectiveness Indicator used (thUS
obtaining, for example, net costs per
malaria case prevented).

(16)

APPENDIX 5

TYPES OF SAMPLING PROCEDURES
Sampling is a procedure for choosing selected units from a larger population and drawing
conclusions about the larger population from them. "Population" is a statistical term used to
describe the total number of units from which to sample; these may be individuals in a village,
mosquitoes in a house, health centres in a district, days in the year etc. There are certain rules to
follow. Four approaches which satisfy these rules are described below. In each case the basis on
which the sampling was made should be explicit. If units are excluded from the original
population, this should be noted and the reasons given. A statistician may need to be called in to
assist in selecting a sampling strategy and sample sizes. and in analysing the data.

Simple random sampling This is the preferred technique when all the units in a population can
be feasibly listed. It can be used, for example, to select bouses in a village in order to study
mosquito abundance.
•

obtain a list (arranged in any order) of all the units from which the sample is to be selected
(i.e. from the population) and number them;

•

decide on the size of the sample (see below);

•

select the required number of units at random using a table of random numbers.

Systematic sampling If numbering all the units is difficult, the following technique is somewhat
simpler:
•

obtain a list of all the units from which the sample is to be selected (say n units in the
population);

•

decide on the size of the sample, say s units in the sample (see below);

•

calculate the ratio sin (= k). Select every kth item on the list, starting at any point. For
example, say a sample of 50 patients was wanted (i.e. s =50) out of 2000 attending a clinic
in a year (Le. n =2000). Then k=50/2000 = 1/40, and every 40th patient would be selected.

Cluster sampling If the costs of all the insecticide spraying units in the country are of interest,
studying a random (or systematic) sample would probably require a lot of travelling and effort
since these units are likely to be widely dispersed. An alternative approach is first to select a
random sample of districts and then look at the spraying units (or a random sample of them) in
those districts. This is called cluster sampling (the units are clustered in a limited number of
districts). It gives less precise results than random sampling but can bave major logistic
advantages.
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Stratified sampling Itmay bedesirable toensurethatthesampleincludescertainkindsof units
which,becausethere are relatively few of them,may not be selected in a randomsample (for
example, vectorcontrolunitsoperating in thecoastalandmountainous regions). To do this, the
total population (i.e. all vectorcontrolunits)is first dividedinto subgroups (in this case coastal
and mountain) and then random or systematic sampling done in each subgroup.

Sample sizeDetermining appropriate samplesizesisnotalways easy. Thelargerthesamplesize

the more accurate the measurement (assuming that a representative population was chosen
originally). At the sametime,however, the largerthe sample sizethe moreexpensive and timeconsuming itistocollectthedata. Thegreaterthevariation thatexistsbetweentheunits,thelarger
the samplesize needs to be to achievereasonable precision. Wherethereis little variation (for
example, perhaps, inthecostsofrunning astandardized vectorcontrolunit),smallersamplesizes
can be used. Consulta statistician for adviceon samplesizes.

